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FOREWORD

The guide ook has been written as a job aid for writers of Army narrative training literature, e.g,, Field Manuals,

Training Circulars and Special Texts. Since such literature focuses on helping someone to learn to perform job related

tasks, the guidebook emphasizes performance-oriented, rather than topic,oriented, writing. It has also been designed

to help the writer insure that he is writing at the appropriate reading level for his intended audience, The guidebook

emphasizes understanding of principles of good writing through the extensive use of examples rather than lecturing

about style, format and other design features,

ARI.research in this area is conducted as an in-house research effort augmented by contracts with organizations

selected as having unique capabilities and facilities in a specific area. The work reported here was conducted by the

Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO), Western Division, under Contract Nr. DAHC1973CE51. The

research was conducted under RDT&E Project 2Q063101A755, FY 1973 Work Program.

ec nical Director
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VIHY INAS THIS GUIDEBOOK DEVELOPED?

1, Because most of the current Army training literature is:

too difficult for many Army readers (see Chapter 2).

oriented toward content area topics rather than job performance

(see Chapter 2):

2, Because Army writers who were interviewed reported the need for the type

of guidance presented in this Guidebook:

HON WAS THE GUIDEBOOK DEVELOPED?

To develop the Guidebook, information was obtained from interviews with

Army writers and editors located at five Army Wvice School Centers where

training literature supporting high density Military Occupational Specialty

(MOS) areas is produced.

Close to HO interviews were analyzed to find out what kinds of informa .

tion these writers would find useful in a Guidebook, Most of these writers

reported that they get ideas for writing style arid format by reviewing previous

editions of the same or related manuals.

Thus, because these writers tended to model their products after existing

products, this Guidebook offers numerous models of good examples of writing

in a convenient package, Writers can find in this Guidebook models which they

can imitate in their own writing,

In addition to interviews with Army writers and editors, an extensive

review was excluded of hooh on technical writing, existing Army writers'

guides, scientific literature, and graphic displays,

Dozens of Army manuals were studied to select the examples used as

models throughout the Guidebook: Most of this material served as Before

isiOn models, while the A ter revision models were specially written and

designed for this Guidebook.

Notable exceptions to the use of specially written materials as After

examples occur in the last section of Chapter 6: Here, new materials prepared

by the Combat Arms Training Board are presented as After examples,

INTRODUCTION

WHAT PRINCIPLES GUIDED THE GUIDEBOOK DESIGN?

This guidebook was designed to serve as a job aid for the writer as

opposed to a "study text, \! The attempt has been to minimize the amount of

study effort required of tN user of the Guidebook:

We have avoi ded lengthy "how to do its", gamier lessons,

exhortations about "dos" and "don'ts."

Wo have emphasized intuitive -understanding by extensive use of

models rather than lecturing about style, format and other

design features,

We have catalogued information in the Guidebook, rather than

develop lessons to be studied so that information could be cata-

logued in the user's head:

We have followed the ideas for readable writing and formatting

presented in the Guidebook:

IIIHAT TYPE OF TRAIMNG LITERATURE DOES

THE GUIDEBOOK ADDRESS?

The Guidebook focuses on preparation of literature intended to help

someone learn job related tasks and perform job related tasks. This would

include any manual the individual is expected to use for "how to do it"

guidance outside of the formal instructional setting.

The Guidebook does not address the specific problems involved in

producing texts intended for use in academic instruction (for example, pro-

grammed instruction), or those involved in producing texts intended for use as

general, encyclopedic references: However, the principles illustrated in the

examples of "good" and "bad" vrriting should be helpful to writers of any type

of training literature.
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J DOES THE GUIDEBOOK DO?

PreSents numerous examples of improved writMg and manual formatting which writers can use as

,models for producing their own manuals (Chapter 5).

:Presenth information about the reading ability levels of Army enlisted personnel, so that writing

difficulty level might be better matched to reading levels of personnel (Chapter 4).

:,Presents step-by-step procedures for using the simple FORCAST readability formula for checking

"the reading difficulty level of what has been written (Appendix A).

:compares and contzasts topic oriented and performance oriented literature and provides models

_of performance oriented literature (Chapter 2).

'Prosides guidelines for identifying primary users of a to.be4ritten or revised manual, and for

orienting literature to these readers (Chapters 3, 4).

.Prmides pidanee on the use of illustrations (Chapter 6) and on methods of preparing tables of

,content and indexes to make it easier for users to locate information in a manual (Chapter 7).

:Provides references to several different projects which have developed different ways for

presenting printed information, and provides examples of materials from each project so that

.writers can decide if they want to order complete reports to learn how to prepare these different

typit of materials (Chapter 8):

'Provides a list of references to Army publications concerned with the development of training

literature (AppendLx B).

HOW SHOULD THIS GUIDEBOOK BE USED?

1, Army Training Literature manajement should make sure that copies of the Guidebook ale.

in plentiful supply and available to all writers and editors.

2. You (anyone tasked to produce a training manual) should first study Chapters 2, 3 and

4 to:

note the differences between topic oriented and perfumance oriented writin

(Chapter 2)

look over the decision rnles for identifying your Primary User and his information

needs; use these decision rules to guide you in developing the identification of the

Primary User and in organizing content to put it in a form compatible with the users'

needs (Chapter 3)

estimate the reading skills of your Primary User; use the reading tests to get a "feel"

for the level of reading skill you can expect your reader to have compared to your

own (Chapter 4):

3, Next you should browse through Chapter 5, looking first at the Index of Literature Types

and Rewrite Problems, and then at the Before and After examples. Look for style and

format designs you like, Try to note what revision procedures were used in producing the

After, models.

4, Look through Chapter 6. Notice the three different, major objectives (the "Why") you

might have in mind when using illustrations. Look over the "how" and "when" given under

each. Refer back to these when you are reviewing portions of your draft to identify where

illustrations could be helpful.

5. Browse through Chapters 7 and 8 for additional ideas ab-ut ways to present the in orrna-

tion you are to write,

6. Consult the numerous examples in the Guidebook during your writing to find writing and

formatting ideas.

7. Apply the FORCAST formula (Appendix A) to what you have written from time- o-time

to make sure your writing style is not too difficult for your intended readers,
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TOPK.ORIENTED TRAINING LITERATURE VERSU PERFORMANCE ORIENTED TRAINING LITERATURE

THE PROBLEM

Most Army Field Manuals and Training Chillers are Topic-oriented texts,

Topic-oriented wilting places h iiry demands on the reading, studying, and con .

ceptualizing skills of the user,

THE SOLUTION

WHAT IS TOPIC-ORIENTED WRITING?

Tapie.oriented wrifing focuses on the generalizations and concepts which con,

stitute a body of knowledgeit tells "about" a subject area rather than telling "what to

do" or "how to do it".

Topic-oriented manuals do not identify a particular user audience. A topic.

oriented manual is frequently described as a general reference text, intended for Inyone

from titivate to General.

oo Topic-miented writing does not identify subject-related duties and tasks, who

might be expected to perform them, or how any given user might perform them, The

riescription of the "body of knowledge" may carry implications for duty and task

performance for everyone from the Private to the Unit Commander. However, it's left up

to the reader to deduce from this description what duties and tasks should he performed,

how they should be performed, and who should perform them

Army training manuals, written to assist a person in learning or performing duties

and tasks, should be Performance-oriented texts.

Performance,oriented writing minimizes demands on the reading, studying, and

conceptualizing skills of the user,

WHAT IS PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED WRITING?

Performance.oriented writing locUse$ on the (Mies aild tasks a user is expected

to perform and the information he needs in order to perform these duties and tasksit

tells the user,"what to do" and where possible, "how to do it",

ol PerformancevMnted manuals identify a ,particular user audience. To wnte

performancediented literature you start by identifying who you expect the major user

to be and the subject-related duties and tasks this user will perform. You then translate

your knowledge of the subject area into the information and dhections this userwill

need to learn and perform the duties and tasks you have identified,

ais in performance-oriented writing, information is selected from the "body of

knowledge" and organized to place major emphasis upon its application to duty and task

performance. It "talks" directly to the user, the duties and tasks he is expected to

perform, and how he can perform them. AB a result, performance-oriented literature has

?eater relevance to a ',oh training or job performance setting than topic-oriented litera.

turn. The reader tides not have to strain the information he needs out of the general pot

of knowledge and then wrestle Mth the "so what should I do about it" question.
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TOPIC-ORIENTED WRITING

Note in the example below how "loeal alarm" is treated as a topic of "body of

knowledge" rather then as a description of how to setup and implement a contingency

plan. Activities to be carried out by the unit conunander and the individual members of

the unit are al interwoven or scrambled together without cleu indication of who is

expected to do what.

EXAMPLE 1-A: TOPIC-ORIENTED WRITING

CBS: THE LOCAL ALARM

The local alarm (warning) is given by any person recognizing or suspecting

the presence of a CDR hazard. Unit SOP's must provide for the rapid tranp

missiop of the warning to all elements of the unit and to adjacent units.

Brevity codes should be used where feasible. Suspicion of the presence of a

chemical hazard is reported to the unit commander for contemation: It is

important to avoid false alarms and to prevent unnecessary transmiesion of

aiitrals to unaffected areas. Consistent. with the mission and circumstances of

the unit, the alum 41 be given by use of any device that produces an audible

sound that cannot be easily confused with other soutds encountered in corn.

bat. Examples of suitable devicee for local Mums are empty shell eases, bells,

metal triangles, vehicle horns, and iron pipes or mils. The unit SOP should

spectfy the devices to be used, locations of the devices in the unit area, and

procedures to be followed, As a sepplement to the audible (sound) alarms or to

replace them when the tactical situation does not permit their use, certain

visual signals are used to give emerricy wanting of a CBR hazird or attack.

These vieual signals consist of donning the protective mask and protective

equipment, followed by an agitated action to call attention to this fact, In the

event of a chemical agent attack, there is a danger of breathing in the agent if

the you] warning is given before masking. The individual suspecting or recog.

nizing this attack will mask first and then give the alarm. The vocal alorm for

chemical agent attack will be "SPRAY' for a spray attack, and "GAS" for an

attack delivered by other means, The vocal warning is intended for those

individuals in the immediate vicinity of the person recognizing the attack. The

vocal Mum does not take the place of the sound alarm or the visual stoat to

alert a unit of a chemical attack,

VERSUS PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED WRITING

Taking only what was given in the original paragraph (Example 1-A) we hnve recast

it into performance-oriented writing: What we did was to organize the information as a

unit commander would have if he were to use it to guide the development or check the

completeness of his unit SOP:

EXAMPLE 1.B: PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED WRITING

CBR; THE LOCAL ALARM

The local alarm or warnieg is given by any person who knows, or thinks,

that a CBR hazard is present

Unit Commanders' Responsibility for the Local Alarm Procidere

The Unit Commander will prepare a Unit SOP describing the procedures

to be followed in giving the local alarm, These procedures must provide for:

a: A vocal alarm to wErri people who are near to the person who

gives the alarm;

b. A sound alarm to warn people in the Unit's area

(1) This alarm should produce a sound that will riot be con

fused with other sounds of combat. Examples of objects that might be used are

empty shell cases, bells, metal triangles, vehicle horns, and iron pipes or rails,

(2) The' Unit SOP should identify the object to be used, where

it IS located, and how it is to be used to give the alarm;

c, A visual signal to be used in addition to the sound alum, or, in

place of the sound alarm when silence is necessary;

d. A way for members of the Unit to quickly report a suspected

CBR hazard to the Commahder for confirmation:

e. Rapid communication of the warning to other nearby units,

making use of brevity codes if at all possible.

How to Give the Local Alarm

in case of Chemical attack, use these steps to give the local alarm:

a. Put your mask on first;

b. Give a vocal alarm

If spray attack, say "SPRAY",

For all other kinds, say "GAS";

c, Give the sound alum, visuM signal, or both, as directed in your

Unit SOP;

d. Pass the warning to the Unit Commander as diected in your

Unit SOP.

41 A
7



TOPIC-ORIENTED WRITING VERSUS PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED WRITING

Note that while both the gunner and the tank commander ue referred to, these

paragraphs do not directly addreas what either user is expected to do. The major focus in

these paragraphs is the definition of the concepta,

EXAMPLE 24: TOPIC-ORIENTED WRITING

SHAH II,

13-41, Ognetgl

&Ogg a ooting mentally where the round .Ap-

Kra in relation to the target The envoi and

target must be seen At the Aanie lime: otherwise,

only the round or erepts of the round are otg

sung Every round keel is nosed. OH reps-

gild( for deleglion owl range, by both the tank

modifier and the gong Tracer equipped

rook ore senni at divint where the truer

triknno abort or, ponokle hits the toract; tlto

tritritr roods ore netXti at the point of burst

The otrike or bent moat be genfied immediately

to avoid me eaused by drifting smoke or dot,

When attempting to Imo tram, crewmen Milt

emeeeteete on the target rather than the Pith

of Right of the hal The puler mot be

coutinoed that he an adjust Are only when he

actually Remo the Med in relotion to the tar,

get. The ogler rogy be able to IN the Om or

bort through the hale of the &motion but

will not be able to AtY the target or he may

only be able to set the tracer erne It pow the

target of INN NOM the tarot, In elgh etoOi

he only hos an obtervolieo god nes o ming:

Men, e residual cloud or dot produced by a Pro

ft,dlie striking the groupd rimy indicate the gen,

eral !Notion of the strike nod provide ao obser-

catgut

13,11 [let Indio Sensing

Pollettioa ?longings ore nickel iodations of

whether the round is on line with or to the okle

nr the target "'IWO eye them denettion sew

hie nVit, /c/t, or lige, The Onner noto the

point on hig sight retiple And the Molt enntolood-

Pr mennePe the amount of error, using the heti-

vital mil scale of No binocular reticle or

ectifOo4 the mil offer OeNtion nenningn

not announced hut roan the back uf deflection

rormotians in adjosting Arg With took nom-

.nition there will tie httle or no end' to Median

if boresighting and zeroing Are performed pro,

perly,

13-11 bap Sonsiem end ohneeyeriees

There ore Put range mono; target onto, And.

derilithl. and Int, Although then sewingu ore

mentah they will be announced at tiran. There

are Inn olocrvotbasHer, and skortwhIch ore

angle by the Honer er tank pernmander when

he observes oome evideoce of thO round heing

over or short, but onoot accurately singe the

rouog In adjuithierO if the gunner rood the

%MINOS

rood ht burst he wild reoiath Agent grid apply

the priory method of adjustment bumf*

target. If the gunner does not Penne or Apra

either thp twee Or burst after king, he nn,

ounces LOST, klowever, if he observes evideou

of the rood befog over or short he announces

OVER or ABORT, allowiog the took commooder

Ip adjust hre The Lonk commoder announce0

hit range orrloilogn or *mations when the

gunner makes nri announcement Or Anytime the

tank onoltiondov tOken over the Adjustment of

ire oing the Alternte method of adjustment

The Poe rage neriAingl nve disposed in the fob

lowing subparagraphs

g Target. A mod M mind as target (Ag

3I when the round or shell tearoom atrike Hy

part of the target even though suliseguent ad-

justments may be neteasory toned the center

of vulnerability to destroy the target A hit otgy

cam the target to thine sham move, dim-

pear, or bog When a rood strikes o metal

taoget,o tbekt bright bah tom.

A Our. A round is nosed as over ing IAA

when the wen MHO ObO9f the target The

tracer is round lit the point where it omen

over the target Over wimp orc oleo semi

for deneptiarm for anomie, OM; three light

roeff .jRitig pi muff (pi Oft

PIMM111160:

The material below was prepared specifically for the trainee Gunner. Note 'that

instead of first denning and diming such concepts as "sensing," "short," "doubtful"

this writer started directly with what the gunner will see, what he does, nd how he does it.

EXAMPLE 2-13: PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED WRITING

7 When the gunner fires, he tries to

I "sense" the round-watches where

the round goes in relation to the target.

8
If the round strilos short of the

target, (he gunner says to himself,

"SHORT," He sees where the burst appears

on his reticle and use5 burstionitargeti

To use Limon target for a SHORT

round, the gunner notes the point

on his reticle OM tho burst was seen; he

moves this point onto,jhecenter of the

target and prepares to fire MO neet round; In

the picture, the gunner has used his elevation

and traverse controls to move his reticle up

and to the right so that his next round will

be on target,

In The gunner fires; he should see this

V burst at the same piece en Ihh

reticle where he saw the (irs( one. This

time, then, the burst should be on target.

6 ,t



TOPIC.ORIENTED WRITING

This passage attempts to explain how spontaneous combustion occurs. Note how

general this information is and how it is presented completely separate from any duty or

task performance context.

EXAMPLE 34: TOPIC-ORIENTED WRITING

1. Spontaneous Yeating. Heating of a combusti-

ble material, or combingon of materials, is de=

scribed as spontaneous if inherent characteristics

of the materials cause a heat-producing chemical

action without exposure to external sources of

heat The process is spontaneous combustion if

ignition occurs. The causes of spontaneous beat

Mg are few, but the conditions under which they

operate are many and varied. 5 lore than one

factor may be operative in some cases, and one

may be conducive ta another, Technical informa-

tion as to the exact details ia limited. Laboratory

tests are often inconclusive because of the dill=

culty of duplicating operating conditions. It is on=

safe to conclude that a material will not heat

spontaneously because it has not done so under a

given set of circumstances. The process usually

starts with a slow chemical reaction, or slow oxi-

dation, which generates some heat The process

accelerates as heat builds op until rapid oxidation

takes place. Ignition may occur after days or

week% during which the temperature hag been

slowly increasing, The process can and does pro=

cued in various materials without dangerous ef-

fects if the heat generated can be dissipated, If

dissipated as fast as generated, ignition cannot

occur. Ventilation is therefore an important

factor, On the other hand, complete lack of venti-

lation is a positive deterrent, Complete absence of

ventilation would not prevent spontaneous heat-

ing and ignition if a chemical source of oxygen

were Present The most common instance of spon-

taneous beating is that which takes place In oil- or

paint.soaked waste or rag% particularly those

soaked with linseed oil and paint driers: Oily

waste and rags should not be left in lockers or

supply copboards; they should he collected in air-

tight metal containers for safekeeping until dis-

posed of,

VER US PERFORMANCE.ORIENTED WRITING

This example shows how the writer of the topic-oriented passage on Spontaneous

Heating might have handled this mateU if he had been writing a performance-oriented

manual for the petroleum handler.

EXAMPLE 3-B: PERFORMANCHRIENTED WRITING

Using the Petroleum Gage Stick to Find Innage

You can use the petroleum gage stick to find the height of a product

(innage) in small horizontal tanks, nonpressure tank cars, and tank vehicles.

Figure 90A shows the correct position of the gage stick in the tank. Use the

gage stick in this way:

(1) Lower the stick into the tank vertically.

1/4

NOTE:

(a) Lower the stick with care so that it does not make a splash,

A splash can cause a cut on the stick which will give you

the wrong reading,

(h) Make sure that the stick rests on the bottom and not on a

rivet head or other projection inside the tank.

(2) 1Nhen you gage a small horizontal tank which has a reference

point note whether the reading on the gage stick at the reference

point is the same at the reference height of the tank.

(2) Take out the stick and read the product cut on the stick, Record

this figure as the innage gage,

(4) Clean the stick at the cut by wiping with a cloth.

(5) Lower the stick again and take a second reading.

(0) Clean the stick with the cloth.

CAUTION

Do not leave oily rags lying aroond or in lockers or supply

cupboards, They may start heating and when they become

hot enough they burst into flames, Put oily rags in airtight

metal containers until you can get rid of them,
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PREPARING PERFORMANCE-OR1ENTED TRAINING LITERATURE

You've been amigned the job of writing a Field Manual or Training Circular.

Eased on Qui interviews with Army writers, your writing assignment probably

identifies a subject area (e,g., defense against CBR attack; or, vehicle recovery

operkons), but does not identify art audience you are expected to focus on in

preparing the manual. You, as a subject matter expert, or as a writer working with

subject matter experts, are generally expected to develop the identification of

audience, purpose, and scope for the manual.

PURPOSE OF PERFORMANCE.ORIENTED TRAINING MANUALS

A perforrnance,oriented text is expected to assist a person in lemming or

performing duties and tasks related to the writer's topic or subject area, It is

important, therefore, that the content of the manual be selected and organized

so that a given user can clearly identify what you expect him to do and how

he might be expected to do it.

WHAT DUTIES AND TASKS DO YOU EXPECT TO COVER?

WHO PERFORMS THEM?

In pluming a performanceviented text you first focus on identifying

potential users and the duties and tasks they perform which are related to your

assigned subject area. By examining this information, you then identify a

Primary User and the duties and tasks he is expected to perform. Once this is

accomplished, you are ready to focus on developing the application of your

area of knowledge to the performame expected of the Primary User.

1111HAT DO WE MEAN BY THE TERM, "PRIMARY USER'?

Primary !Iser indicates a group of people who on expected to perform;

o essentially the same duties and tasks related to an assigned subject area;

under essentially the same environmental conditions or range of

conditions;

fa using the same equipment or other special resources.

The Primary User provides a central focus for your development of the manual. In

other words, the manual will be developed to meet the information needs and

reading level characteristics of this nimary User. Sometimes you may end up

identifying more than one Frimary User. In this case you will need to decide hew

you can best "package" the informafion so that it will be accessible and useful to

each Primary User,



GUIDELINES FOR PREPARING PERFORMANCE.ORIENTED TRAINING LITERATURE

HOW TO USE THE GUIDELINES

The guideline steps offered in this Chapter are intended as general guidance, How you can best Ilse

them will depend on the amount of knowledge you already have about your subject area and about how

it iS put into practice by people out in the actual job settings,

IF you axe not well acquainted with the

various users, what they are expected

to do, and the conditions under which

they are expected to perform

IF you axe already well acquainted with

the various users, what they are ex

pected to do, and the conditions under

which they are expected to perform

IF you have identified more than one

Primary User

IF you want to know more about the

approach to organizing and drafting

Perfonnamce Oriented material

THEN - use the steps outlined to DEVEL-

OP your identification of the

Primary User(s),

THEN use the steps outlined to REVIEW

the focus and clarity of your

identification of the Piimary

User(s),

THEN use the information called for in

the steps to help you decide hpw

you can best "package" the infor-

mation for each so that it will be

accessible and useful to each.

THEN study the information given in the

steps for organizing and preparing

the draft.

13



AN OVERVIEW OF THE GUIDELINES

PART I IDENTIFYING THE PRIMARY USER GROUP AND THE CONTENT

REQUIREMENTS FOR YOUR WRITING ASSIGNMENT

Given a writing assitnment:

STEP 1 Identify the job incumbents whose duties Ind tasks should he directly affected

by the subject matter of your assignment,

(Identify the potential users fiot by Job Role Category; then, within each Job

Role category by MOSJob Posaion title and Type of Unit or similu group of

Units to which assigned.)

STEP 2 Describe the major duties and taiks (related to your assignmen ) that each of

these potential users is expected to-perform.

STEP 3 Determine which of these potential users can be expKted to perform essenriolly

the same duties Ind tasks, using the same equipment or resources, Sort these

potential users, sharing the same information needs, into potential Primary

User groups,

STEP 4 Identify the Primary User group (or groups) you will address in you

writing assignment.

STEP 5 If you identify more than one primary User group for your writing assignment:

Establish a plan describing how the information is to be "packaged" for each of

the Primary User goups so that it will be accessible and useful to each.

NOTE: You have now identified the Ptimary User (or Users);

You have identified the content requirements by your outline description of

WHAT the Primary User is expected to do; and,

In accomplishing the preceding, you have identified and recorded literature

references and other information sources you val want to consult again for

additional detail,

You are now ready to organize the information you will present to the

Primary User and to then start writing the draft,

14

PART II - ORGANIZING AND PREPARING THE DRAFT

STEP 6 - Develop a coherent outline description of WHAT the Primary User (or each

Primary User, if more than one) is expected to do in the operational setting. Do

thLc by organizing and developing the subject-related duty and task statements for

this Primary User,

STEP 7 Using the developed outline description of WHAT the Primary User is expected =

to do as a draft outline, apply your technical subject area knowledge and wte

the HOW-to.do-it to accompany each WHAT.

STEP 8 Review the draft for usability (organization) and readability (coherence, direct=

ness and reading difficulty level) from the perspective of your Primary User's

information needs and his operational setting,



GUIDELINES: PART I - IDENTIFYING THE PRIMARY USER AND THE

CONTENT REQUIREMENTS FOR YOUR WRITING ASSIGNMENT

NHAT YOU SHOULD DO AND WHY

?PEP 1 - Identify the potential users of the information you

have been asked to prepae,

REASON - A number of different job incumbents may

have vuying degrees of need for information in your

assigned area, You need to take inventory of who

these potential users axe and the nature of their infor .

mation needs in order to arrive at the final decision of

who your Primary User should he.

Substep 1.A = Identify the Job Role category or cate-

gories to which your potential users belong,

REASON - Users occupying different Job Roles di

perform different duties and tasks related to your

subject and hence have different inforndon needs.

if you identify potential ars in more than one

of the four Job Role categories, you will know at the

outset that you are Oinking in terms of more than

one Primary User group. Keep these Job Role pups

separate while developLng the duty and task informa .

tion for potential users within each group.

GUIDANCE FOR PERFORMING THE STEP

Mk yourself and the other content experts working with

yoo: Whose job duties and tasks should be dhctly affected

by th new or revised information?

Using the table at the right, review your own and other

experts' knowledge of the Job Role category or categories

which include users you think should he considered as candi

dates for Primary User(s)

Record the Job Role category title you have identified on

the top line of an index card. Use separate cards for each

title if you have identified potential users from more than

onc Job Role category.

Cards containing the TM detailed information on

potential users within each Job Role category will be filed

behind the appropriate Job Role category card,

USE THESE AIDS TO ACCOMPLISH THE STEP

INHAT IS THE JOB ROLE OF THE

POTENTIAL PRIMARY USERS OF YOUR MANUAL?

Job Role Title Job Dole Information Needs

IA) Unit Commander Uirron, manages &

land liaadquarters plans tar scram-

sto111, plishment al Unit

mission,

(&) Direct Super .

visors ulna

performing work

activitm talaNO

to your subject

area lo,g,, NCO

ROO

mon Of Squad Ldr,I.

(C) )(darker Piaithar

Imagist nor

supervisor).

(D) instructor

information as it applies

to duties & task: involved

in Unit direction, manage,

main & planning.

Assigns, hods & Inlormation as it appliat

checks subordinate to duties & tasks involved

tvotk act loitios. In assigning, Tirocting &

chocking subordinates'

work OM*

Perform atignPd

task! as directed,

Information as it applies

to pufgrning astipd

totll

Training Mors to The duties & Ws be is

perlorm your to (rain ohers to ped0011;

subiactlelated jnh aids far organizing &

job activities, ounductiog training; irain

ing obleativas & perform

anze standards,



EAT YOU SHOULD DO i-,ND INFIY

iubstep 1.8 Identify potential users within Job Role

categories by MOS-Joh Position title.

3tibAep I=C Identify the Type of Units to which each

MOS-Job Position title will be assigned.

". REASON You can generally expect a given MOS-Job

Position title to be assigned to a variety of Type of

Units (TOE#). Depending on the nature of your

writing assignment, the potential user's subjectielated

.duties, tasks, equipment and resources may cilffer

-. significantly from some Types of Units to others.

Therefore, for Itch potential user (MOS-Job Position

:title) you need to identify uid sort into pups those

Types of Units in which thi user will perform

essentially the same duties and tasks, us:Erg the same

. equipment or resources: The Type of Units making up

such a group are what we mean in Substep 1-D by the

term "comparable" Type of Unit assignments,

GUIDANCE FOR PERFORMING THE STEP USE THESE AIDS TO ACCOMPLISH THE STEP

For each Job Role categm yon have identified, review

your own and other experts knowledge of WHO (MOS.

Job Position title) you think should be potential users.

Record the MOS-Job Position title on the top line of a

sepirate card for each potential user you have identified in

this Job Role category: File these cards behind the appro-

priate Job Role category card. You will record the infor-

mation Gaited for in Substep 1-D on these same cards.

For each of these potential users, compile a list of the

Type of Units (TOE or TDA reference) to which this

potential user may be assigned. Review this list for each

potential user separately, asking these questions:

What are the duties and tasks related to your assign-

merit that you would expect this potential user to perform

if assigned to each of these Type of Units9

What equipment or resources would he have to per.

form the tasks you are concerned with in each of these

Type of Units?

To Find Literature:

by MOS,

Job Position Title,

& TOE units to

which ossigned:

by equipment or other'

special resources

each uses in carrying

out subieetielated

duties and tasks.

(See para. II & III, of

Appendix B The Army

Writer's Reference Shelf

for reference assistance.)

(See pora. Ill, of Appendix 6

The Army Writers Reference

Shelf -for reference assistance.)

by subject-related duties (See references in para. IV,

and tosks each is

expected to

perform,

Appendix B, as aids in identi-

lying major duties nd tasks,);

(Also see references in

para. vill, Appendix I, to

learn about the type of infor .

motion your Task Analysis

branch may be able to provide,)

NOTE: You will be developing aro, ,7:,,rding duties

and tasks performed by poteutit :,.ers in pot
detail in Step 1 You sill find it will save, the and

effort to actually start pve:14 the information

called for in Step 2 as you lo kvtijing answers to

the questions in this Shia; (1-C)



WHAT YOU SHOULD DO AND WHY GUIDANCE FOR PERFORMING THE STEP USE THESE AIDS TO ACCOMPLISH THE STEP

.Substep - Classify the Type of Units for each MOSJob

Nth title into groups so that the Units in

each pup represent "comparable" Type of Unit

assignMents for that MOS-Job Position title.

REASON -In accomplishing Ibis, you are saying that

Wm potential user (MOS-Job Position title) will have

the same information needs in relation to your amign-

ment, as long as he is assigned to any one of the Type

of Units withb this "comparable" group of Units.

It is possible that there may be severd different

"comparable" groups of Units to which a given

MOS-Job Position title could be assigned, Even though

he carries the same MOS-Job Position title in each

case, you need to keep his identification with each of

these dUferent groups separate because he has dif-

ferent information needs depending on which group

his assignment falls within.

YIN will need this information later when you are

deciding who the Frimary User should be; whether

you should be addressing more than one Piimary User,

and, if so, how you should package the information so

it will be accessible and useful to each,

Based on your answas to the above questions, decide

which Type of Units can be grouped to represent "com-

parable" Type of Unit assignments for a given user. You

may have tnore than one such goup for a Oven MOS.Job

Poition

Use the MOS,Job Position title cards prepared in Sub-

step 1-B and record the Type of Unit or "comparable"

goup of Unit each MOS-Job Position title is assigned to, If

a given MOS-Job Position title can be assigned to more

than one type or group of "comparable" Units, list each

group on a separate card Meted with the same MOS-Job

Position title,

Repeat this information gathering, review, and recordMg

procedure for each potential user you have identified in

this Job Role category. File these cards behMd the appro-

priate Job Role category card,

"Comparable" Type of Unit assignments are defined as

those Units in which a given MOS-Job Position title can be

expected to perform essentially the same subject-related

duties and tasks, using the same equipment or resources,

Wben you finish Substep 1-D, you will have a card file (for

each Job Role category) consisting of two sections:

Section 1, Job Role Identification

1 card . Job Role category title

Section 2, MOS-Job Position title

1 or more cards for each MOS-Job Position title

with each card containing one Type of Unit or

a listing of members of one group of "compara-

ble" Unita this MOS4ob Position title can be

assigned ib; equipment or special resources this

MOS-Job Position title would use in performing

your subject-related duties and tasks when

assigned to this Type of Unit and the related

literature or information source references.



riAIYOP.SHOULD DO AND YVHY

,

1'1.-!.;.:j0erilify the:major duties and tasks related to

yrni subject -area that you expect each potential

usertorormaswellastheequ quipment Or

.:=resourcea he will use in performing them:

REASON. The objectives of thi sobstep are to

ldentify WHAT etch different potential user in a Oven

13 R:Ole .entilory is expected to do in relation to

tir subject area, You will use this information in

stithree ways:

in deciding how many potential himary User

,grcarps you have; Secondly, in deciding which group to

lid Ai the Primary User group (d more than one

ary User pup is identified, you will use the

description of these group to decide how the inforrna-

tionlor each should be packaged so it rill be accessi-

ble and usable to its intended audience); arid, Thirdly,

fter identifying the Primary User group for your

riting assignment, you will need the description of

IIAT this user group is expected to do in order to

". apply your subject matter expertise to the task of

'Ailing them HOW to do it.

GUIDANCE FOR PERFORMING THE STEP USE THESE AIDS TO ACCOMPLISH THE STEP

Start with a particular potential user (MOS.Job Position

title; Type of Unit or group of "comparable" Units to

which assigned) you have identified in Substep 1D:

What ate the major duties you would expect this potential

user to perform in relation to your writing assignment?

Record the user's identification at the top of a blank card

and enter under it a statement describing a major duty you

expect him to perform in the operational setting. Also,

record, on this card, literature references and other infor

mation sources that you either have rkewed or will nit

to review in developing the docription of the tasks he will

perform in accomplishing this duty:

Make out a new blank card ad repeat this procedure for

each different major duty you expect this potential user to

perform, File these cards behind the cud identifying th

Potenial MR and Type of Unit (Substep iD cards):

Still considering the same potential user:

What are the major tasks this user will perform in

accomplishing each major duty?

Next (or concurrently with development otthe.major duty

statements if you prefer), start listinglhe major tasks

(major steps or actions he will take) in accomplishing each

major duty. Record each of these on a separate card keyed

to identYy the user (MOSIoli Position title; Type of Unit)

and the major duty to which the task belongs. If he will be

using equipment or special resources while accomplishing

this task, identify this equipment or resource in a standard

place near the bottom of the card, In addition, record

literature and other information sources you have used in

identifying this task:

Repeat this Procedure until you have compiled, on the

separate cards, an outline sketch of the major subject-

related duties and tasks performed by each of your

potential users. File the duty and task cards for each

potential user behind the user's identification and Type of

Unit card in the appropriate Job Role category section of

your card file,

NOTE: In developing these detailed .descriptions, you

will gather information from experts khowledgble

about the Oen user and his operational setting; from

individuals involved in related doctrine development;

and from current doctrine Lnd Wining literature, If

possible, observe and talk to users in the opera-

tional setting.

horn whatever sources you collect the information,

analyzing and synthesizing it to form coherent descrip-

tions of the duties and tasks performed by the

potential user iS a major task you have to accomplish,

Systematic recording of the duty and task information

you gather, along with the reference sources, will,

however, rnake this job easier.

Wlien you finish Step 2, you wl have a card file (for each

Joh Role category) consisting of three separate sections;

Section 1, Job Role Identification

lord Job Role category title

Section 2, MOS-Job Position title

1 or more cards for each MOS,Job Position title with

each card cont6ning one Type of Unit or a

listing of one group of "comparable" finite this

MOS-Job Position title can be assigned to.

Section 3, Duties and tasks performed by each MOS4ob

Position title Type of Unit

I or more cards (for each MOS-Job Position Title in a

given Type of Unit or group of "comparable"

_units) containing a major ditty, a task belonging

to this duty area, equipment used in performing

the task, and literature or information

source references.



WHAT YOU SHOULD DO AND WHY GUIDANCE FOR PERFORMING THE STEP

STEP S Identffy iuul group together potential users who

can k expected to perform essentially the same

subjeckelated duties and tasks, using the same

equipment or resources, 4T.

REASON. The objective of this step is to complete

the grouping of potential users (within each Job Role

category) into groups halt the same subjeckelated

'nformaUon needs, These groups will then represent

your potenU ['nary User goups,

Do you have potential users identified by different

MOS,Iob Position titles who are expected to perform

essentially the same subjectrelated duties and tasks, using

the same equipment or resources?

if so, make out a new index ad to identify all of these

MOS,Joh Position titles and Type of Unit assignments on a

single card, Replace their separate cards with thiscard,

Since this group of potential users perform the same

subject.related duties Ind tasks, code one set of duty and

thsk cards to identify thi group of users, File this set

behind the single card used to identify tW user group,

Repeat this review and, when possible, grouping process,

until you have examined all potential users you identified

in Substep 1.B.

4.



HATYOUIHOULDOO'ANOWHY

:-

_

IP 4 . Identify the Primary User group (or groups) you

tr' will address in your writing assignment,

igASON.In curling ont the preceding steps, you

identied the vtnious poups of users 'whose

'ettities lind tasks should he directly affected by you

ing,assipment. You have identified them so that

loth group clanks of users whom you ekpect to

Orm easentially the same subjectrelated duties and

Oak-using the seme equipment or reaoinees. There .

y-ou have reason to think that the members of

eh group will have euentially the same information
.

needs in the area of your writnig assignment.

Au probably have identified more dm one potential

Primary lied group. You task now is to decide:

which group (or groups) shoWd your writing

ilsignment.foetz on as the Primary User group (or

groups)? 'AM,

if:the decision is to prepare material for more

thaitione primary User group, how should the inform

liotf:, for tech Primary User group be "packaged" so

that it . willbe accessible sled useful to each group?

GUIDANCE FOR PERFORMING THE STEP USE THEE ASTO ACCOMPLISH THE STEP

Separate the potential Primary User groups (within each

Joh Role category) into two classes:

(a) those that are coasidered "specialists" within your

assigned subject matter area; and,

(b) those that would be considered "nonspecialists" in

this subject area,

Review the subjectalated duty and task descriptions you

have generated for each potential Primary User gout:).

Identify the duties aed tasks for each group that will be

dfected by the new information (or revisions to exieting

information),

Estimate the extent to which you new information or

revisions will affect the subjectrelated duties and tasks of:

(a) the Maury User groups you have identified in the

"specialist" category;

(b) the Primary User groups you have identified as "non.

specialists" in relation to your subject area.

NOTE:

Specialist personnel are those who, by virtue of

training or experience, are expected to have special

knowledge of your subject area; perk= duties and

tasks requaing this special knowledge; and, usually are

prolided with specially designed equipment or

resources to support ti-ir performaece.

Nonspecialists sre personnel who have no more the

basic, "general subjects" type of training in your sub .

ject area; whose performance of subjectprelated duties

and tasks would be of a field expedient or emergency

nature and would not normally be supported by the

special equipment or resouces,

Example; In the subject area of teld emergency

medical treatment, the Combat Aiding' would be

considered a "specialist"; the infantry squad member a

"nonspecialist,"

Generally, you agency ivill have responsibility for both th

prep tion of literature in your subject matter area and fc

the MOSs that receive speciality Uainkig in these subjec

areas. Thus, for writing fuli manuals your Primary Lk

goup (Or groups) will generally be personnel consider&

"specialists" in your subject area.

In addition, however, you will probably have identifi&

several "nonspecialist" groups who are expected to perforr

limited duties and tasks based on your subject area, You

agency will generally to have responsibility for this poi

ton of their literature even though it may be "packaged,

as a pert of a manual produced by another agency. In thi

CaSe, you may be preparing material for your "non

specitst" Primary User groups. This materiai will thee I>

used by the other agencies which have primary responsi

Wily for MOSs within your "nonspecialist' user groups,



AMU SHOULD DO AND WHY

L

Establish a plat describing how the information

be"packaged" for each of the Primary User

groups so that it will be accessible and useful

; to each.

:AEON You have identified several Primary User

.groups as having subjectielated duties and tasks

affected by the new or revised information in your

gnment However, th does not automatically

itean that you should be preparing new manuals for

itch' Pnmary User group you have identified,

YOU:may have found, in carrying out Step 4, that the

pew information affects certain of your Primary User

groups in such a mfrior fashion that there is no need

:televise thefr edating literature or prepare new litera-

;tire, Thus, you would drop these groups from further

.consideration as Primary Users for this assignment,

still other cases, the effect on the duties and tasks

'of a particular Primary User group may not be exten-

Sivelautitill sufficiently important to warrant writing

i"change" to exAing literature.

.Any one of three considerations may guide the

decision to package your information as a new manual

for a particular Primary User group:

(a) there is no exting literature on the subject-

Mated duties and tasks expected of this Pfimary User;

(b) your writing assignment will present exter lye

changes in the duties and tasks expected of this Pri-

matry User;

existing literature is appraised as being too diffi-

cult End too indirect to meet the needs of this Pri-

mary User.

. GUIDANCE F R PERFORMING THE STEP USE THESE AIDS TO ACCOMPLISH THE STEP

Based on the extent of each Primary User group's informa-

tion needs (and training literature management consider&

Lions), decide which form of "packaging" would be most

accessible and useful to each of the Primary User groups:

(a) a new "manual" focusing on the full range of

subject-related duties and tasks of a particular Primary

User group;

(b) a new "manual" with separate sections devoted to

the information needs of each of several closely related

Primary User groups;

(e) a relatively brief Training Circular or other

temporary form of literature for each Primary User group;

(d) "cfange" notices or draft revisions to other

agencies for their use in rewriting literature for which they

have the MOS responsibility,

NOTE: Packaging separate sections for two or more

Primary Users into a single manual can frequently

defeat the objective of making the information accessi-

ble and useful to each Primer User. Before you

decide to put information for rnore than one Primary

User in the same manual, consider how the following

disadvintages will affect your Primary Users:

restricted access to the manual for some;

consolidated indexes which are hard to use;

increased bulk which makes it less convenient-

to use;

a uniformity of style which may be appropriate

for one Primary User group but not for others.



IAT YOU SHOULD DO AND INHY

GUIDELINES: PART II ORGANIZING AND PREPARING THE DRAFT

'EP 6 Develop a coherent outline description of WHAT

the Primary Eiger (or each Primary User, if more

than one) is expecte& to do M the opera-

tional setting.

REASON Your model for organizing a Performance.

Driented training manual is provided by your descrip.

`lion of the Primary User in the field; what he will be

ipected to do in relation to your topic area, how he

kould do it, end the conditions under which he will

3e. performbig, The duty and task statements you

repare provide this description,

(19

GUIDANCE FOR PERFORMING THE STEP

A duty statement is a description of a major objective or

function your user is to accomplish. To qualify as a major

duty ma (as opposed to a task), it must involve two or

more separate acts or sets of behaviorthat is, tasksthat

are necessary for accomplishment of the objective (the

major duty).

The only magic involved in identifyieg what should be duty

Statements and whet should be task statements is the same

magic as is involved in developing a logical, detailed outline

for any writing assignment.

But what is your writing assignment? In preparing

Performanc.e-Nnted training literature, your writing

assignment is not the topic (for example, defense against

CBR attack). Instead, the subject of yom writing asso,

rnent is identified by the activities that the Primary User

would have to perform in the operational setting. For

example, what he should do, and how he &rid carry out

these activities to defend himself against CBR attack,

YO111 duty and task statements should tell WHAT the user

does; not HOW he does it, In composing duty and task

statements, your objective is to compile, in outline form, a

coherent description of WHAT the user is expected to do

(in relation to your topic area) in the operational setting.

Duty statements might be thought of 8 chapter titles in a

book describing the particular user's job (or that part of it

related to your topic area). Task statements, in this cae

parison, are the major section or paragraph headings within

the chapters, The major difference from the usual book is

that in this case the organizational focus of all of these

headings is on WHAT the user is expected to do in the

operational setting. The text which you have been asked to

write fills in under these headings and subheadings and

supplies the HOW.

AIDS TO ACCOMPLISH THIS STEP

NOTE; The Contrast in Organizatioeal Emphasis:

Topiet Performance Oriented Literature.

The traditional model used in organizing taining

manuals has been the plea of instruction as presented

to the student in the classroom. The style of organiza.

tion of these plans has typically cast basic enabling

knowledges as superordinale headings or themes, while

dirties and tasks to be performed in the operational

setting have been given subordinate status. Thus, the

major emphasis hoz tended to be on 'what you need

to understand before you can perform the task," as

opposed to, "what you need to do in order to per.

form the task,"

PerformInce Oriented training literature reverses the

relative emphasis described above for traditional

training literature, in Performance Oriented training

literature, the superortlinate headings and themes focus

on "WHAT the user is to do" and "HOW he is to do

it!' Necessary enabling knowledges are not omitted,

but are made subordinate to the major "WHAT.toilo"

and "HOW.to4o.it" themes.

Thus, the organization of Performaece Oriented

traMing literature comes close to the style a supervisor

in the operational setting would use in assigning one

of his workers a new task and then standing by the

worker and talking him through the initial per

formance,
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WHAT YOU SHOULD DO GUIDANCE FOR PERFORMING THE STEP

srtp 7 Using your draft outline, apply your technical Now that you have identified WHAT your Primar: iser

uea howledge and mitt the HOW=to-doit to will he expected to do, identify and review teedrii1

acrompiny each WHAT. content literature that will assist you in applyiv ycir

technical knowledge to produce a description of HOW he

should do it,

STEP 8 Review the draft for usability and readability

from the perspective of your Primkry User's

needs and his operational setting,

In developing the major duty and task statements in Step 6,

above, you were undertaking the job of developing a logici

outline of WHAT the user is expected to do as seen from

the perspective of the operational or performance setting.

As a writer, you are already aware that there is no "tried

and he" way of accomplishing the organizational task

other than laying out organizational outlines; reviewing

them based on what you know about the "real world" job;

and then revising and repeating this process until it appears

you have made a reasonable "fit." Recording a major duty

and each of its tasks on separate cards will provide you

with a convenient and flexible way of reviewing and

reorganizing your outline as you draft it,
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ESTIMATING YOUR PRIMARY USERS' ESTIMATING THE READING GAP BETWEEN

READING LEVEL

HOW WELL DO ARMY ENLISTED PERSONNEL READ1

Reading Ability of Army Enlisted Personnel

Do you know how well the people you are writing for can read? Tests show that, on the

average,

Cooks (MOS 948)

Vehicle Drivers (MOS MA)
read like 7th or 8th grade students.

Tank Crewmen (MOS 11E)

Mechanics (MOS 63C) read like Sth or 9th grade students.

Wiremen (MOS 361)

Supplyrnen (MOS 761)
read like 9th or 10th gade students

Clerks (MOS 7113, 71H)

Additional testing shows that, typically, personnel who have AFQT scores

from 10.19 read like 6th Fie students.

20.29 7th

3039 8th

40=49 8.9th

50,59 9th

Ha 10th

70.79 11th

889 1142th

90+ 12+

So if you are writing for MOSs where !4er numbers of lower AFQT personnel are likely to

be assigned, you will want to take special care to produce materials the readers Call We. But

how do you how what kinds of materials people of different reading ability levels can

comfortably use? The rest of this chapter is designed to let you develop a better "feel" for

the nature of reading, and what it is like to be a poor reader.

26

YOU AND YOUR USER

EXERCISE 1 HOW LARGE iS THE "READING SKILL GAP"

BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR USER?

Using Your Own Reading Skills as a Standard of Comparison

Perhaps the best way to understand what materials different readers can handle well is to

pit your own reading ability against others and see how well you compare to them in

performing Army reading tasks, If you experience some of the "mental strain" yourself, you

may have a better "feel" for the strain a poorer reader will have to tolerate to use manuals,

charts, tables, and figures you produce:

On page 27 is a self.teat made.up of a table front an Army manual, This test was given

to a large group of Army personnel having a wide range of reading abilities. Take the test

yourself, Remember, you only have 10 minutes! As you take the test, think about the amount

of "mental energy" you are ung, Take the test nuts, before you read the rest of this page,

* * 4

Have you completed the test? You can check your answers using the,key in Appendix C. How

many did you get right? There are 8 points possible.

When this test was given to a group of supplyrnen at the end of their Combat Support

Training:

Men who read like 4th gaders averaged about 2.0 correct:

5th 2.2

6th 3.6

7th

8th 4.2

9th 5,8

10th 6,8

llth+ 7.8

How well did you do? Do you have a better feeling now for what men who read like 7th, 8th,

9th, aud 10th graders can do on a reading test? When you took the test, did you notice how

much looking back and forth you had to do? How much information you had to hold in your

head to look for the answer? How much searching around you had to do to find an answer?

Imagine, then, what it must be like to not be able to read, reason, search, and problem solve

too well,
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Table 1. Operator Proventlys Nointendno Gkck . and Serricol

Ifitirial 1:det to co

Nothei No, i4NF144

Weckly4

Protilllta

Paragraph

Maraca

1 Facopiece Inspect faceblank for damage (breaks, holes, or tears), Ca, 65,

dry rot, kittleness, and permanent fet often AL Pk, 32

Check dePeetor tubes, pouch Pap; tabs, and temple

pin lugs. Cheek for damage or missing temple pins

and flap buttons, dean if necessary (a white or rust-

colored substance {blown) on the rubber does not

mean the mask is not clean).

Nosecup Inspect for distortion, proper buttoning, and positioning

of the chin portion of the nosecup over the chin stop.

Check for torn buttonholes and eonditioo of valve

uats and valve disks.

Eyelences and wrings __ Inspect for condition of lenses cracke.1 or broken, or sb

scratched, distorted, or discolored to the extent that

vision is affected). Check eycring for damage or

corrosion.

TEST E

Use the table on the left side of the test booklet to answer the questions below.

Write your answer on the blank space as directed in the question.

Are there any questions? You have 10 minutes Please answer all the questions,

1. To properly inspect the voicemitteroutlet valve assenthly, which of the following

should be checked? (Place an "x" in front of the items to be checked.)

Crimping ring

37b Missing temple pins

Distortion

Valve disk

Inlet valve caps

_Movement of drinking mouthpiece

Rust

4 Head harness Check th head harness for tears, los of elasticity, And 7

missing or damaged &eh tips.

Clips-and-buekles . .. Inspect elips.and-buciles for damage or corrosion: Pe

Voicemitter.outlet ralve Visually inooet valve disk and seat, diaphragm assets- 6d, 29

assembly. voiensitter-ontlet valve frame, and crimping

ring: Check for loscness which may permit leakage.

Turn laver on frame and check movement of drink-

ing tnouthAce and breathing tebo moativiece,

Inlet valve cape Cheek the inlet valve era for proper functioning Clear 6i

the moak (para 24). If the exhaled air escapes 3'74

aronnd the pc:iphery of the Pla31, the lala valve oaDa

oro onoi;;Oniria 1)1:0,0. Check the inlet valve cam

for airtight seal by idaling and hole: the breath

with the inlet valve caps covered. The mash shonld

Ooilow against the ign,

Filicr rmcr ne vinvel irzection to insure that Pker ekments 61t, 33

are properly buttoned in pouches: If the mask has

bon. subjected to nhnormal treatment (crushed. or

mtted), inspat Plter 6mnts for darr,ago,

9 Carhetl cop, e ns out Inepect and replace if damaged or missing. 5, 5, N

sorts, and aterprooi-

ing bag,

10 Carrier Inspect far damage, wear, and loose or MiSnin fast-

env; strap5, and strap hardware keplace or turn

in for repair,

11 Accessories (when antho. Tweet accessories sor conditions and replace as nem 13, 14,

Tired). snap. 13, 16,

tverr,s menibs poser neaceuew eassone.

40.

2. Place the following items in the correct sequence for inspection. Put a "1" in front of

the item to be inspected first; a "2" in front of the second item; and so on,

Check for loss of elasticity in head harness

Visually inspect filter elements

Inspect for missing temple pins

Inspect for discolored lenses

Check movement of drinking mouthpiece

Inspect for distortion of nosecup

3. What iS the interval for operator preventive maintenance during peace time conditions?

;
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EXERCISE 2 HOW LARGE IS THE 'LANGUAGE SKILL" GAP

IETREN YOU AND YOUR USER?

Prior Knowledge, Language Skill, and Reading

To be able to read materials with ease, we need to have a lot of prior knowledge about

vocabulary, and We need to know a lot about our language. Let us try to illustrate this with

another test. Look at the paragraph below. Try to guess what words go into the numbered

blariks: (1Viite your answers on a separate sheet of paper.)

ReadinglLanguage Test

(1) purpose of padding a (2)_ _is to provide more (3) for the patient, to 11)_

the possibility of pressure 5) and to make it (6)_ and safer to remove _(7) cast.

Stockinet may be (8)_._ next to the skin (9) a padding material for (10)

close-fitting and well, (11)_ cast. It should not (12) used alone for acute (1$) , where

there la excessive (14) , or immediately after an (15) , since it tends to (16) and may

impair circulation, (17) stockinet is used withont (18) padding, the fact should

(19) noted with indelible pencil (20) the cut, so that (21) the cast is removed

-122) electric cutter will be (23) with caution.

Sheet cotton (24) wehril bandage can be (25) over the stockinet in (26) t

three layers, lt (27) be rolled on smoothly (28) the turns overlapping about (29)

the width of tile (30)

Bony prominences are then padded with pieces of felt.

Can you find the correct answeis for this test in Appenix C? How well did you do? Did you

get 10 or more of the answers correct? Men this test was given to a large number of new

Army recruits:

About 0% of men who read like 5th gaders got 10 correct,

8%

20%

37%

59%

85%

6th

7th

sth

9th

10th and above.

Did you nofice that you knew enough about our language to do a pretty good job of guessing

exactly what word had to go in a given slot? Did you notice how your previous knowledge

(for example: The puroose of padding . ) helped you guess the correct answer? People who

do not read well generally do not have as good an understanding of our language, nor as

extensive a vocabulary to guess well on these kinds of reading tests. Neither can they read and

comprehend this kind of reading material with ease when it is not full of blanks!

WHAT MAKES WRITING DIFFICULT TO READ?

WHEN WILL YOUR VVRITING "TURN.OFF" THE READER?

Readability, Reading Ability, and Readership

)Vhen we talk about the 'readability" of a manual, we mean how easy it is to read and

comprehend the style of writing in the manual, For instance, some manuals use exeasively

(very) long words, rendering explication of mandatory directive's ludicrously inexpedient! They

may even make it hard to read needed information! Generally speaking, manuals with a

readable style will be easier to read and comprehend than less readable manuals. Of course,

even good style will not make a poorly designed manual easy to use. But style can affect how

fast and how well a reader can understand a manual:

To get an idea of the different styles of writing people of different reading skill levels can

comfortably read and understand, study the passages on the opposite page. Each passage is

from an Army manual: Army personnel having a wide range of reading abilities were asked to

read each passage for comprehension testing. The results of this testing are given after each

passage. By studying these results, you co see how the readability (difficulty of style) of the

passage and the reading abilities of the Army personnel corne toge,ther to affect how much of

the passage is comprehended. You can also see that poorly written material "turns you off,"

so you are not as likely to read it: Material of low readability usually has a lower readership

that is, fewer people read it:

The point is that you should try to write your manual so that the

difficulty in seeking, searching and problem solving is held to a minimum.

You should try to use language patterns (writing style) that aro not

complex, This guidebook attempts to help you do this. It will not write

for youit is only an aid. Use it to your reader's advantage.



Passage 1

If you do not have a compass, you can find dMection by other methods,

The North Star, North of the equator, the North Star shows you true north. To find

the North Six

Look for the Big Dipper, The two stars at the end of the bowl are called the

"pointers.' In a straight line out from the pointers is the North Star (at about five times

the distance between the pointers). The Big Dipper rotates slowly around the North Star

and does not always appear in the same position.

You can alSo use the constellation Cassiopeia. This group of five bright stars is

shaped like a lopsided NI (or IC when it is low in the sky). The North Star is straight out

from the center star about the sarne distance as from the Big Dipper, Cassiopeia also

rotates slowly around the North Star and is always almost directly opposite the

Big Dipper,

In taking the comprehension thst for Passage 1, of the personnel who read at the

4th grade level 36% got 70% correct.

5th 25%

6th 75%

7th 87%

8th+ 90400%

Thus, Passage 1 appears roughly suitable for people with reading ability levels above

the 5th grade.

Passage 2

Application of Pressure Dressing:

The application of a sterile dressing with pressure to a bleeding wound helps clot

formatMn, compresses the open blood vessels, and protects the wound from further

invasion of germs. The following procedure should he used when a person is wounded,

Look for more than one wound. For example, a missile may have come out at

another point. The wound where a missile comes out is usually larger than the one where

it enters .

cut the clothing and lift it away from the wound to avoid further contamination,

Tearing the clothing might result in rough handling of the injured part. Do not touch the

wound; keep it as clean as possible. If it is already dirty, leave it that way: Do not try to

clean it in any way.

Cover the wound with a first aid dressing and apply pressure to the wound by use

of the bandages attached to the dressing.

In taking the comprehension test for Passage 2, of the personnel who read at the

4th grade level 12% got 70% correct.

5th 21%

6th 36%

7th 54%

8th 81%

9th+ 93%

Passage 2 is clearly less readable than Passage 1, and would be roughly suitable for

personnel reading above the 7th grade level:

Passage 3

_

Adequate protection from the elements and environmental conditions must be

provided by means of proper storage facilities, preservation, padaging, packing, or a

combmation of any or all of these MeasulTs. To adequately protect most items from the

damaging effects of water or water.vapors, adequate preservation must be provided, This

is often true even though the item is to be stored in a warehouse provided wd

mechanical means of controlling the temperature and humidity. Several methods by

which humidity is controlled ate in use by the military services: Use is also made of

mechanically ventilating and dehumidifying selected sections of existing warehouses,

Appropriate consideration will be given to the preparation and care of items stored under

specific types of storage such as controlled humidity, refrigerated, and heated, The

amount end levels of preservation, packaging, and packing will be governed by the

specific method of storage plus the anticipated length of storage.

On the comprehension test for Passage 3, of the persoimd wh mad it the-

4th grade level 0% got 70% correct.

5th 0% 9th 21%

6th 0% 10th 29%

7th 8% Ilth 52%

8th 12% 12th+ 66%

Passage 3 is very difficult indeed! lt should pose a problem for people reading es well

as the 9th or 10th grade level: Look at Passage 1 and then 'at Passage 3. You can actually

see the difference: Later Chapters in this Guidebook will give you help in making your

writing style more readable,
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DESCRIPTION OF LEGEND ON BEFORE AND AFTER EXAMPLES

The examples in this section each have a legend such as those below,

f4i.0

LONG ':,ENTENCES

NOT DKCT vISUAt ikIDS

t,:1)NFUSING kijN TO6ETHE 1-0WA

6L.

NNN1cF','",i

Type of Literature:

Gives the conten ar such as Field Artillery) and whether the treatment is

technical, combat related, or administrative,

Rewrite Problem(s):

Refers to trouble spots in the writing of the Before passage.

(Details are given in "A Guide to Rewrite Problems," page 33.)

Primary User:

Gives the type of !Inman, user that we wrote the After version to.

(Most After passages are written for the \Yorker, but a few are for the Direct

Supervisor, Unit Commander, or Instructor.)

Information Objectives: Tells how we organized the information to resolve the Rewdte

Problems in the Before prssage. It gives the main focus of the information that we

are giving to the primary user.

No, of 1 Syll, words/Total No. words: I

FORCAST Reading Grade Level Score:I

Gives length of passage (Total No. words) and estimated Reading Grade Level.

(See details in "A Guide to Rewdte Problems," on page 33.)



DESCRIPTION OF THE REWRITE PROBLEMS ILLUSTRATED IN THE EXAMPLES

A GUIDE TO REWRITE PROBLEMS

A review of Army training manuals reveals a number of writing problems

which can be summarized in seven key trouble points. These seven trouble

points are illustrated through the series of Before and After examples which

bcOn on page 32. The specific trouble points in each example are listed in the

legend under "Renite Problem(s)." This section will tell you what those

labels mean.

I

1, The Reading Level is Too High-HARD WORDS, LONG SENTENCES

(a) Herd words are generally multisyllabic words and words which may be

unfamilim Hard words may be sinOe words or phrases. When you review your

drat you cm) get a fa-st estimate of the reading level of a passage by finding

the percentage of onelylable words out of the total number of words. The

higher the percentage is, the lower the reading rde level, For example, 60%

indicates a reading u de level of MI, while 73% indicates a level of 9.0. This

measure is not the standard FORCAST, but you can use it to get a rough idea

of your writing level. We have used this method to show the differences in our

Before and After plates.

(h) A long sentence may be Mined Ps a sentence which has more than

17 words in it, You should avoid sentences which are long. Keep the average

length of your sentences under 17 words per sentence.

b
ri

Examples of HARD WORDS

(From page 118)

designated representative

constitutes

credit instrument

delegated

initiated

declines to admit liability

monetary limitation

vehicular damage

Percentage of

OneSyllable Words

87

FORCAST Reading

Grade Level Score

80 8

73 9

67 10

60 11

53 12

47 13

Examples of'LONG SENTENCES

1. The gunner then lays his direct.fire sight on the far reference light and,

using the meter knob on hfr azimuth indicator, Mdexes ths deflection

reading for the far reference stake. (From page 66.)

1, The M7 special nonelectric blasting caps are flared at the open end for

easy insertion of the time fuse and are the standard issue nonelectric

blasting capa, (From page 62.)

3, Remember that although biological agents can enter your body through

conMminated food, water, and objects and by vector bites, the min

danger in a biologicJ agent attack is breathing the agent aerosols.

(From page 108.)
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Z -Top le-Oriented WritingNOT DIRECT

When we say that a passage is not direct, we mean that it is topic.oriented

instead of performance-odented, The writing is not direct because it does not

relate directly to the job information needs of any particular user,

(a) The writing may tell "about" something rather than "what to do" or

"how to do it." In such a case, the writing has no relation at all to a

petite task,

(b) The writing may treat a job or tak in such a way that it tries to help

any user who might have to do all or part of the task, This kind of writing

often leads to a general discoion of a job without Oving enough job relevant

information to any one particular user. For more details, refer back to

Chapter 2 on topiboriented writing,

3, The Main Points are Lost in the Detail-TOO VAGUE, TOO WORDY

As you write a pngraph, you should make Sure that your main points

stand out clearly, Don't let your writing become vague or wordy,

(a) Vague, When we say that a passage is vague,'we mean that it lacks

proper subordination, Main points and secondary points are run together as if

they were equity important, The reader must handle several 'equal" details

rather than a few main points together with the information which supports

-each of them; The passage lacks needed emphasis.

34

Example of Writing That is NOT DIRECT

Before (From page 44)

8, Terrain Masking. Terlain masking results

from the existence of mountains, hills, trees, and

buildings between the gunner and the target. The

local terrain profile will influence the distance at

which longitude targets will be unmasked; Le.,

not be hidden behind a hill or other terrain

features. Terrain masking is a primary considera

lion in establishing a Redeye air defense, and its

effect cal be minimized by proper site seleetion,

After (From page 45)

d, Choosing Observer Sito, The site you

pick for an observer will affect how far away he

can spot targets, Mountains, hills, trees, and

buildings may hide a low,flying target from the

observer. This is called terrain masking. Choose a

site where the terrain has a low profile, so it will

not mask targets.

The observer has to pick out an aircraft from

the background it is flying against. He can see an

aircraft that contrasts with its background better

than one that is camonfiaged to blend with the

background, For nample, most aircraft blend

well with a background of mountains. When you

pick an observer site, be surekto think about the

hackgound in the direction the targets will

probably conie from,

Example of Writing That is TOO VAGUE

Befor From page 4)

c. Crew Duties,

(1) Vehicle commander,

(a) Since the conveutional round can

be fired from a stationaty vehicle or a moving

vehicle in the stabilized mode; after acquiring a

target the vehicle commander must issue direc

dons to the driver before issuing the initial fire

command, If the vehicle commander desires to

fire from a stationary vehicle, he announces

DRIVER STOP. If the vehicle commander desires

to continue moving while firing he announces

STABILIZED, and then issues the fire command.

After (From page 55)

CREW DUTIES DURING TARGET

ENGAGEMENT --

(1) Duties of the vehicle commander

(a) The vehicle commander picks a target,

(b) He decides whether to fire with the

vehicle moving or stopped. If he wants

to fire while the vehicle is stopped, he

says DRIVER STOP, If he wants to fire

while the vehicle is moving, he says

STABILIZED.



(b) A passage that is too wordy may have two different problems,

(1) Too much detail, Too much detail 'u usually the result of writing

tO MON than one user or of writing to no puticula user at all, Write to your

primuy user, Give him all the information that he needs to perform his job.

Leave out eveqthing else,

(2) Redundant. The passage may needlessly repeat some of the infor.

mation,i Such redundancy may destroy the emphasis that you wg to place,

The passage becomes too wordy and the main points may not stand out,

Consolidate your main points before you present them,

ri

Example of Writing That is TOO WORDY (Too much detail)

Before (From page 58)

a. Several tracked vehicles are air transporta

ble, Tracked vehicles are usually moving long

distances by being transported rather than by

proceeding under their own power, Instructions

for loading vehicles on aircraft are provided in

the technical manuals of the 10.500 series, Rail

movement is probably used most. In continental

United States, the Association of American Rail.

roads has a standud loading plan that specifies

the minimum lashMg and blocking for each type

vehicle, Since there are different Maim=

requirements among the different rail lines, the

nearest agent will have been consulted for partic,

ulan when vehicles are to be loaded on railroad

cars, Each unit usually becomes responsible for

loading its own vehiclesit is necessary that you

learn how your vehicle must be loaded. The tech

nical manual for vch type vehicle gives the

mkiimum requirements of the Army for loading

and lashMg the vehicle, These requirements

usually closely parallel those of the railroad lines,

If you are familiar with the requirement& in the

technical manual it will be very easy to adapt to

any additional requirements of the rail line,

After (From page 59).

e, Moving long distances, Tracked vehicles

are not usually driven long distances. Instead,

they ale moved by rail or by air, Each unit loads

its own vehicles, so you need to know how to

load your vehicle and tie it down. You will find

this information in the technical manual for your

vehicle, Lean it, If you need to, yri, can add to

this basic information the requirenients of the

railroad line or of the particular type of igcraft.

Example of Writing That is TOO WORDY Illedundant)

(From page 134)

a. Herr Taillights, Each rear lamp has two pairs of "cat's eyes"

which show red when on, Each appears as one red light when you are

180 to 60 feet (60 to 20 yards); and as two pairs of "OM eyes' in

each light at less than 60 feet (Fig, 50). Remember, one point of light

informs .you that you axe too far behind thuehicle ahead; two lights

assure you that you are followMg at a proper distance; and four lights

warn that you are getting too close, Tho blackout stoplight is part of

the right rear taillight. It flashes a white light when brakes

are applied.



Confused DevelopmentCONFUSING

When you write a series of pu 9-:phs or passages, your writing will

ome confnsing if you do not clearly develop and sequence your main

rit& Avoid all of be problems which lead to confusing writing;

(a) Redundnney between paragraphs, When you think that you are maldrig

I different points, he sure that one isn't really a restatement of the other, If

I, you would do better to combine the two:

(b) Missing information. When your writing does not give your user all the

relevant information that he needs to do his job, the writing has missing

nation. You should think and write in terms of your user's job require.

ts. If you do not, you risk leaving out information that he might need

Example of Writing that is CONFUSING (Redundant)

Before (From page 128)

(1) Antennas should be located on bills overlooking the sur .

rounding terrain and jungle growth,

(4) Antennas should be located as high as possible when the

antenna site is located directly behind an intervening terrain

mesk, If feasible, tie the radio set to the top of a tree and

operate it from that location by remote control, Slight

tilting of an antenna away from the direction of the distant

station also will help to breach an obstacle,

(5) Antennas should not be located in narrow valleys or

between ridges or stretches of high jungle growth,

44!iii...!! . I ,,,,,, ,,,,,,

After (From page 128)

b. Height of antenna. If you can, place antennas on hills or

other high spots, The signal will then pass through leas

jungle growth and have a greater range. Never place your

antenna i; Jeep narrow valleys. When the growth or terrain

is very clu, place the antenna as high up as you can, Tie

the radio set to the top of a tree if possible, and run it by

remote control.

A



(c) Scattered information, In the same way, different information

about the same main point should be together and not scattered through-

out different paragraphs. Organize your information.

5, Remote ReferencesREMOTE REFERENCES

in general, a remote reference is any reference to text or illustration

which is not on the same page as the reference or on the facing page. The

material which you present to the reader should be as self.contained as

possible, illustrations should be on the same page as the text, or on the

facing page.

Example of Writing That is CONFUSING) (Scattered Information)

(From page 86)

The squad leader's responsibilities during the

preparation of the position include:

a. refers to weapons. Coordinating with crews and gunners of

all weapons located in the squad area,

b_efers to positions, b) Supervising the preparation of foxholes.

c. refers to range cards. c Supervising the preparation of range

cards to include assisting in the estimation of ranges to

prominent terrain features.

d, refers to fie, (d) Insuring provision for delivery of fires

under conditions of limited visibility, to include

improvised procedures for delivery of grazing fie by

rifles and automatic rifles and prearranged grenade

launcher fires.

e. refers to fire.

f, refers to positions,

) Supervising the clearing of fields of fire,

(1) Supervising the preparation of supple-

mentary positions,

g. refers to positions, Inspecting positions to insure that

camouflage and overhead covers are sufficient.

h, refers to weapons. S (h) Insuring that all weapons have their

battlesig t setting and are operative, and that adequate

ammunition is available and distributed.

i. refers to range cards. )(i) Preparing a sketch in duplicate of the

squad's Sector of fire, showing prominent landmarks or

terrain features and the ranges to them, lie gives one

sketch to the platoon leader and- keeps one copy

for himself,

Example of REMOTE REFERENCES

(From page 94)

a. Maintain Adequate Respiration and Heartbeat; To maint4n

adequate respiration and heartbeat, you may need to do nothing

more than clear the casualty's upper airway (para 7), position him to

insure adequate drainage of any fluid obstructing his airway (f

below), and observe him to insure that his airWay remains urioli

structed. You may need to administer artificial respiration and

closedhest heart massage (para 8 and 9).

b, Control Bleeding, Control bleeding application of pressure

dressing, by elevation of part, and by use of pressure points as

appropriate (para 11c(2)), Apply tourniquet if necessary (para 12),



6. Weak Visual AidsWEAK VISUAL AIDS

A wok 1.11811at aid can refer to one of two conditions;

1. No visual aid where one would help,

2. A ViStili aid that is not designed in a way that helps the user.

In general, you should judge the adequacy of a visual aid by looking at both

the aid and the text. A strong visual aid may substitute for the text or lighten

the detail burden in the text, It may also reinforce, highlight, or summarize

infonnatMn from the text. Refer to Chapter 6 for more details about

visual aids.

7: Needs Visual ChunkingRUNJOGETHER FORMAT

A run.together format is a solid mass of pdnt. The reader cannot easily

scan IL He cannot easily identify and lift out the separate points. The solution

to a run.together format is to break the text up into visual "chunks" which

pup the information loOcally. Proper visual chunking lets the reader scan and

identify the separate points easily.

77

ARROW

Example of WEAK VISUAL AID

ENEMY

ARROW

SHIPPING PLUG -PRIMING ADAPTER SHIPPING PLUG PRIMING ADAPTER

Figuie JO. Top view of the Af1841 antipenonnel aim!.

Example of RUN-TOGETHER FORMAT

Before (Fmm page 56)

b. Reoccupation of Position. When the

firing position is to be reoccupied, white tape is

stretched hetwetn the two vound stakes to

facilitate alignment of the tank's right or left

track. With the shielded lights on the aiming

stakes turned on, the gun is traversed to the angle

of the aiming stakes Ind the tank is moved

forward adjacent to the tape (fig 14.6). The

pinner controls the final positioning of the tank

by observing through his sight until the fax light

appears to be above and in line with the near

light at which time the tank is halted: The gunner

then, using the resetter knob on the azimuth

indicator, indexes the preacorded deflection to

the aiming stakes: The tank is now positioned so

that the range card data can be used to

engage targets.

After (From page 57)

h: How to Move into a Marked Position

(1) Crewmen stretch white tape

between the two ground stakes to help position

the tank's track.

(2) They turn on the lights on the two

(king stakes,

(3) The gunner moves the turret to the

angle of the aiming stakeL

(4) The driver moves the tank up next

to the tape,

(5) The driver stops the tank when the

onner sees the far light above the near light, and

in line with it.

(6) The gunner uses the resetter knob

on the azimuth indicator to index the pre .

recorded deflection to the lighted alining stakes.
_

(7) The tank is now in position to use

the range card data.



Type of

Literature

BEFORE AND AFTER EXAMPLES - INDEX

REWRITE PROBLEMS IN "BEFORE' EXAMPLE

Hard Long Not Too Too Remote Run:Together

Words Sentences Direct Vague Wordy Confusing References Visual Aidt ForrMit

Example

Pages

Air Defense

Technical 40 41

Combat 42 45

Administrative 46 47

Armor

Technical 6_ 48 51
Combat 52 59

Engineer

Technical

Field Artillery

Combat

60 63

64 69

Infantry

Technical 70- 79

Combat 80 . 89

Medic

Technical _A__ A
Military Police

Technical

Ordnance

Technical

Combat

Quartermaster

Technical

Administrativ

Signal

Technical __I
Transportation

Technical 111_1___A

100 . 105

106-m7

106 . 111

112 115

116 121

122 129

A._11_,M 130 135
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(4) Equipment requirements,

(a) Ground Mo. Th e fire control

platoon leader, making a map terrain study

prior to ground recomirdssance, seeks arqUial,

tion radar sites where surrounding terrain vill

produce minimum ground dotter,

1, Ground Clutter is a terro aged to

dencribe the err, of reflected energy received

by a radar ar : from surrounding terrain,

Under cortM! ,ographical conditions, por-

tions of the siitrounding. terrain may igen

on a pm er [Lampe as bright areas, called

clutter, et On an A-scopo au strong, long-dura .

tion video. If the clutter is severe, its effect on

the scope presentations will obscure targets

that are at the same azimuth and range au the

terrain producing the clutter, Thus, the net

effect of severe clutter may be the same ag

radar masking, However, evessive clutter in

not a8 detrimental to systgrn performance as

excegive masking, Acquisition radars, the only

radars with beam patterns which are affected

greatly by clutter condhitions, have circuitn to

reduce the effects of clutter. Nevertheless, it

is important to choose sites that are as clutter-

free as possible:

2. Clutter is most often encountered

when the radar antenna is located Oa the edge

or On top Of a hill overlooking a valley or de-

grunion, The opposite slope of the valley may

be illuminated by the radar beam even though

the terrain is below the mxlii of the beam. Any

portion of the terrain Mine which 1.0 perpou-

dkular to the beam reflects energy bock to the

antemni, The reflected energy 'may he aa

strong or groom than that reller from

targets at the same range and ittzim .1,, This

energy causes tag-eta to be ohsori within

clutter on PPI and B-seope preseatations uid

within the &Gag, loapdaration video on A-

scope presentotiOno,

3. The ground clutter problem may

be reduced or eliniated, for instance, by era-

placing the acquisition radar hack from the

edge of the hill so that the edge of the hill

interrupts the line of sight from the antenna_

to the clutter-producing area or by setting up

a radar absorption screen, This prevents, or at

least greatly decreases, illumination of the

clutter area by the radar beam, thereby dim=

inating or reducing the clutter patches on the

scope presentation,
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7-6, Determination of Landing Point

The point on the far bank at which the Weans

will arrive most he deter( 'ned,

a, The Vulcan should always be pointed di..

rutty across the stream, perpendicular to the

ITIoslylt_p_rt

river current, except when the maximum speed

of the Vulean, in water, is Wife the speed of

the current, Then, the Vulcan may be pointed

against the current at an angle of not move than

30'. When the speed of the Vulcan and the

spud of the caret are the sante, the Vulcan

drifts 1 foot downstream for each foot it Mayes

kward. When the speed of the current is twice

that of the Vulcan, the Vulcan will drift down.

Arearn 2 feet fur every foot it moves forward.

A aimple formula for determining the point

of landing on the far bank is

x Distance across stream in feet ,-, Distance
Speed of Vulcan (mph)

of downstream thift af Wean in feet.

Far example, a Vulcan traveling at 4 milea per

hour, in a stream that has a velocity of 4 riga

per hour and a width of 103 feet, will land 100

feet downstream from the point of entry into
the water,

c, The maximum speed of the Wean in water

iS approximately I miles per hour, When travel .

ing at approximately 4 mike per hour in water

the apeedometer should indicate approximately

12 mike per hoar. This difference of 3 to 1 is
caused by the difference of traction on land and
in water:

7-7. Techniques of Entrance and

Procedures During Crossing

Streama may be crossed in echelon or in column,

a, Echelon.If theTmission requires that Vulcan

units cross in one .move, the best method is

echelon, Echelon left is uaed when the stream

flows left to right-end echelon right is used

when the stream flows right to left. The vehicle

farthest downstream. moves out firat fillowed

by the next farthekdownatremn, and so an; the

vehicle farthest upitream moves out last Va

hides should be separated hy at least 25 feet

laterally and front to rear. Thia formation in .

sates that upstream vehicles do not drift into

downstream vehicles,

b. In Column. If there are insufficient m

tranceS and exits to allow echelon crossing, the

column method should be used, In a column

crossing, all vehicles use the sanw entrance and

exit and maintain a 25, to 50.foot interval,

c. Passing, If one Vulcan overtakes another

it may pass on either aide, provided there 18

ample space. However, the Vulcan being over .

taken has the right of way. The passing vehicle

should leave the wake of the overtaken vehicle

at an angle of at lead 45'.

74 Techniques of Exit from Stream

When approaching the exit point, the driver

must:

a. Approach the shore at a right angle. In a

fastanoving stream, the rear end of the vehicle

will tend to move downstream as soon aS the

front end of the tracks touch bottom. This can

head the vehicle upstream and throw it out of
Control if the driver is not alert to take quick

action to hold it perpendicular to the bank.

b. Before striking the shore line, ease ap on

.-the accelerator pedai, and shift to the lowest
, range.

c, Climb .the bank slowly and sqaarely

avoid skidding or spinning the tracks,

d. 'Ion the vehicle is clear of the water,

mave to the point indicated by the squad leader,

e. Perform aftenwatetoperation services

specified in TM 9-2350-30040 on the Vet=
soon as the situation permits,



.6 Planning the Lanthng PMnt

You should pick out your lan.ding pointbefote you triter the river. While in the wateryou will usually
be trying to keep the Vulcan

pointed straight
across the river. The

river current
will still make the Vulcan drift downstrem Soto plan your landing point

you need to know
how fax

downstream you will be when you reach
the other side,

Use this (Mal to find out how far
downstream your Vulcan will dnN

11

W it move's out, and so on, The Vulcan
farthest

upstream moves out last. When
you are crossing,keep at least 25 feet mval from all theother V ulcans,

h. C011011{.
When each Vulcan can not haveits own river

entrance and exit point, the columnformation is used. Each
Vtlicall enters the riverand leaves the fiVCI at the

same point. When it isyour turn to
enter, Move out

when the Vulcan infront of you has gone 25 to SO feet intothe stream.

current (mph)Drift(ft)
nver widthfft)Vulcan tmph)

Examplel River Current speed is 2

miles per hour tinphl

Vulcan speed is 4 mas
per hour (mph)

Width of river is 1,00 feet.

Drift
x 100 ft

4 mph

Answer: Drift k 50 feet

The top speed of the Vulcan
in water isabout 4 Indes

pet hour. Keep in
mind that when

the \filial is in later, its
speedometer wilt read3 times faster than its actual

speed, For example,
if you were really moving at 4 miles per hout in
watgr, the speedometer

would read 12miles per
bout This is caused by the

different traction inwee than on land, Use the
actual speed in theformula. You will then know how far

downstream your landing point
should be.

e, During Crossing:
Passing, 11 your Vulcanovertakes

another Vulcan,you may pass on eitherside if you have enough
space, The Vulcan infront of you has the right

of way, Vlhen youpass, you should
leave the wake of the other

Vulcan at an angle of at least 45°,

18 Leaving the Stream

i\pproaeh the landing point in

a. Approach the shore at a right angle

CAUTION

Enteim and Crossing the Stream

Streams may be crossed in
echelon or in column

formation.

a. Echeltin. The
formation can only be used

when each Vulcan eat enter and exit at its own
point. Enty points along the bank must be atleast 25 feet

apart; The Vulcan which is farthest
downstream moves out first, When

it has goneabout 2 feet out into the
water, the Vulean next

Be alert in water that is moving fast,
The tear end of the vehicle

will tend to
move downstream

as soon as the !tont
end of the tracks touch bottom. If you
do not keep

yout Wean at right angles
to the bank,

you may lose control
of it;

O, Before you hit the shore
line, me up inthe accelerator

pedal and shift to thelowest range,

c. Climb the bank
slowly Ind squarely to_avoid skidding

or spinning the tracks,

d. When
your Vulcan Is clear of the water,move to the point

indicated by yoursquad leader,

e, AB 50011 as you can take
care o1 the

servieing the Vulcan needs aftet it has been in thevita', See TM
9.22moo1O for details.

f1:1'
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CHAPTER 4

4.RGET ENGAGEMENT PROCEDURES

Section I.

4-1, Introduction

The eac.tuazful engagement in. target' by Retleye

rfdef.f.re performing an ordered lerieence of else.

ifte steps and the upplkAtion of speciPe rules

arid criterte to etch engagement. Mime steps

regoire visual detertion of the target, target iden .

tiketion, target acquilition OR), eighting prA

mitres, end conduct of lire. The order of te-

compllshment of the step Ls usually es listed

MEW

empt that target identillealinn iney occur et

any Win, bet met fatale eccer before Priem

47. Scope

This choler te avided into six motions with see

Naos if through VI eaeh deaerlhit °tie of the

Pve.seetential etho of le engager.ent: ratters

thot idoeeee the neetenefel actompliskent of

the Pve step In the engagement sequence fire

also discussed,

Section IL V 'A DITECTION OE AERIAL TARGETS

General

The Ars( step hi the Itelleye engagement %pence

ig to deted the target. both tem members id

rie observers, therefore, target detection may be

by either team moodier. Redeye effectiveneng ig

lunged and target hlentification ig facilitated

bp early vismd detection of hostile eirereft,

4-4. Factors Affeeting Visual Detection

Major factors that influence detection are ter.

rain mask; target charaCterietics. Watling so

of wk speed, altitude, hoiding, and color

environmental characteristics: and olerver

eharecterkticsjeneding eked acuity, search

ler else, and ulertness,

Termin NoAiny. Terrain masking results

from ibe existence of meeetiOns, hille, treee, md

buildings hetween Ihe genner eml the target.

The lneal tensile efile will Whence the dig.

.nee it whieh low-eltitede Mrgete nifi be eti=

Plooked; he., not he hidden behind a hill or other

terrain feature& Terreie rnaAing in primary

onsideration ie establishing a Redeye nir de,

fennn, snd its effect Can he minimized by proper

site Men ion.

7617? rhareeteele(fee. The major charm=

terintics of en Aircraft that infleenee the mash

mum &time 4t whieh the eireraft can he vis,

nallV detected arc its ofp.e, color and Wiaost

11.10e, speed and reotion, eltittele, end heeditg,

(1) Siee, Vied' detection range increases

with an increase la target size. Appardot target

sige varies with the type of terget and the Raped

from whieh the aircraft IA rieW0d, A jet lighter

beg a mem directly towerd or Vey from en

oliserror presents a sum, plain. can approachII ri

quite dose to the observer hefore being detected.

The same aircraft flying a rros.sing coeree pre=

seets mach larger profile to the observer Aed

thee ean be detected at mach greater mum

(2} Color aed 10141 t 8004. The color of

ee airrnft ieflueneee detection range hemuse

color elfecta the degree with which:the aircraft

eonttests with the hackgreeed Against whieh it

mot he detected, An aireraft that contrasts with

il leifigremel is visible at gender dietances

fthan one that is eammitleged hi blend with its

background, The mem optic of moet }divert

cc redoced when the akeraft is viewed against

muumnin background. The backgroend in the

ihreetion from which targets nro expected to

anproarb should he cone-tiered in selecting oh.

server position: Many let eirciaift leave A dark

sninke trail that co be osed as an aid in detec=

tion at long ranges.

iii Sped ond niNien: Target speed also

ANN the range of visual detection of aircraft.
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In general, deteotion
rouge ilincage ;v tarpl

npoeul incroises: hmreur,
whoa; f,urh ao chow-

icy oame, wyoi to ootiancy (Morita:

Altibolr Ind !lending,
floth tho

nut heatlig et oirttrttft
otilooro visual iletttrtion

rututo Tnrgets Ilyhtg

and 1200 Intl Riv Muted konior moos

thim targets ilyiug eOvr highor
Imo% Iv

itpling of the oirrnit
umtlrcto the gize of thtl

profile presented to the oliprcer ciii therelw

Olds delectiee range
as explained in Ill above,

e. Friroomodul
Chororlerictrett, The gilder

environmental
characteristic that

range of visoal
detection of Orall 0 amimrolm

giqd
Finviroitmental Muds,

evil es

rein, snow, dust, fog, ad heze,
teed to Op

the range of viola
deteetkal of airlift,

if, ()Nem!
Chdraffreitqler, The ithsei.ver

the hum link in the detection preass,
end

his effectiveness
will vary from name

filgOnlOt aS a remilt of his personal nealution,

gate Of training,
and evenis taking

!dee in his

find of view thet ntay
instract his ationlinn:

These Wore can lie eompeneeted
for le' as-

signieg everlamang
mhos of sweet to obser.

vers whenever
possible: Tem major

factors unist

he considered in selecting peisolleel for duty

nt okereers
;mil in tbe msignment

of ohgerver

sectora of search.
These lectors are the vkthil

HMO Runnel] of
observers and

the OLe of the

assigned seareh sector.

(I) Vino? oeoito: Observers
ore remiired

to id.seelly detect,
recogaim and identify slunli

Alects at kmg rumoigot
therefore, observers aro

required to have good
visual acuity: Visual AO

man's *ability to
nereive an olot blond

on minimum target sire, shape, ain contrast

ratio. Simelars have
little effect in inereasir

detection ram bemuse
they have meow nelik

of view and consequently increase
the time re=

aeired to search A given arm
of ewe, However,

Nnocolars may be helpful
in identifying a tor,

get,

(2) Seorrh nerlor
gir: In ended; the wee

of cool airlift detection
increnseo with n dr,

crease in the sin of the parch sector Onnieneri

An observer:
Search eectnre eheuld be as smell ae,

possible; (bet not less than
PO" } cod still preside

good cevernge to helli sides of the expected

aVeattog of target
approath. Unen receirieg en

elert of the (ergot epproach, the search prior

should be reduced and
directed laird }hp direr:

lion of exgeeted target approch.

(3) Obs!,rrer
iuleriwto bong

periods of oh=

gorner duly my
kraill! vh=tild

,ninirCh perforr*

OlimTviT dillies
;hold be rotated as orlon

an NOR,.
\Yarning of the eNoveled approach

of an oft,'r:mlI
teik ti, nivew alertness of

ob,,orydr% and can rosell
deioclkm ranges von

groatpr than
in the dasr ci onwarnod

4-5. Visual Search
and Stoo PfOocdurM

The probability of
vlatrilii detecting

tergete at

long raeges la increased it systematic search

prerehres are followed by observer personnel,

The procedure
naggented here 1$ called segoofsg.

Two methods of NOON Are
suggested, one for

une in Pat
terrain oil the other

ler use ia hilly

terrain. In both
methods, the observer should

feces his eyee on a distant Meet,
cloud, or ter-

rain feature every
few seconds ee

that hie eyes

remain funned for
distant vision, If thin 0 not

none, ni3 Oveg
mill Man and distant

objtcts will

become blurred,

a, glut
Tara To discern Idol, en oilew

ver's eyes must
stop and focuu on an object

When moving the
11:1 of visiet rapidly across

Pat terrain, the
observer Will too

almost no de,-

tail, Ron so observer
moves his line of visioo

in short steps from
point to Ont, be is mow

likely to see detail.
When observing over

Pat

terrain, use the ecanning technique
Plustrated

in figure 11I,

le Hilly Terrain,
When observing over

hilly

Mole, use the horiale
es a starting point and

ecae as
illtistrated in Rolfe 1-2, Use prominent

ttrroin foatereg ag
reference points to bore

ceniplete and Systematic
coverage of the amign,

ed starch sector. The
observer shotIld for35 bin

Oyes on the
selected eluting point and seen

slowly Across the
search Woe tieing at un-and;

degoi scanning teebnieue,
After 3 Moll portion

of the odor has heel manned, the Observer

should refocus his eyes
and then continue scan-

ning Krona the
search meter. The search rot

be sv.sternatic sn
that no area elms inspection.

The Rton betWenn
the horizon and the observer

shad also he
searched to detect low.altitude

craft between the
ebserver mid the mask,

4=6. Search and Scan Duties .

Alternating senrch
and scan (Inky

will reduce

fatigue no bath team
members. One member

seerchee far Aircraft
while the other member

per

furies other mum duties. 011nerVel$
Nuld tiot
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Section II. DETECTING AERIAL TARGETS

U. Conditions Affecting Dimmers Performance

How well a Redeye team outwits depends on

the team members orid their training, however,

even the bett tonis ammot give top performance

if their sector, of much are too large or they atv

poorly located, Listed below or some genetal

conciderations $at will help you review your

plaits for telecting and wining obserVerS,

attoosiag observer sites, arid assigning teat see,

tort. Each of these generalconsiderotthns is taken

up in geater detail later in this chapter

a, Selecting Okervers, An etAerver most

spot, recognite, and identify at long range small

targets of odd shapes,: which blond into their

background. To do Ui, he must be able to see

very well, Though they may help him identify a

Urger., binoculars will not hdp the obterver

tech pi pester ranges. They hove small fields of

vilion, end it thkes much lcmget to Kith the

tame 4.rea ot cpatt with them Thus, you mutt

diaase Men who $ee well without visual aids.

Is, Training, Team Members to gotere

Observer Duties. It is yory hod to stay alert (or

long peilo6 of duty as observer. Tra.th the team

raembert to switch off obsenier 4nd glinnet duties

often, When you ofe WW1 of an expected

attack, pasa the waning On 10 your observers,

tal then he Jett, od will d. Choosing Obstruct Slim 'the site you pick

target sooner;
for on observer cell affect hew for away he eall spot

c. Trait* Obscreers to Rerognier Ilurd

Veins loy Coadiiions: The observer has no con,

ttol over the factors that nuthe some targets

harder to spot than others. However, it may help

him to he aware of them,

(11 Parger4 that are easiest to spot;

(al fly a course across the sky in front of

the owner, They hove a large pro,

f i le.

(b1 contrast with their baekground.

id give off dark smoke trads,

(di fly slowly,

le) change come This draws his atta:

bon to them,

(f) fly st altitudrs of 150 to 1200 feet,

g fly in clear weather, hnt do not come

at him [fern Out of the sun,

(21 Targets that are hardest to spot:

(a) fly directly toward or away bin the

obserar, They hove a small profile,

(hl art cathOuflaged to blend with their

backgrounds,

le) fly hut,

tly below 150 feet or above 1200

feet.

fe) fly in mow, rain, dust. fog, or haze,

or come at hiro horn out or ihe

e:irst

targev. Mountains, hills, trees, mat buildings may

hide a Imflying target from the oliserver, THis

called teraan metheig. Choose aite where tho

terrOn has a low pale so it will not mask

targets,

Tbv observer hitt to pick out an aircraft

from the background it it flying against lie can

ve an Montt that (mantis with its backrround

better than one that h
eanionflogal to blend with

the background, For example, most aircraft blend

well with a background of
mountains, non you

pick an observer site, be Me fO fhOl[t boot the

background in the direction the tiogitwill prole

oilly come irons,

e. As$igoing Teem Seurcli Sedurs, In

general, as the SA of the search sector decreases,

the range at which an observer aim
spot g target

increases, Search odors should be at small ics

possible, hut not leas than li They most fowl

both sides of the route you expect targeta to

come by. Vithen you are warned of an approach,

ing target, Hilo the in Of filo seed seotON

and aim them in tho direction yoO exped the

targets to cow from,

At Woes, sound Of action in im

obserair's field of view may distract him, By

assigning your men seetota Of mach that overlap,

you inereme the dance that they will spot g

target:

Id lit FEW. COM PAT

tit IA luff PI Lei
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b. Denial of Nildeor WeapooN,

(I) The primary means of nuclear weal .

on derkd i the maintenance of adequate wrap-

oR smirk. Under emobtions where the setur

ity may not provide adequate denial maul tap-

tare of the nuclear weapons is threatened, the

senior commander having powsion cf the

nuclear ftipons must take idternate steps to

deny the weapons to the enemy. The method

of denhd chosen will he predicated noon thy

nature of the threat, the time available to

ante denial measures, the environment in

which the weapon is stored, and the resources

avaihible to accomplish denial.

(2) The pricry overriding objective of

denial of nuclear moons is to tender tho

weapons tactically useless to the enemy. Et=

forts to deny the weapon design features ad

active material to the enemy, if not acorn-

plighed concurrently with tactical denial mean-

ores, mu bo attempted only after nrcomphsh.

ment of the primary objective is assured,

is unacceptable, disablement of selected key

weapon components provides a simple and

rapid, though less effective, mythod of denial.

Such disablement may be followed by violent

weapon destruction to enhanee denial of weap

nu design infernnition and of armisition of

active material if subsequent alterations to the

tactical situation permit.

(3) The IRRA &nimble form of denied of

a threatened weapon is the physical removal

of the weapon from the area of the threat; i.c.

local repositioning or evacuation. Should such

weapon relocation prove impractical, selective

evacuation of sensitive weapons and/or key

weapon components should be considered. Un-

der no ciretonstance should weapon relocation

place the weapon or weapon components M a

more precarious position.

(5) Nuclear Weaponn mg( %trident int-

prince, positivity, nild pafdty as to dictate

that the SOP fel' their denial is the personal

concern of the commander aud requires

decinion ou procedufen in oeli :in Linda

vuryiug eireinsinften of eperajie, lustru.

tion for Iiiidear weapon denia) should he in

cluded, therefore, in unit SOP dm applica,

ble, Such itistmtiofis should cover all oceeo.

sary details including:

(a) Origin of the decisin to carry od

emergency denial. Tlik may include delegation

by the commander of authority to mate

weapon relocation or destruetion denial

(b) Step.by.step p-rocodures mdiding

dificenees am proceduo cal as may (me re-

(Ord movement, in firing position, in n

punition of readiness, of nt a sthrage site,

ft) Instrurtions for Mention of nem

my denial equipment to insure ready itecosi

bility under all circumstances of moment,

Eng position, it a position of readiness,

or storage,

(4) Under emergency conditions where

no form of nuclear weapon relocation is possible

r advisable., and gainful and noedit(ous em-

ployment of the weapon against the enemy N

impossible, destructive denial becomes neces.

sary, The destructive denial for each weapon

system ig described in the user technical man.

nal (TM 9.100-25()=)2), In general, violeM

means of destructive denial (Le. MitMtion of

warhead HE) should be elected if the situ .

ation permits this greater degree of weapon

destruction to be achieved. If the denial of the

threatened nuclear weapon by violent means
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PREVENTING THE CAPTURE OF

NUCLEAR WEAPONS

It is the Commander's responsibility to see that

his Unit's nuclear weapons do not fall into the

hands of the enemy. fie should personally super,

vise the development of instructions covering pro,

reduces to be followd if a threat of enemy

capture should develop. These instructions should

be included in the Unit SOP.

This SOP should cover two types of emergency

action:

(1) evacuating the weapons to a safe area

(2) destroying the weapons mid, d this is

not possible, disabling key weapon Conp

ponents,

NOTE: Procedures for the dc .

struction of each weapon system

are described in the user technical

manual (TM 94100,25E2).

In developing the unit SOP the Commander

should insuze that it covers the following details:

(1) Who will have authority to decide that

weapons will be evacuated or will be

destroyed? The Commander mly wish

to delegate this authority.

(2) Step,byitep procedures for moving the

weapons to a safe area if action must be

Um when the Unit is in any one of

the following conditions:

(a) LI process of movement

(b) in firing positions

(c) in position of readiness

(d) at a storage site.

(3) Step.by.step procedures 'far destroying

and disabling the weapons if action must

be taken when the Unit is in any one of

the four conditions listed in (2), above.

(4) Instructions for stowing the equipment

necessary for destroying the weapons,

This equipment should be located so

that it can be gotten to quicldy if action

roust be taken Under any one of the

four conditions listed in (2), above.

Alil UERNSF AUMNISTHAlug
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NCE IN
RECOVERY

:leg as
fast as you safely

afore you
hook up

to a

to know
how much

force

a apply to
move it.

To do

;Outman
that you

will have

so vehkle.
The esthmate

ging equipment

that is not

tarok, you
will waste

time,
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which you

uted
vehicle up

overturned
vehkle

back on its
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that is stuck

in
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alo g with an easy

Le how
null

equipment
will

have 14
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Section VII MAINTENANCE OF AIR CLEANER

3 4, General

Maintemmee set niees performed hy the operator

and row lin the air cleaner ennMst oi cleaning the
air cleaorr element, NiVer type 84 cleaner
assemblies are proyided with elements that are

fitted to lock into positMo within their containers,

Othrrnsise, maintenance instructions are nienilar for

all elements. See figures Pf and 1,l(1 for dif.
(mores hettNeen not and irld type air cleaners,

CAUTION

(peration with a dirty or improper air
cleaner element can Man severe engine

damage dme to overheating or abrasive

action, Make sure element in clean,

properly inntalled, and matches air cleaner

assembly Ilig, :1,9 and 311)1,

347h Air Cleaner

3,4 and 3.401

a. General, The air cleaner element eon be
cleaned by one 01 three methods, limed in

throogh e brthw in preferredmse
sequence. The

method used depends upon the length of time the

carrier con he Ant dOwn and the availability of

equipment and sapplies,

Removing Air Cleaner Elernent

1 11 Unfasten four clamps voting element
iontainer in air cleaner head, While onfantening

damps, hold container so it does not drop,

(21 RO.ninyii enntainer, thrn remove element.

e, Cleaning Element with Cnntresed Air,
iNei IN psi of compressed air against inside of

denten), then against fins on outside of element,

end again against inside of element,

CUTION

To avoid danla0 to element, do:not hold

air noule against element.

50

d. Cleaning Element with from
i Wash element in soap and water, and

rinse thoroughly.

121 Dry element thoroughly before rein.
Mailing in container,

e, Cleaning Element by jarring. Gently tap
with hands on ,siden of fins AO dirt will fall from
element.

NOTE

Do not strike enda of element.

I. Installing Air Cleaner Element.

CAUTION

Two types of nottinterehangeable air

cleaner elements and containers may be

tined on carriers, When servicing air cleaner

element, make certain element being in.
stalled 18 sante type an one removed from

&twiner,

11) Place new type element in air cleaner

container with slots in bottom baffle of element

located over mops in container housing, Rotate

element to lock into position.

NOTE

If carrier in equipped with older type air

cleaner assembly, tdther end of element can

go into container firm,

NOTE

The new air cleaner was incorporated

beginning with M 1 lMSift35Ol
M7AIT5IO-O-00l, M106A1.0,1100t11,

MI 25Al.RSP0001, and XMOOhE

isame as MII3A11.

121 Position conttdner on cleaner bead, and
fasten four clamps,

CM?

A. Cortoing clomp.

HEAD

C N AI

8. tinment,

-ereiring old type kir desner 411241)rotninen.

LLT.Y1' I

_

EtEMENT

Onal1Mra

moo

Figur 10, rrricing neu; type Air deur (41 I ISA 1 1-4101mo,

k-1
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134, Cleaning the Air Cleaner Element

Cleaning the air cleaner element kr; part of

the job of the driver and the carrier crew, If you

use a dirty or wrong model air cleaner element

you can damage your enOne. You must be sure

the element is clean, pdt in the right way, and is

the right model.

There are two types of air cleaner msens .

hhes: old and new. The new type has a cleaner

element that kicks into place in its container, fie

sore you use the right kind of element for your

carrier. Figures 3.9 and 3.19 show you the &if=

ferences between the old and new cleaners.

135. Removing end Cleaning the Element

1. Take out air cleaner element

a. Undo the four clamps that hold the con .

taMer to the air cleaner head, fie sure to

hold the container so it does not fall.

b: Take off the container,

c. Take out the element.

2. Clean air cleaner element. The three ways

to do this are listed below. The first one (a)

is the best for you to use. The second one

(b) is next best, and the thM1 one e) '13

last choice,

a, clean with corhprand air

(1) Aim 100 psi of compressed air on the

inside of the element.

(2) Aim it on the fins on the outside of

the element,

(3) Aim it again on the inside of the

element:

NOTE: DO NOT HOLD Alit NOZZLE

AGA1N$T ELEMENT

b. clean with water

(1) Wash with element in soap and water.

(2) Rinse it off,

(3) Dry it,

0. clean by jarring

(1) Tap gently with your hInds on the

sides of the fins, so all dirt will

fall out.

NOTE: DO NOT STRIKE ENDS OF

ELEMENT

3. Pui air cleaner element bad in place:

CAUTION: Make certain the element

you put back is the same type as the

one you took out. The new type ele .

rnent belongs to models beginning

with:

M113A1.MSJ10501

M577Al.PSJ99091

M1.06A1.QSJ10001

M125A1SJ00091

and Th1806E1 (same as M113A1).

a. Place the element in the air cleaner

assembly,

Note: For new type elements:

Be sure the slots in the bottom

befle of the element are

over the stops of the con.

tamer housing.

Rotate element to lock into

position,

For old typ elements;

Either end of old type elements

can go into container

first.

b. Place the container on the cleaner head.

c. Fasten the four clamps on the head,

A, Container clamps, B. Element

Figure 3.9. Servicing aid type air cleaner (M113Alkcoirrnon

r .

--,,i7x4q:',?.-.C4-1.',:eur:kir* 'LOME-W.1AF:- 1

kkr

ACONTAINER CLAMPS 8ELEMENT

Figure 11a Servicing new type air cleaner (MII3A1)eornmon.
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that he

will not be
able to effectively

return brethis Insner will blind or dazzle the
enemy so

taales position,
yet will provide

sufficient

(pan 12-6u)

of the tan weapons:
The shell

should burn
out

rget illuk'smination
for the effective

emolo.' :Tent

_
8

tlre.E
7

before
it hits the ground, because

the grounded

shell
will produce

smoke ahd
haze, as

well as

blind ordazzlefriendly
personnel:

Use of ttrti hal Iffulainarion,
When an

enemy is
suspected tohave

occupied an area but

determination
is not possible (no patrols gag:

able nor listening
posts in

that area), artfficial

iilumination may
be used.

The use
of tatik

mounted
searchlights

should be considered
when

morMr or artillery
illumination 15 not available

Before using
tankiounted

searchlights
for this

purpose, permission
must be

granted by
the pl

oon leader orcompany
commander, or

their use

may compromise
their position.

The infrared

searchlight is
more desirable

than the vilible

searchlight
for this use; however,

the infrared

searchlight
does nothave the

range ofthe visible

searchlight,
but cannot

be
detected by

the un .

aided eye.
By requesting

mortar or artillery

lumination,
the tank's position

will not be dis.

losed to enemy
observaiom

nen emPloYing

mortar or artillery illumination
the shall should

be adjusted
so that themaximum

illumination is

slightly in
front of the meta Illuminotion
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g. Using artificial light to find the enemy,

PROBLEM: You think the enemy may

have moved into., your area. It is dark

though, and you are not sure.

Usually this would be checked out by sending a

patrol out to scout the area or by getting a

report from listening posts M that area. But

suppose a patrol coot be sent out and there are

no listening posts in that area. You need another

way to eheek.out the area, This is when you may

want some way of lighting.up the area so you ran

see if there are 5i6n, uf the enemy,

There art three different ways you can use

artificial liOt to check.out the area, The first two

ways Ove you a good chance of finding the

enemy without giving away your position. The

third way, using tank,ruounted searchlights, will

Ove away the position of the tank.

(1) USING THE INFRARED SEARCH.

LIGHT: This is a good way to check-out In area

or signs of the enemy because the infrared light

will not be visible to him unless he has special

detechng equipment. The main problem you

mitt have is that the area you .want to check.

out is WO for away for the infrared seaschlight to

be of any help. It does not have the range that

the visible beam searchlight has,

!

(2) CALLING FOR MORTAR Oft ARTIL.

LERY ILLUMINATING ROUNDS: Since these

are not being fired from your position they axe a

good way to light.up an area you want to check.

out without Ong away your position. The way

you adjust fire for these rounds is important

though:

Adjust fire so the shells give off the

must light just in front of the enemy.

This will blind him Ind when you open

file from your tank it will make it diffi

cult for him to spot your location.

Adjust fire so the illuminating round

burns out before it hits the pound. If it

is gill burning when it hits the pound it

will make smoke and haze that will make

it hard for you to see the enemy.

(3) USING TANK.MOUNTED SEARCH.

LIGHTS: These will light.up the area but the

enemy can easily see them, You must get an OK

from yoor Platoon Leader or Company Corn-

winder before you use these sealchlights,
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00
0°

CreW Dutigs.
0

(1) Vehicle commander,

(a) Since the conventional
round can he

4

CO

4
Q0-0'

fired froM a stationary
vehicle or a moving ve.

00
00 4 hide in the

stabilised mode,
after acquiring

a thr.

o

get the vehicle commander
must issue directionse

6 . ot the driver
before issuing

the initial
fire corn .

a

a .0
0 i'.

mand. It the vehicle commander
desires to fire

a

0 0.
ao- '1;

from a stationary
vehicle, he announces

DRIVER
a

0
_0_ l

TOP. If the vehicle commander
desiro to con.

v
6 Mule moving while

firing he announces
STA.

BAND,
and then

issues the fire command.

0 u0
0°

(h) Acquires
target, issues

directions to

driver, estimates
range to target, issues an

for dire

initial
-0

u

0 00

ftlircen,cominand,
and lays gun/launcher

0

(c) When
the gunner annonnces

IDEN

der re

.

TIPIED,
e

leases contro
vehicl comman

l of
00

,-o6b41

tad to gunner and take up a position
to ob.

0

'11
6

o'Ci SEIM
fire, nen firing conventional

ammunition,

0

qi the vehicle commander
should brace himself

00
0,0 a

0

a a ea b0 a
-a.

g 0

' Against reaction
of the vehicle to

shock pro.

a

bred by firing, After
initial shock,

the vehicle

a 0 a g
1

60

bo

0 .1
commander may

take tip his binocniar
arid at.

a

0

0.

°P. tempt to sense the round
if the target

is beyond

0 0
00

0 6 00-
cLE

g

Ut
1,200 meters.

If the target
is nearer than 1,200a0

0 q
wt aid of a binocular

to sense the round ithou

:

a

01
meters th, e vehicle commander

should attempta .0 0 ga
00 go, o

0 0
0_00

0

0

(d) Adjusts
fire as necessary,

0
g 0 0 00-. 0 0 00 DO

-0

0 0

magement
by nnounc

ing CEASE
FIRE or TARGET4E0

FIRE.(e) Terminates

a.
a

a

0.
6

11(
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ASSAULT VEHICLE,
ARIAAV)

e. CREW DUTIES
DURING TARGET ENGAGE.

MENT

(I) Duties of the vehicle commander

(a) The vehicle
commander picks a target;

(13) He decides
whether to fire with the

vehicle moving or stopped. If he
want to fire while

the vehicle is
stopped, he says DRIVER STOP, If
he wants to fire while the vehicle is
moving, he says

STABILIZED,

(c) He estimates
the range to the target,

and gives a fire command
Then he

lays the gunflaancher
for direction,

(d) When the
gorier says 1DENTIFED,

the vehicle
commander Oves control

of the turret to him,

le) The vehiele
commander gets in place

to watch the tre. lie must brace him.
self against the shock that firing
makes in the vehicle.

After the shock,
he tries to

sense the round, He may
use his binoculars

the target is mom
than 1Mll metersaway,

(f) Ile aditst fe a eeded.

(g) lie says CEASE FIRE of TARGET.

CEASE FIRE to end the firMg,

1111V 01 LitQl41.0
Apo cog

Nagy WI' tP SUPEWOR

W0f111;16Qt1CNIKtj'K OW TO DO
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14-1, %%1.41

fter the range card for a tank's firing posfiion

haz been completed (oara 14=2 through 11-1),

the position of the took ts marked to fatilitote

reoccupation during periods of par visibility,
Or to peratit a relieving unit to oe the prepared

range cards. Depending upon the terrain ad
taCticit attuattan ekher of the following methods
may be used_

144, Method

Preparation of Position, After the ink

Section II.

PREPARATION FOR ANO REOCCUPATION

l3F NIGHT RING POSIIIONS

range card is tn',' 'eted, two reference stakes,

with filtered or s,;Ided lights, are placed out

as shown in figure 1.14. (tne stake (high enough

to be visible to the driver) is placed at the tenter,

ahd loading the how of the tank. The mond

stake is positioned approximately 20 to 24 meters

to the front, and on line with, the first stake

(01 the center of the vehkle, The gunner then

hiys on the far reference stake and records do .

flee* reading on the range end

b. -Reoreopotioo of Position Who tha triag
position is to he reoccupied during darkness, or

perOoh cit o(gor ykihility,
the shielded lights oo NI

permit Wrote reporioning,) Oaa No isthe reference slakes aro laaaNi On, Ai the Mit plag0
approxirhatalY 31) tO dt alotaru from the

otove pouniou: the driver, with the hid of king Position. The
gunner traverses the taunta 4rio of white tip

c thalk NO en the front and
aligns the aiming emu of the perisope ontvidrr of lho lah huff, uligo,

the lank os the that alining stoke, The mond ainig stake :atwo helas, lio gops when
tle, fcout slope of the plated in fine with the first

stoke, midway he.took teuehec ecretioi: Ihe urn refer, tweeo the
first stoke and the tank. When bthonce goke mei the two

ore in he. The einUng etuhgo
art positioned ,g.ti thet theY appearpolo, I. then hp hki ilirect.hre

ight on the for in lino through the
periscope, the gunner wordsroforriwo light al; ploy the metier WM on the deflection reaiing.

6 athaath hatiratu,
thr ilaotion red.

b. bwronstion of Posit*, When the king
ipg for the far

referemy slake. The tank la now
, position is to he roomed, white tope is stretched

inusitinued so (Ind the rime raH 44 too oP

,hetween the Iwo ground stakes to facilitate kn.
001 hi Nagataro*.

nwrit of the renk's right
or loft trock, With the

shielded Iightn oh the tinning
sinkes turned on,

10. Method 2

the gun is traversed to the angle of the oiroingoleoNoo of Poo;lioe After the uk stake nod the took
is moved forward 'adjacentop mil is einnideted,

two staW are ONO to thq top: (fig HA), The goof rootrob thnn'" thi OW itrroi1uitiv Awnt tO the mit hot pasitioak of the tag he observing throoghAdo mige of the loft or right traek. TheR AttilicA
his oight until the tar light onmrs to he aboveamt he looted at tho polfil Ogre the tock
goti in ND with the near light at which time thekooes the ground. Aiming oqQA, with illterod

c tank is haltd, The
gunner then, netng the fesetterolnehled hats,

are ihisitioaril itt liaa fit Oily Minh,. VA
thq nainndh Meotor, ladoxes the pre.from the firing yositien wont within IN elk worded

to the aiming stokes, The (oakof the them teant or fea of tlw took, filogo:
5 oow lositipfd Oa that the

range vard siataMt of tial aiMing stAim ta SA a position di emt he mill iii gogoo tug*,

,t

rigare IIJ. IOW 0.Poore
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&dim II, PREPARING FIRING POSITIONS FOR USE AT NIGHT

14,5 PURPOSE OF MARKING TANK

POSITION

After the crew has eompleted the range

card for a tank's firing poaition, they mark the

position or the tank, Then own tenk or a relief

unit an now move Into that position after

darh or when there (s low visibility, The crew

can use the range card that was prepared in

daylight to fire hh targets in the dark.

s'A
REF F'T

FAR MAIM STAKE

NEAR APOINCo

. Dare OTANE

OR TAPE

,

ngore 14-5, Method 1.

14,6 METHOD 1

o, How to Mach the Position

(1) Complete the range card,

(21 Crewmen place two reference stakm

which hove screened or filtered fighta. See

Figure 144)

(a) A crewman places STAKE ONE at

the eentor of the tank, touching the how. He

_makes sure Me stake is high enough that the

deiver an see it.

(b) A crewman places STAKE TWO 20

to 25 tnetem in front of the tank, on a line

with.stake one and the center of the tank,

(I) The gunner then lays oa the far ref,

crew stake and records the deflection reading

on the range cud,

b. flow to hue Into a Marked Position

(11 Turn on the sereenki lights on the

reference staker .

121 The driver hes up the tank with the

two lighted stakes,

(a) He uses a grip of white tape or

dui mark on the front center of the tank

hull to help him sight oe the stakes.

(b) He is in place when the white tape

m chalk mark and the two stakes are in hne,

and the front slope of the tank touches the

first stake.

(3) The gunner indexes the deflection

reading fur the far reference stake.

(a) He lays his direcare sight on the

far reference fight.

(h) Ile mes the reseher knob an his

arimeth indicator to iadex the defleetion,

(4) The tank is now in position to use

the reege card data,

a a.

Tvot, ARMOR COMBAT

Ptim,uy UK WORKER

Intoonanun Ol)ittenves' HOW TO DO IT

No: oil SvI words:14 No. worth: 471fEhl7?ti

FORCAST Reodine Wle Level Sue; 8,5

Firure 14-6, Method 2,

14,7 METHOD 2

a. How to Mark the Milton

(1) Complete the me old,

(2) Crewmen place two vound stakes,

(See Figure 14,6.)

(a) Stake can be placed on either the

right sidi or the left (ade of the tank.

(b) Place one stake next to the outside

edge of the track near the rear of the tank.

The stake must be at the point where the track

leaves the ground.

(c) Place the second sthke at the oub .

side edge of the track pear the front of the

tank. This stake must also be et the point

where the track leaves the ground,

(3) Crewmen place the first aiming sthke,

which hea a filtered or _screened light,

(a) They place it 30 to 50 Teeters from

the firing position.

(b) The stake can be at any angle from

the faing pcdhon except within 100 mils of

the direct front or rear of the tank,

(4) The gunner moves the turret to the

left or right to line up the aiming cross of the

periscope with the aiming stake,

(5) Crewmen place the second aiming

stake.

(a) They place it in lipe with the first

aiming stake and the tank, half way between

the stake and the tank,

(b) The tom stakes should appear in

line throne] the periscope,

(6) The gunner retards the deflection

reading.

b. How to Mono Into a (Worked Pooit(on

(1) Crewmen stretch white tepe between

the two ground stakes tu help pition the

tanlea track,

(2) They tan UR the lots on the two

aiming shies,

(3) The gunner moves the turret to the

angle of the Mming stakes.

(4) The driver moves the tank up next to

the tape.

(5) The driver stops the tank when the

gunner sees the far light above the near light,

and M line with it,

(6) The gunner uses the resetter knob on

the azimuth indicator to index the prereconied

deflection to the lighted aiming stakes.

(7) The tank is now in position to use

the range card data,



1-rel I. Inc. ARMOR (Nettie
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HARD iQRP ill OOETIViS'ei frORMAT

TCX

ReN10-fe (le r. efiDiCES

poregraph 20: Persons in armored vehicles ere
11!'

elan capable of croesiag cootaminnted areaa

that are denied to foot troops, This is a decided

advantage that the armor vehicle crew have in

nuclear warfare,

e, Several tracked vehicles are air transmitt-

able, Tracked vehiclee are ueuelly,reoved long

distances by being traneported rather than by

proceeding under their awe power. Inaerue.

tiorei foe Iodine vohielee on aircraft ore pro-

vided in the teehnicel maeuale et the Mee

eeries. Roil moverneeer le probably used moat,

In continental United Stetes, the AcoertititiOn

e_f kirinan Railroede hae a standard loading

plan that apecifiee the minimem Whirl ia
blocking for eAch type vehicle, Since there are

different maoirnum requirementa among the

different roil lines, the nearest agent will have

twee coesidted for porticidars when vehkiea

are to be loaded on railrmid cars. Each unit

usually becomes reeponeible for loading ite owe

vehieleeit le neceseery that yeu learn hew

noot vehitie mug be leaded. The teehnieel

enamel for MI type vehicle Om the mini-

mum requireinenth of the Army for laeding

and lashing the vehicle. Theeo requiremento

usually closely perallel theme of the railroed

lino If You ure feroilier with the requirc .

ments in the technical manual it will be verY

taey to adapt to any additional requirements of

the rail Roe.

I. In all positions it is imperative that ym

camouflage to prevent detectioa Camouflege

may be of two kiedsyou may hide your vehi-

de by pladeg it in defilade nod using conceal

meat everheed or you
moy hmko the vehicle

eppear to bo oornothing it is not. In ati oldie

Area you may paint the vehicle white aed pile

emao oruund it to bresk the shadow, or you mil
build an igloo Aped cover for ie lei the firet

inetance you have made the vehiele look like on

ordinary snow drift: in the gond, you hove
hidden it, Foliage eon be mei to conee vehi.
dee Ole, 42). Who you ere ealtctifig mate.
rial, pith feliege that metches the sum&
inge. If you were trying to

conceal Your vehl,

cle in the edge of A !omit that contained mostly

oak trees, you woeld
um oak boughs to hide it.

The material ueed geoid be changed te moo

nail tAgitl$ t4 wilt and show a different heck=

prolific!, Nete or other type conreelment tee be

need to hide tht vehicle, In mobile defense, n

defilade Nnitioil behind a atoll rise in the

round will take much leer time then dlggieg

a vehicle poeltion and will serve the earn Put'.

Pose

31. Pt46144% Y40 114i11 FOCI

There are certain mese that are alwaye

consideretion in driving. They do nut fall with=

in any specific cleesification but cannot be

(pored.

a. Mines are a beurd to vehicle operation.

They are may and oickly laid by the enemy

and ere very effeetive (or potting armored

vehicles out of action. They do not necessarily

destroy the vehiele bot they can immobilize it

by blowing off tracks or parte of thteuepeo=

sioo ayetete. Mieefielde may be told in irlAny

plates, hut the most likely are areas whore a

natural evenue of approach enietS. Eeerciac

caution when euch places must be treversed.

Lieely spots for minefields are;

(1) Appreachee Ia bridgee,

(Z) Fords.

131 tam around blown bridges

141 Surrounding roadblock

151 Shoulden of narrow made,

161 In front of enemy position:

Sitel that wood make good bivouac

areas,

101 Arou nd any fortified area,

b, When you are supporting an Advance by

infantry, drive in low range. Thie will keep you

from running away from the foot troope end

will elso keep your engine at the proper operat=

ing temperature If g.40l,

r, De not attempt to cried thrOugh road-

blodes at hardere ihg, 411. Your vehicle

probebly capable of doing this but aoch ni

etades are usually mined, Likely rootee around

the Wrier in all probability will be mined;

therein, take extreme ciutiee in eelecting

byplee route.

d, In ease of a nuclear attack, stey in your

vehicle, Other than deep, underground cover,

the host protectioo ageing radiation le the hull

af a armaTtd vehicle, Set away from ground

ntro of the weapon and up wind (rum it, if pos.

aible, Your orpenization is provided with

meters that will indicate the density of radio=

tine; each individual will have a direct reaMng

dosimeter, which will tell him the total a-

cumulation to which he has been lebiected.

After you get out of the area of high radiation

inteneity, yoe ehould take the Neigary utto

ti) kontartlinate your *tide as indieated in

58

Nati!.
?tap tht fronts/1kt

100 jOir tomid
the pfiblorg

filmy ihNt,

,f
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Fiver ti Slay rim ihy iMmup:

31, PROBLEMS YOU WILL FACE

When you drive in combat, you must at

all bme keep in mMd some specid consid .

cations,

a, Alines, At all drim bp on the look .

out for possible mines, Take special care at

these spots:

(1) An approach to a bridge.

(2) A ford.

(2) Any route that bypasses a bridge

that ho been blown.

(4) The area around a roadblock,

(5) The shoulder of a narrow road,

(6) The pound M front of enemy

positions,

('I) Any spot that would make a

good bivouac area,

(8) The ground around a toad

area,

b. Supporting (gantry, When you sup,

port an advance by infantry, sMy with the

foot troops Drive in low range so that you

" do not run away from them, See Figure 41,

c, Barriers. Do not crash through road .

ks or harriers, Do not use the most

,oly bypass routes, Re careful of rilin8 in

the area,

d. Nuclear attack, In ese of a nuclear

attack, stay in your vehicle Its hull is one

of the best protections against radiation,

After the blast, stay away from ground Zero,

If you can, go upwind from ground zero.

This will get you away from the fakut

radiation. Your organization will have meters

to cheek the level of radiation, and you will

have a dosimeter which will tell you the

total amount of radiation that you have

been exposed to. When you get Ion safe

place, decontaminate your vehicle. As para.

graph 20 tells you; you can get much of the

radiation off it if you' way or wash

the vehicle,

9
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ripre TIM; mcrgH 10 AND,:

e. Roving 1008 distances, Tracked

vehicles are not usually driven long Ms:

'taco, Instead, they are moved by rail or hy

air, Each unit 10fldS its own vehicles, so you

need to know how to load your vehicle and

tie it down, You will find this information

in the technical meleel for your vehicle,

Learn IL If you need to, Yon can add to this

basic infounation the requirements of the

railroad line or of the particular type of

aircraft,

[ Camouflage- When your vehicle is

stopped in my positioni you must camou,

flap it so ihat the enemy will not detect it.

You can hide it or you can make it look

like 3ornethiug it it .not, For example you

could hide it behind a hill or in foliage or

cover it with neta or true branches,

Figure 42 shows a tank that is hidden

in foliage,
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BALK lad o$ dock Owl

CURB ADAPTER

BALK lased Bs curb(

BALK CONNECTING

STIFFENER

SADDLE ADAPTER

SADDLE BEAM

BALK

CONNECTION FIN

MO CALF FLOATS

TIE DEN STRAPS

BING

Figure 6.1, Main parts of M4T6 floating bridge:

the 24.ton float and saddle assembly with two balk in place,

6.1. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

a. Main Features, The M4T6 bridge brings

together M one bridge the heavy load capacity of

the Class 60 bridge with the light weight deck of

the M4 bridge, This means that the M4TO bndge

can cury the same infantry or armored division

loads that the Class 60 bilge can carry. The light

deck of the M4T6 bridge makes it lighter and

easier to handle than the Class 60 bridge, The

M4T6 can be set up by hand and moved by a;

the Clus 60 bridge cat not:

b. Description. The M4T6 floating bridge is

made up of three main parts: (1) the deck,

(3) the saddle assembly, which joins the deck to

the float, and (3) the pneumatic floats which sup-

port the bridge in the water (see Fig, 64),

(1) The bridge is put together by first join .

ing two half floats to make the longer float

shown in Figure 6.1.

(2) Next the four parts of the saddle assn

bly ate put together on the float:

SADDLE

PANELS

DECK

SADDLE

ASSEMBLY

PNEUMATIC

FLOAT

(a) First, the saddle panels are laid across

the floats and tied in place widi straps to the

&ring.

( h) The saddle beams are then laid in

place on the saddle pLnels and scrapped in place.

(c) The saddle adapters are then gt on

the saddle beams and ere connected to the beams

with retainer lugs.

(d) The last part of the saddle assembly is

the balk connecting stiffeners. These stiffeners are

set on the saddle adaptors and are fastened

to them.

(8) The deci, is laid in place last, it is

made up of lquare, hollow aluminum sections

called balk. The balk aie laid across the float

with mch end of the talk resting on a balk

connecting stiffener. The ends ate fastened to

the balk connecting stiffeners with thlk con-

necting pins.

The balk on each outside edge of the

deck roadway are raised lo form a curb, These

balk are raised above the rest of the deck and

held in by parts called curb adapters.

Tvi!6I tNiiINlLH TECHNICAL

PHio? WORKEr

Inkonohul; tihiqhm: WHAT IT if MIAT IT LOOKS LIKE

Nu. oI 1 SyII. stfmilk,iluldi N. ,v1:1(It. 24./224777,1
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144, BLASTING CAPS

WARNING: You mat be very careful with

blasting caps. Keep them from eterne heat

and shock. Never store them with other

explosives, Do not tamper with them. They

may explode if handled carelessly.

You will use both military and commercial blast-
ing caps to set off

high explogves and some kinds
of firing devices. Blasting caps are rated in power
by the M of their

main charge. Use commercial
No.6 or No.8

caps for explosives that are easy
to set off such as commercial dynamite and
tetryl. Military explosives are generally harder to
set off than commercial

explosives. For military
explosives ltse military M6 or WI caps (com-
mercial versions are the J1 or J2). The main
charge of the MS and MI caps has about twice
the power of the No.8 caps used to set off
commercial dynamite and tettyl..

Both mititary end commercial caps come in elec .
tic and nonelectric form.

a, Electric blasting
ceps. Use these caps when

you have a source of
electficity to set them off.

They usually have 12 foot lead wires for you to
connect to a cimit.

They may also have a short
ctuiting shunt to keep the cap from going off
by accident. If there is no shunt; twist the bare
ends of the lead

wires together to make one. You
must take the shunt off before you use the cap.

All military
caps file with no delay. You

can get commercial
caps tbat fire with no delay,

and those that fire with a delay. When you use
delay caps, the delay will be from 1,0Ci to 1.53
steonds. You will usually use the M6 special
electric blasting cap.

b, Nonelectric blasting tag Use a time blast.
ing fuse, firing device

or detonating cord to set
off nonelectric

blasting caps. Do riot let these
caps get wet. If you have to use them

where they
might get wet,

waterproof them with a sealing
compound. You will

usually use the Mi special
nonelectric bleting caps See TM 9.1375.200 for
more Mformation on blasting caps.
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5, Field Artillery Gunnery Tedrn

a. General. When a combat soldier adjusts field

artillery fire on a target, he becomes a member of
the held artillery gunnery team (fig, 1), resist-

ing of himself, as the observer ; an artillery fire

direction center (PDC); and a firing battery.

The observer spots the projectile bursts with re-

spect to the target, lie changes these spottigs
into corrections for deviation (right or left) aq
range (add or drop) to bring the shell bursts

closer to the target,

O, Fire Direction, Center (FDC). Personnel in

the field artillery fire direction center receive

corrections from the observer, change the curec .

ties to Ore command& and then relay the fire

commands to the weapon crews. lf an observer

becomes confused or forgets the steps in adjus

ing fire; he tan osk the fire direction center per

sonnel for assistance. If necessary, the fire direb

lien center ran roach the observer through the

adjustment, step by step, and bring fire upon

the target.

OEIPT or HE ,,EZ5
(c0HRECTIons)

eMs coRRECTIons

To Fig MOOS

NINO

agTeRr

KAPON 5EG1IONS

LO

Figurf PI4 glotury tem,

AGO 1617C
go 471C



,1..(ito..me FED ARTILLIIY COMBAT
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5. FIELD ARTILLERY GUNNERY TEAM
OBSERVER

Sometimes you !nay have to atust field artillery

fire on a laget. You will then become a part of the

field artillery gunnery team. The members of this tearu

will be you as the observer; a fire dection center; and

a firing battery,

You will apot the shell bursts and tell the fire

direction cente how far from the taget lhe burst5

are. You will tell them if the bunts were left, right,

short, or long of the target. If you become confused

or forget how to adjust fire, the fire direction center

will help you. They will tell you what to do, step by

step. They will then change your reports to fire com-

mends and tell the battery where to fire,

REPO TS WHAT HE SEES

ICORRECII lSI

F DC
FIRING BATTERY

-HANDES

CORRECTIONS

TO FIRE COMMANDS

WEAPON SECTIONS

LAY AND FIRE

Figure 1. The field artillery guaneiy team.

u
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11 Bracketing

o. genera The bask principle in adjustizg

artillery fire is to bracket the target. Bracketing

means to enclose the target between bursts which

are over and short of the target in range (flg. 7).

For example, if a round bonts on the CT line

between the observer and the target and the next

round 'IA fired at a 400-meter greater range and

bursts on the CT line beyond the target, the

target is bracketed between these two ranges.

The observer knows that the target hes some-

where within the 400-meter bracket. This bracket

is split by dividing it in half. To split the bracket,

the observer sends a correction of DROP 200:

Whether the spotting of the next round fired is

Aort (fig. 6) or over (fig. 6), the observer will

know that the target now lies within a 200:meter

bracket. AsAllmilM that the round that split the

400-meter bracket was short, he announces a car-

action of ADD DR At this point the bracket

has been narrowed to 100 meters, if the next

round fired results in a spotting of Her (fig. 6)

or short (iig, h), the observer has established that

the target is within a 100:meter bracket and has

completed the adjustment. A bracket of 100

meters is considered appropriate for most targets,

and hre for effect (pare 29 and 32) is started

by splitting the 100-meter bracket,

b, bop, hot: After a round has been

spotted, the hrst range correction sent to the fire

direction center should be largo enough to bracket

the target. To obtain this bracket, the observer

bases the size of the hrst range bound on the

WEI !SMACKER

Niel A SRAI [OF
MO M OVER OORIT-

.``

Bow kV
OHM MR

Figurs 7. Bracketing target,

accuracy of the location of the target and the

estimated range error of the burst from the tar-

get. Initial range does ate made in hundreds

of meters. Unless there i8 a debnite indication

a to the amount of range error, the initial range

change should be at leat 405 meters.

r. Bounds Close tu Friendly Troops. When a

target, is close to friendly troops, bre is opened

with data which iri itively safe; aht lu,

that results in fire debnitaly cler cg. tsiusdg

troop areas and prohiNted aresE% 1 rigonal

information OP targets of thin ;lea-

graph 34.

24 AGO Pe



13, BRACKETING

When you adjust artillery fae, you should

try to catch the target between bursts which are

over and bursts which axe short. This is coiled

bracketing the target,:

After the first round has been spotted on

the Observer.Target (OT) line, you must mak a

range correction. It should he large enough to

bracket the target. Use the accuracy of the target

location and the estimated range error pi the

burst from the target to make the first range

change. The first change will always be in hun-

dreds of meters. Unless you are sure of the size

of the range error, the first change should be at

leost 400 meters.

Let's make an exarnple to help you under.

stand how to bracket a target, A round bursts on

the OT line short of the target, The next round is

fired at a range 400-meters greater, and it bursts

on the OT line over the target. The target is now

bracketed between these two rounds.

ri
Round Tamer

:0=
Read

2

Shon Over

401 Meier Bridal

You know the target is somewhere in that

400-meter bracket. To get closer to the target,

you will split the bracket in half. You call drop

200. The third round is fired 200 meters short&

than the second. The round is short. Now you

know the taget is in a 2004neter bracket

between the second and third rounds.

Sound hod Nei Round

1 3
2

Dori Short peer

210 Meier Bracket

Next you will split the 200.meter bracket M

half. You WI add 'Al The fourth round is fired

100 meters further than the third. The round is

over, You now know the target is in a 100-meter

bracket between the third and fourth rounds,

i*Tot,,00: FED AriTILLEHY COMBAT

w U ri

INHAT To oc

N. 'iqijolo 235/321,7h.

1,0[4,CAST t'icDrc: 9,0

INWERENIEWEEMbrasw=a0

Bowil Bend Nei Bound Bound

1 3 4 2

Shan Short OM Osst

Iaa WS( argkot

A bracket of 100 meters is goad enough for

most targets, so you have finished the adjustment

of fire, You can now split the 100,meter bracket

to start fire for effect

NOTE: When a teget is close to friendly

Uoops, open fire coyly when you are

sure the rounds will clear the troops

and any prohibited area.

67
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Chapter 12

DECONTAMINATION OF EQUIPMENT

124, Gaylord

Equipment that hae been contaminated with

chemical; biological or radiological mmnts connt

tutes a hazard to personnel and must be rertioved

Or neutralized, The spreading of an init does

agent Coo alfcc,t persons, oWects, and tel.rai A. The

prom of roaring; noting, or destroying a

contaminating agent or changing the,agent into a

harmless substance is referred to am decontamina.

lion. Generally only equipment contaminated by

persistent agents needs to be decontaminnted.

125. Decontominntian far Chenacol Agent;

a, Ammunition Ammunition, especially the

braas parts, contaminated with chemical agents

usually will corrode. IVO oil the visible contain':

mat with ram Ilse a DANG (decontamination

agent, noncorrosive) solution or its future replace.

mint D02 to &Contaminate ammunition contami-

nated with liquid blister agent or Nem, Then,

wipe ammunition with a solventloalted rag nod

dry. If neither DR nor DANC solution is mita,

hie, with ommimition with cooL soapy water; then

rime and dry. Slurry (equal weights of water and

chloride of lime) Con bt used on contaminated arm

munition toutainem bat it mat not be allowed to

step into the ammunition itself. DS2, warm tinny

water, or neration in sun or arm air will ellec

tively decontaminate kgents. A GANG solution

mot be used for decontnmination of then par

titular agents,

b. Optical fostrumettla. Decontamination of

glean, plastic and rubber requires a great deal of

fftre in general, instrurrients should he decontarni.

noted by blotting d the contaminant, wiping the

items with solvent, and then allowing them to an

ate. Some platten can be decontominated by using

a Mg dampened with DANC drying the material

with a clean rag, ape g Applying a coat of nass

chine oil. DAN° solr affect transparent plae .

ties and rubber nnd cannot be bed on these mate.

Hots; however, 002 tan be safely used on plastics

and rubber if it is rinsed elf with clear water after

30 minutes,

c, 11'ton:1. Remove dirt, duet, great, and oil

from weapons, Da not apply wet min but allow

surfaces to air after oil and clirt have been re.

moved. 1002 or DANC solution tan be used on oll

metal surfaces except the bore. Firing the weapon

is the recommended method for decontamination

of the bone: however, if thia is not practicaL the

bore can be decontaminated with clouting solvent

or hot soapy water. After decontamination, wrap.

ons are dried and oiled.

A, Automotive. Ebnipment. Vehicles oMy lightly

contaminated with chemical agents can be decon .

laminated by aeration, For heavy contaroiuntioa,

use bANG oe fos2 motion on interim' and exterior

surhwes thnt personnel are hely to touch. Pot

large areas of decontamination, wash vehiCle With

water and scrub pointed memo with snap and

water,

126. Decontamination for Riologkol and

Rodiologicol Agent;

e, Cop a Alter A conaninating attack, equip.

went Cilll he decontaminated either by waiting to '

permit the decoy of contamination or by Willa

active decontamination measures to reeluee the

eautauflaation to a level at which it is no longer a

signihcant hazard tO quoting pommel. Pm,

tanthiatien may be either rough or Willed, de .

pending on the urgency of the military situation.

The procedUre adopted will ban gemmond ded.

alorL

Roimh Decontamination. Rough decontarnina.

lion is performed when urgencr is the Main

tutor, Its purpose is to reduce contamination suf.

hriently to permit personnel to work with, or close

to, contaminated equipment for bad *oda.

Rough denonwolootion eau be ochlueod by magi

of water Or steam, if available, Soap or other de.

tergento used in conjunction With water or Sham

aids in decontamination.

c: Detailed Decontamination, Detailed dean.

tbtnircilloh,

la Which
thc

borough-

net%
Will be

cpctied
oLlt

reAr
areia

und Nair

include;
preelafares

of surface
deco/

aging
Itetalint

tind d'.

127.
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12B. DECONTAMINATION
TOR BIOLOGICAL

AND RADIOLOGICAL
AGENTS

After an attack
by these egenb,

v0Or COrmaridor
14.1 tell you

whethet to wait for
the agent to

decay lay holt, or to decontaminate
the equip-

ment, There kre two methods of decon.
tablet:10o: lougla

tad detailed. The commander
will tell you whiahto ow.

a. Rough method. You
will um NI method

when you tde in 4 ham to make
equipment arale

enough tot shod
poticde of uw, the watet Or

dm, and wep
or detergent to dean

equipment.

b. Detailed method
This is a caltial

Noceswhich Met a lot of time. It ia done
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and tepair baseL
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to the small of the stock and guide the weapon to
the shoulder. Keep the fingers and thumb extended

and joined with the palm turned toward the body,
The first pint of your left forefinger touches the

rear of the charting handle.
Keep your left elbow

down, On the fourth
count, move your left hand

hack to its position by your side at attention Keep

your right forearm honzontal with the light upper
arm against the side and on hne with the back
(fig. 13),

AK( , hilt PU.. h301

41, Right Shoulder Arms

a. Right shoulder arms from order arms is a
fourount movement. The command is Mir

SHOULTERI_ARM-S! O.n the commandsLexecation,
Anms, giiip the barrel of the weapon with the

right hand and raise it diagonally across the body,

With the left hand, p the haedguard just for.

ward of the slipring. On the stand ount, rel

the barrel with tile right hand and grasp the butt,

with the heel of the butt between the fit two

fingers, with the thumb and index filter touching.

On the third count twist the rifle and place it on

the right shoulder with the grasp of the right hand

unchanged. At the same time, move the left hand



Figure 13ontinued

No; ',v01(15;Tol.d 158/20416S

FORCAST Renligq Grede Level Score: 8,6

Count 3: Without chanjg the gasp of the nght hand, twit

the rifle and place it on the right shoulder. At the sane time,

move the left hand to the mil of the stock and guide the weapon

to the shoWder, Keep the fingers and thumb extended and joined,

with the palm turned toward the body. The fust joint of your left

forefinger touches the rear of the chughig handle, Keep your left

elbow down,

Count 4: Move your left hand back to its position by your side,

as at attention, Keep your right forearm horizontal, with the right

upper ann against the side and on line with the back.

Type pI Literiltple; INFANTRY TECHNICAL

lihniary Uo: INSTRUCTOR - WORKER

leloremion Obiwoes: Hon TO DO IT

Figure 11 Right Shoulder Arms

Count 2

41, Right Shoulder Arms

The starting position is order Or7115, The command is RIGHT

SHOULDER, ARMS: The command of execubon is ARMS. The

movement takes four counts. Figure 13 shows the count positions.

Count 1: Grasp the barrel of the weapon with the right hand

and raise it diagonally moss the body. With the left hand, gasp

the handguard just forward of the slipring

Count 2; Release the barrel with the nght hand and grasp the

butt, with the heel of the butt between the first two fingers, with

the thumb and index finger touching.
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CHAPTER 1

!MOW:MON

SeEtIoa II. CHARACTERISTICS

A An ejector port rover in provided to prevent
3, Oewiption of the Rifle

a, The title, SII6AI fig l), in a 5.5E.mm, maga.

zinged, go.operated, air=cooled, shoulder

weapon, It in denigned for either senfLuitornatie

or foll automatic dro thrond the One of a nelertor

lever,

b. The rile is equipped with a bah oappreneor

which alao nerves no a stationary piston permit .

ting the hatching Of ride grenadea without the

one of supplementary attacbrnentn,

c, The barrel is surroundO by two aluminum.

lined Ebersion handguarb whkh are notched to

peanit oir to circulate around the barrel, and far-

ther nerve to protect the gas Mk

d. A hard rubber pod is attached to the butt of

the stock to partally reduce the carte of recoil,

e. A forward assist notably located on the

right rear of the ugaer receiver permits the dos.

ing el the holt when thin ia not done by the f ono

of the action spring.

Nat, Ernvidte in Mat nth mte mine ases not

provide famed 015jit wowly Jig 2).

I. A "clothespin" hipod a used in thu prone and

foxhole position, The bipod in attached to the har

rel directly beneath the front sight between the

bayonet lug and the front sling swivel (fig 3),

g. The trigger guard in onily adaptable to win .

ter operodons. A spring-loaded retaining pin is

depresned with a cartridge point to allow ready

mem te the trigger when wearing arctic mittens.

141 or und front Rotting into the ejection port,

The cover ahoold be cloned during perion when

ft ring ia not notkipatcd. It will open automatically

by the forward or reArward movement of the bolt

carrier,

11,11rn o. Mturabfg tha WO,
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Section IL CHARACTERISTICS

3, Description of the Rifle

The M1.6A1 is a 5,5645o5 rifle that an be rued front the shoulder. The ammunition is frd

into the rifle by a:magazine, The rifle operates thtpsh the aodoa of the go in the gas tube

and is cooled by an. Figuin I shom you 'the MI rifle And gives you the names of its

external parts. Figure 2 shows you special features of the rifle:

SUCK REAR SIGHT EJEcTOR

5iatma6Epaom COVER

JRBER

iCOIL rAD

CHARGING

HANDLE

FRONT SIGHT

ASSEMBLY

CARRYING

HANotk

HANOGUARD

iyiit 01 Li reraturCi INFANTRY t TECHNICAL

PriQry Liadr: VVORKER

irilontitniton Obklives; WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE

WHAT IT'S FOR

No, of 1 SO, trOrdilii)1411 ND. Mfdy: 47166-411%

FORCAST Ruling Siode Level Score; 9:3

FLASH the this to Isom grenades

SUPPRESSOR without dny special equipment.

HIPOD

FLASH

SUPPRESS R

R 111 "I

I

Attach Cob o rr buret betwuo .

the baonet and the front if

iling sintI, n the prone

and foxhole

-

EJECTOR PORT

COVER

This keeps t,, sancI, CIeN

it wheo you .1 A %1J-'1Ct M fire

the tIlt it

FORWARD ASSIST

ASSEMBLY

MAGAZINE CATCH

SUTTON

BAYONET STUD

TRIGGER Gump Ynil Can push th the

with a cartridge point so Ilia +.1

con reach the trim when you

wear arctic mittens,

ELECTOR LEVEL Set at "SEMI" for auto.

Mitic

Set at "AUTO" for foll auto.

Ottlit fire,

FORWARD ASSIST u5e thit In clue the bolt when

ASSEMBLY the Ong action does not close it

IMI6A1 only):

SLING SLING

SWIVEL

5LIPHINS TRIGGER PISTOL GRIP
SL NG

SWIVEL

BOL

CATCH

SELECTOR

LEVER

Pigute I. Rifle, 5.56.tnm, MI6/A I, right arid left side views,

RUBBER RECOIL This helps lower the effect of the

PAD recoil on your shoulder:

MOM 2 Spica features uf the rifk,

--''''.11111higmj."441Elil"Nwnwwwwwweowiliimiwtlitzzgolowaskraole
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C. Maintenance After

Netf, Take the following oteps onediately after frig
and repeat each day for three conaecuthe

denier until there

15 so further evidence of tooting inside the rifle,

(1) Materials and methods for cleaning the

recoilless rifle (in order of preference),

(a) Solvent. Clean the bore thoroughly

with issue cleaner compound solvent. Insure

that all surfaces are well coated. Do not wipe or 41:.,clean bore with cleaner compound solvent until 0 ))01,k 04

hushing should be cleaned and oiled after each

firing: It i$ preferable to use solvent cleaner;

however, other lubricants can be used.

(3) Dieassembly, Disassemble the spotting

gun after each day's firing. Clean all parts

thoroughly, being sure to remove carbon and

gummy substances formed during firing. Oil

lightly and reassemble,

,Ismol.;4k;099)).t.:111::

the tube is cool enough to be touched with the

bare hand, Solvent cleaner ts an excellent rust

preventive for periods from 24 to 48 hours, If

the rifle is to be fired within the next 24 hours,

do not wipe dry until just before firing, li the

rifle is net to be fired within the next 24 hours,

wipe dry and coat with prescribed oil. Starting

on the fourth day after firing, renew the ail film

daily, Every fifth day clean with cleaner com-

pound solvent, wipe dry and oil.

(6) Soap, Prepare a sponging solution by

shaving one pound of costae or issue soap into

four gallons of water. Warm the water to help

dissolve the soap. In temperatures below 32 F,

and if the tube is cold, add the type and amount

of antifreeze prescribed in TM 94000-205.12,

When soap is used, rinse the bore thoroughly

after cleaning. Soap may cause cormsion if not

completely removed.

(c) Hot water. The rifle can be cleaned

while it is hot by swabbing it with hot water,

Dry the bore thoroughly and coot with oil at

once to prevent rusting. This method is tempo=

rary because the primer salts and powder resi

due may not be removed, As soon as possible

clean the rifle again by Using method (a) or (h)

above.

(2) Chamber and breech mechanistn, Ilse ;

methods and solvents described in (3) above to

clean the chamber and vent bushing. Use a

burlap or waste swab on a stick in the chamber.

Disassemble breech mechanism and clean and

oil ail mbving parts after each firing. The vent

:C

,'
,

.116.:11,i0))0

fr.
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c. Maintenance After

OD the Day of Firing: begin these steps immed,

lately after you fire the rifle,

STEP 1;CLEAN THE BORE OF THE I06,MM

RIFLE,

tal First Choke: UV itilOi clew:-- _
Wait until the tube is cool enough to

touch with your bare hand.

Clean thoroughly with the issue cleaner

compound soMnt,

Ef tre to coat all surfaces well,

le the rifle to be fired within the next

24 hems?

IF YRS .

Do not wipe it dry until just before

you fire the rifle.

(The solvent cleaner prevents Fogt-1

After you tire the rifle, slat over

with- the -finis. step in the-cleaning .

procedure,

IF NO -

Wipe dry.

Cant with the oil that is prescribed

tor the rifle

Caq nut fiillow.up citre deteribed !ri

Step 4, below,

(b) Second choice; When yet do not hove

solvent cleaner: Use soup to prepare 3 sponging

;dation,

Shave one pound of the issue soap Ior

cagily soap),

Dksolve in four gallons of warm water,

ff the temperature Lo helow rF, and if

the tubs it cold, add the type and

amount of antifreeze 3$ gWen

TM 9,10V05.12.

Wait until tube ia cool enough to touch

with your bare hands,

Clean tbe tube,

Rinse the hore thoroughly tO remove all

soap, (The soap would cause corrosion,)

Coat with the oil that is proicnbed for

the rifle,

Carry out follownp care described in

Step 4, below.

ci Last choke: nen yuu do not have holeent

dealer of soap: Dre hot tenter

While bore is still hot, swab it with hot

water,

Dry bore thoroughly.

Coat with oil at once.

clean the bore with solvent cleaner or

soap solution OS soon Is pogsible,

Carry ant follow,up rare described hi

Step 4, below,

STEP 2: CLEAN THE CHAMBER AND

BREECH MECHANISM OF THE

106.MM RIFLE,

(al lint Choice: UP solvent cleaner,

Clean the thumbet and vent hushing with

aolvent,clearici.

tIse a outlay or wieito ovati on a gicle in

the chamber,

Clean breech mechanimi.: Disuseraide and

dean all wooing pars.

Oil vent bushing and ell moving parti; of

breech menhontsm,

Reassinible,

(b) lf yob do not have solvent cleaner:

Dae a soapy solution or hot water, es

shown nbove under 'eleall the hole,

STEP 3: CLEAN THE CALIBER .50

SPOTTING GUN,

laassemble,

Clean all parts thoroughly: remove all ear,

bon and rummy substances,

Oil lightly,

Bassein ble;

STEP 4: FOLL01114 CLEANING OF

RIFLE AND SPOTTING GUN

After Firing

Oay I, Clean, wipe dry; and

2 & 3: oil.

Day 4: Cheek tor signs of

sweating inside rifle.

It you find sweating:

clean, wipe dry, and

oil,

If on signs of sweating:

renew oil filra.

Day 5: Clean, wipe dry, and

Day Ga, Renew oil Ohl

8 9:

Day IS; Clem, wipe dry and

oil,

Day 155 Clean, wipe dry, and

every 5th oil,

day otter:

OnfilLother days:_Renew.cil_

film daily,

INFAMY TECHNICAL

woHKi:,H
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CHAPTER 3

11_ 7E7 AMMUNITION

15, lechnital Charaderiltio

a. Nose Cop Assembly, The nose cap assembly

ifig 8) contains the pleaelectric ekruent which is

crashed on impact with the target. When the pio .

zo:alectric element ig ertinlied, a eniall amount of

electrk energy is developed and transmitted

through the lead wire to the faze, This current

initiates the firing train startin g? al the electrical

detonator,

h. Rocket Motor Igniting Sperm The rocket

motor ignition system (fig 9) for the licklAti

ht72A1E1 IA composed of the following elements:

firing pie housing, Idrig pin rod and hring pri

rod spring, MOM percussion pr4ser, primer

hiciek with black powder tiosh charge, Agmh tube,

and block powder igniter. The following sequence

takes place as the unit IS cocked ond 51(4 The

firing pin cod spring is cutnprossed as thc inner

tatie is extended and locked into position (fig $),

When the trigger is Actuated, the flring pin rod IA

released end strikes the center et the hf29A1 prin .

er with sufficient force to detonate the primer,

The dash front the printer ignites the flash chargo

located directly hehind the primer in the primer

block, The ignited black powder generates a gash

er dame which travels within the plaglit flash tube

to the limiter, The Thirne is dispersed within the

ipiter body through radial holes in the flash tube

extension, igniting the black powder charge in the

igniter The thin plastic him which meals the front

- surfaced the Igniter iLburned away,allowingthe

ilese5

flame front to progress to the propellant and igs

nits it, Tho igniter reinffins in the rothat nozzle

until the pressure reaches severol hondred pnueds

per squore inch, This pressure level oAsores that

the propellant is ignited nod thnt combustion is

stabilized, Further increase in pressure blows out

the igniter body, end the rocket will start to actel.

erste, The tine required for this sequence of

evehts in about 40 milliseconds between the time

the trigger is squeezed end the launching of the

rocket, tPor the leAl rind 1472Al El, the hring

pin rod assembly functions the sa ... as the bag

pin Ole and the firing piD on the M721

e. Rocket flropalsion, The rocket is propelled by

o discharging jet of hot gas generated hy the

burning propellant, The basic principle of rocket

prepainitil may he described as follows: ln the

cage of a rocket rooter, , the gas pressure is kill up

by the burning propellant within the motor. When

04 opening ig made at one end of the chamber the

pressure at the open end drops to Dear strive-

pherie Joel while the pressure on the closed end or

surface remains momentarily much greater than

the normal atmospheric pressure, As o molt of

th!a unhalanced pressure within the rocket motor

thiO rocket karts to more in the direction of the

closed end as a stream or j8 of gas is exhausted

from the open end or nozzle. The geed and the

quantity of the gASOo Ostaphei tO the rear deter

mint the reed of the rocket. Pressure within the
. _ _

WM_ 44TIC AO'

ro AO pcni ii

1MR

rocket
motor will

be
ho

etemaintained until the propel.
t

mis coplly
burned

and, th0refore,
the

rocket
will acreleriite

until the burning
of the pros

pellent
is completed,

The totai
burning

time is

controlled
by the propellant

tygie and sire.

d, Poze,
The 11412

lam 18 dropve
nod he*

sah, The
minimum

Arming dletance
hi. aprexi.

loamy 30
fed For

graze functioning
of the fuze,

there le n spring-loaded

liring pin
which is res

lensed hy decelerating
force of

gritne impact,
This

fires a stet) sensitive

pruner located
adinCeot

to

the detonator.
This action,

in turn,
activates

the

explosive
train which

explodes the
warhead.

Pill 41044
Six olding lin

attachment
Inge ere attached

as an integral
port of the motor

These
Its are

actuated by
sprthgs,

As the rocket
Clears the

launcher,
the li spring

net and stag.
flu the

Coact in flight
(fig 81.

Into koct

alstn Peiraie
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CHAPTER 3

ROCKET AMMUNITION

IE. TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

a. Rocket Motor Ignition System.

Tha Nth from thr mirror

on MI tha Insh chug

FLASH CHARGE .

IILACK POWOER.r.'

Tat Nies ain rod inikis

the rim Ind son OIL

lanai PRIME a

Tha Ramo fraal taq lIoIi

moo osi dor iho

Rosh !oho to thr ignitor,

RASH TUBE

IN horn goio hrourh

Wm to the Nosh Ida

to let oil tha ignitors

BLACK POWOER IGNITER-

WHEN YOU PRESS THE TRIGGER:

FIRING FIN HD ASSEMBLY

Tho tiritn cin miii ollowd ond

oornod (mod by In wring,

FIRING FIN EDO SPRING

(1) When the igniter
blows away it leaves

a
hole in one end of tho motor case,

(3) 'Hie gas primure
on the open end of the

use drops to the some
prmrc as the air outside

the case, The
pressure on the closed end

is much
higher than that on the open end,

(4) The pressure
starts to even out inside

the ease as a jet or gas leaves the
open end: This

jet pushes the rocket forward, The
Amount and

speed of the ges jet contred the Speed of
the rocket,

t limanne: INFANTRY :TECHNICAL

PonLay VVORIER

HOVil IT 13.E, IL

Nu [L 1 Syh nuoul$. 207128872%

Raadlon Gale UKI 5Care: 0,2

(5) As the propellant
contims to hurn and

gave off gas, the
preasure inside Um rocket motor

stays uneven. The
rocket goes faster

end faster
until the propellant is ail burned. The total burn.
ing time depends

on the size and type of pro,
peRant,

c. Fins. Six fin lugs attach sia folding fins to the
motor case. When

the rocket clean the launcher,
springs push the

fins out into place. The fins
steady the rockeL

and keep it from spinning
in Right.

d Setting off the warhead. When the rocket hits the target:

Tho pipmolaosia

olornont is onthul,

NOSE CAP (with pioth,

dais sawn

h rands o semi

thrmh the thod

woo th he luno,

Tio Ian gain

and uts on the

thing Win,

LEAD WIRE ME PROPELLANT CHARGE IGNITER

4144ZEZEIMINfaRgigERRMAMOigtasirTAT*04.1

PLASTIC FIN PROPELLANT ROCKET MOTOR
OGIVE LINER TETRYL BOOSTER FIN LBW

Tho Minis lilm hums or%

and to orooatIont k at off.

b, Bethel Propohon, As ihe Propellant burns, it

gRes art a let of hot gas. It is this gas that pubes

the co, forma& The way the gu works

is simple:

Tha iritot a Mew

aaat, md thd roarot

siosn 10 ingy

(1) The propellant is inside the motor, Ao

the prOpellent burrH, it fills the motor case with

gas under pressure,

Tho Nth; min ion

all tho mehood,

EXPLOSIVE HEAT BODY

e. Piz The fi1412 fuse is drop.safe and hcire

see. It has an erning distance of 30 feet or

. more, ln a direct hit, the pienulectlic element in

the nose cap sets Off the fuse, In grating fire, the

glancing impact Against the round or objects

MOTOR BOGY FOLDING FIN

slows down the rocket. A spring.loaded firing pin

senses this, and seLs off a stab sensitive primer

near the detonator. This eels off the aphp

sive train,
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Section lh FUZES AND NAND GRENADE SAFETY CLIP

6, Functioning

(4.11

All fuzee in fj,S, band
grenades may be rotepo.

Hoed Eti either detonating
or igniting, With few

exceptions, fuzes function in the following
manner:

a, When the onfety pin is withdrawn
from the

fuse, the safety leome
is released Irani the eto=

node kdy, but is held in place by the individua)
throwing the grenMe

or, if the grenade ir ride

projected, by o grenade
projection adapter, A

hand grenade safety
clip, adoptable for the 3126

Aeries, the 3133,serks,
the 3156, 1157, and 311(u

fragmentation grenades,
and the 3130 practice

grenade hat been derigned
to prevent the gre-

nade gflity lever fnirn
springmg lanse should

the softly pin he unknottingly
or Occident* re-

vved from the greoade
Preasure erected bb the

safety clip prevents
the relerde of the grenade

sofety lever, regardlm
of whether the safely

pin k li place.

(I) The lafety clip (hp
2) a single one

of spring-ateel wire bent to form

tal A meted bop whi

grenade fure at the grenode

(h) A metal damp whi

prem./en mint the grenade oaf

(2) To attach the safety

(fig. 3)

(n) Slide the elip onto

. . (b) dttaoh the.loop po

clip around the grenade fure,

(e) Snap the dip etol er

ofety lever,

Not, The hend grenade

istuml atteehril tu the 16ovu venedel,

Ili REpEre, g,01.

Figiet L FiLa
(For detaia r

ike ge

e, The delay elernent
hurls Nr the prescribed

delay time and thereupon
initiates the detonator

or igniter:

The detonator or
igniter seta

off the pre=

nodes filler
Detonators ore

need in fragmenta.

. .

ton, white phosphorous
..arnok ei. ond, humang

chemical hand
grenada. Igniters

are used with

proctice and
burning chemical

hand grenades.

h, When the safety lever (fig

forLed awar from the grenade!

acting under the force of a strike

c. As the safety lever ts force(

grenade body, the striker rotate t

atrikes the primer

d When struck, the primer

Hach of heat which ignites the

SLIDE CLIP

ON HANDLE

ATTACH

LOOP PORTION

OF SAFETY CLIP

AROUND THE SNAP

GRENADE FUZE CLIP END

AROUND.
,

GRENADE

HANDLE

78

Nfies S llghirp the Wel prelude anlety clip,



SECTION II. FUZES AND HAND GRENADE SAFETY CLIP

6. HOW THE FUSE IN A HAND GRENADE WORKS

1, The safety lever proses down

against the striker ked holds it

41 "sae" position, The safety

pin locks the safety levti in

this position,

1. When you pull the safety pin

the skly lever k held in place

only by your hand,

3. When you let go of the yenade

the gray lever is flipped off

hy the striker, The ntriker eon;

tinuen forwArd and hits the

primer:

4. Wheh the primer struck it

given off a lash of heat GO

Otte the delay element,

5. The dcLay element bun clown

to the detonator or igniter,

6. The detonator or ignita win

off the main charge which

explodes the grenade,

INFANTRY TECHNICAL

I ( II0V,/ I I DUES i I

II01) IQ 00 IT

I LOILIAI-; (F, 9.4

7, HOW TO PUT THE
SAFETY CLIP ON A HAND GRENADE

.-5--

SAFETY PIN

SAFETY LEVER

STRIKER

PRIME0

I SLIDE MPH

SAFETY LEVERDELAY

ELEMENT

DETONATOR

OH IGNITER

BURSTER

OR MAIN CHAIR

%.

ATTACH ((minnow

DE SAFETY CLIP AROUND

THE GRENADE FUSE

i'11111111111111111111,

All the haod grenades you will use have either detonaag or igniting fuses. Detonators are used in

fragmentation, white phospherous smoke, and bursting chemical hand gignales. igniters are used in

practice grenades and in chemical hand grenades which burn instead of explode, Roth types of fuse

work the woe 41 the grenaJe.

.159

SNAP CLIP END AROUND

ERMAN SAFETY LEVER

4

SAFETY ELIH

IN PLACE

When the safety pin is pulled horn the fuse, the
grenade will go ofl unless

something hold; downthe safety levet. A latety clip will do this. It is a piece of smingsteel wire, bent
to form a loop anda clamp, To avoid accidents,

use the hand grenade safety
clip when you do not want to throwthe rot
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44, Engagement Techniques

Applying Are to a sniper position depends,

of course, on whether or not the sniper has been

exactly pinpointed,

a. If the enemy sniper has ban pinpointed,

then an individual marksman or group of

marksmen may be used to apply fire, Within

each rine squad or phitoon, certain individuals

will excel others as marksmen, These thdivid-

uals should be designated to engage snipers

with pinpoint fire. If quick reaction is im-

portant the Are of these marksmen should be

complimented by automatic a fire. Automatic

riflemen should be trained to Are in bursts of

two- to tbree.rounds to insure accuracy,

b. On the other hand, if the individual or

unit encountering sniper fire is unable to pim

point the sniper's position, then area Are mot

be applied. By definition, area fire ig applied

in both width and depth so that an entire area

is saturated with effective fire. The best method

for applying area fire is to assign specific see-

tors of fire to the members of the squad. Using

this procedure, an entire area will be covered

by rifle, automatic rib, and higMexplosive

fires.

c, The sniper detection techniques and pro-

cedures described above sre basic and should

be treated sa such. Situations will arion where

the small-unit leader must take the initiative

and use his Own reaction treasures to meet a

given situation. Certain situations may call for

fire and movement or the requesting of tire

support in order to eliminate a single sniper,

In general, however, the actions prescribed in

this manual will suffice and should be used in

the initial stages of any engagement against a

sniper.

4gla66r"°Imw-Y--)r--
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44: NING
AT A SNIPER

a. If you hnow
exactly where the sniper is,We pinpoint

fire, time the best
marksma7, orgroup of marksmen

in your rod or platoon tireat the point \slim the
sniper is,11

you must atopthe sniper
cluiektY, have the automatic

riflemenalso tire at the sniper.
N'.ou shooldhave them usebursts of tvo or three
rounds at a timelo theirlire vnllbe mote

accurate.

b, When
you know only

the general
locationof the sniper, use area fire, Fire on the entirearea where the

sniper may be by
assigning eachsquad member a specific

sector to fiteon.

c. These are basic
techniques and willusually work. It pinpointfin and area fire do notwork, yon

may have to try fire and
movement orrequest fire

support against the mipet
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,

equally
disastrous. It is important

that tremovement be
executed

instinctively and withawiftpreciiom

l
111:113'=A''

\a, By ladiriduals,
Individual fire and move.i tent is the nuist effective way tO1 the rite

I
. .

-_
squad to

advance oder iiitense enemy tit A,
minimum number et personnel *e per fireteam)

move forwa0 M turn under cover at, a maximum
amount of aimed

fore, Squadmem.bee rush f °mord
19-15 meters when it istheir tun, liming as low as possible.

Therush should not be long
enough to allow theenemy to shift his

aim and fire.
When moving,

21, Fite ond
Movement

squad members
should not take time to fire

(fig. 12)

unless they
encounter elose4n

enemy. When

Whet fire and movement
are used, effective

king to cover moving
squad members, the

fir and skillful
nioveinent must go hand4n.

equad maintains
a volume ot

well.almed tre

hand. The Wity of the squad
to achieve ott la \mown

and suspected
enemy locations. Fire

wAhout the other is
insufficient. Failure or

distribution during individual
fire and move.

refusal to have
someone moving

forward rant la the
same as that med

during the as,

loses the
initiative and

momentum and roay malt (para 4I),,
_Thorough-training. in in;

result In the
methodical

destruction of the
dividi'lal fire

and movement is of primary

. .

squad.' Moviment
without effective tre is

Illportance,

I

Lei
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Moves in

Rush No.:

Fiore 12. Fire and movement.

29, FIRE AND MOVEMENT

At times a rifle squad must advance even though

it is under enemy fire. To do so, it moves for .

ward by a method called fire and movement. The

squad moves forward in small but rapid steps. At

each step put of the squad rushes forwud while

the rest of the squad covers them with heavy fUe

aimed at the enemy. When the enemy fire is

heavy, only a few indMduals move forwud at a

time, linen the enemy fire is light, an enthe fhe

team moves forward at one time,

a, Individual fire and movement

When the enemy the is heavy, only a few

men move forward in each rush, usually one man

from each fue team. The rest of the squad covers

them as they move, The men in the squad move

forward in hens, so that gradually the entire

squad moves up. Figure 12 shows what the pat-

tern of movement looks like in individual fim

and movement.

As a member of the squad, you must do

your part well both when you rush forward and

AR

r!
R

J

1

when you cover the men who are moving. The

squad must work together or the enemy fhe may

destroy it.

When you move forward:

(1) Move fast,

(2) Go about 10 to 15 meters, Do not go

long enough:for the enemy to have tirne to shift

ainiand fire at you.

(3) Keep as low as you can,

(4) Do not hie unless you meet th e

enemy at short range.

When you cover the men who sue moving:

(1) Fite as fast as you can at the location

where you know or think the enemy is.

(2) Fire at the same sector or target as

you would in an assault, Team leaders and rifle.

men concentrate on the tugets neuest to their

immediate front, Automatic rifiemen and gre.

nadiera concentrate On hitting support,

ing weapons,

LiMirtk INFANTRY COMBAT

PrIrmry il.dORKER

Horvion 0101iNo: INDA. TO DO
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Section III, FUNCTIONING AND INSTALLATION

I. Functioning

o, Electric& Fng. When the MI8A1 ia

armed, Actuating the MR f ring device handle

(fig, fi) with the safety bail in the FIRE posi .

tion provides sufhcieitt electrical energy to

detonate the MR electric blasting cap. The

detonation of the blasting cap, in tarn, Rio or

the high explosive darge (composidon C4),

Detonation of the high explosive charge causes

ragroototion of the plastie matrix and pew

Jodie opherical steel fragments outward in a

fan-shaped pattern (hz 4). This mine is

cofficiently waterproof in fanction satisfactorRy

after having hoer sahmerged in salt or fresh

water for 2 nem,

NeneiectriW Nng, The Ittl8A1 mine is

deliberately detonaWd by the operator palling

or cutting a tripwire attached to a nonelectrical

firing device (fig. 9). A nonelectric blasting cap

attached to the dring doice and crimped to a

length of detonating cord sets off the detonating

bud. At the ether end of the detonating cod,

R second crimped nonelectric blasting cap,

which is insorted in one of the detonator wells,

detonates the mine,

0

MINE

DETONATING Con

FIRING ince
(WIRED% STARE!

ELECTRICAL

FIRING WIRE

A N UUJ) MI

I U MAI

FOXHOLE

PULL FUZE MIX

figure A, Diermiyi
MgA i wippod

Miro iv1vllA
onittuErif tumfirthimi

MIrdrvl detoeaupc

DANGEROUS OUT TO

230 METERS FROM WEAPON

Figkri S. 21.1 0501 Ping Rifity So&

MODERATELY [pervert

yo IUD MEM

50 METER KILLING ZONE

MAY FRAGMENTS ARO

MORNAY MISSILES

STRAY FRAGMENTS AND

SECONDARY MISSILES

KEEP OUT

OF HERE

WEAPON

RECONDARY MISSILE HAZARD

AREA IOU METERS .

non 4 Imo *will' 01 filo of the 11184t

17C



Enemy

;TIONING AND INSTALLATION

is been in salt or fresh wetAr for up to 2 hours. There is a

nine. When you set off this thaw, the plastic case of the

ly ourward in a famsbareel pattern. This pattern is shown

Dal firin mine. Figure 2 shows you

Electric Blasting Cap

Sigh Explosive Char

Slake

Electric

Firing We

Electric 1107 Firing

Device =

INGEROU5 OUT TO

ETERS FROM WEAPON

ERATELY EFFECTIVE

TO tan METERS

IETER PULLING ZoNE

lyiD ci Lord : INFANTRY AT

WORKER

InfolotdooN NOW IT DOES IT

No. of 1 SO, wroter,;Tw No, wr 87186-78%

PthiCAS I Lvvo[ tirr,g0 8,3

. Pieces of steel fly

at enemy

4. BI-sting cap sets off

high explosive charge

3. Electric puke sets oft

blasting cap

2, Electric pulse runs

along firing latte

I. Push handle on MP

Foxhole

device (safety bail in

Fire position) electric

pulse given oft

. How electrical mine firing works

Enemy

7. Pieces of steel Ily

/ at enemy

STRAY FNAGMktITS ANO

SECONDARY MISSILES
Second nonelectrical _

blasting cap

High explosive charge

econd blasting cap

sets off high explosive

charge.

. Detonating cord sets oil

second nonelectric blasting cap

_PON
Detonating CO(

DARY MISSILE HAD

[EA .10,0 METERS

thee and effect; o

First nonelectrical

blasting cap

Nonelectric firing

device, wired to

stake

4. Blasting cap set ott

detonating cord

3. Fir Mg device sets off

first nonelectric

blasting cep

2. nonelectric firing
device gm olf

1. Poll or cut tripwire

tripttens

of

toxhole
_

Note: foxhole must be et

least 8 meters to

neer drilla mine,

and IC meters le

rear at MI8M mine

How nonelectrical mine firing works

Figure 2. Electrical and Nonelectrical Fiting of Claymore Min
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(d) Insuring
provision for delivery of firesunder conditions of limited

visibility, to includeimprovised
procedures for delivery of grazing fireby rites

and automatic
rifles and

prearrangedgrenade launcher fires.

f 8) Supervising
the clearing

of fields offire.

C,Cantikentione of the Ple Squad Lea?1,r;

(1) aqua area, fire teams

are employed on line, niaintlIning team Integrity.

The typo ot foxhole Deg is determined by Riad

strength, %lit of fire, iire of ROI atto Da

morale tedvantages of twoereari foxholes inclode

continuo observation (while one titan is toting

or worldng,the tither is alert), !Wigan ana

moue from each other, sod teastaibutioa of

Monition between the two. Single fo'xitoles

reduce the chance of Watt% ktid permit better

overage of wide froth, Threeatin foxholes are

oaefol et time where lese than half of the platoon
elp.s.

.13.ka:4 15 to Tenth on get and when SOMA bOallie

1417Art:;:,
of other ado, are unable to dig their own lox-

holm

(2) On receiving the platoon order, the squad

leader mashie men &redly to their fightthg po-

sitions Local secaritY posts are niannt d. t
one sentinel ms nested in the ;quad area, 13efore

". work is stOrted on clOtOnSICO p0iti0OS , the aqua

1, leader verifies the obsereation and sector of fire of

each man, During his cholt of the ?odic!, the

sqead leader insure that leas ot fire overlap

and that the deeired doneity of fire ean be deity.

ee:ee '' zitif ered On MO Ot ONTOU The spa le,ada
! p 141's

(1) Supervising
the preparation of supple.

mentary positions,

(g) Inspectieg
positiona to 41stire thateareoutlage and overhead

cover are sufficient.

(Is) lesuring that all
weapons have theirbattlesight setting aed are operative,

and that ad-equate ammunition
is available

and distributed.
(i) Preparing

a sketch in duplicate
oi thesquad's sector of fire,

showing prominent land-marks or terrain features and the ranges to them,lie give
one sketch to the

platoon leader andkeeps one copy for himself,

(i) Insuring that
solid areas of color arebtoken up and blended with the

natural surround.ings.

(k) Inuring that fresh
earth uneoveredwhile digging

foxholes and
weapons emplacementsis bidden

or disposed of,

(I) Ineuring that only
selected paths formovement v and out of the

position are used, it itbecomes neeessary to
move croaa.countri, all evi.deuce of the

movement is removed or oncealed.

(4) The
squed leader

seleets firing
positionsand SectOn of fire for the squad automatic weap-on and grenade

launchers, Each
automaticweapon and

grenade launcher
should be posi-tioned SO that its

sector of fire
covers the entiresquad sector, If this is not possible, theeweaponsare positioned

so that, with
their overlapping etc-

e.. && positiont himeelf where be Mt best °heave his

n' assigned area, ontrol his squad, and tad.*

contact with the platoon leader, The squad leader'e

nonsibilitiee during the prepatation of the post.

tie Made

(a) coordinating With crews and WO

of all weaned located in the Kota area,

(b) Sapling the preparation of fa.

no&

(o) Superviing the venation of range

cards te intlUds assisting in the eatimation of

rano to prominent terrain !store,

tors of fire, the
entire squad front can be coveredby both

automatic
aM grenade

launcher fire.Thegrenade
laencher is esed as a direct fire

weaponat cloe
ranges against

enemy crew-served
map.ona and grouped

personnel.
Grenadiers will coverthe areas of dead

space in the
final protective firesof other

weapons and
engage other

appropriatetargets,
Preparations

should be mede for the de.livery of
prearranged

grenade fire
upon tacticallysignificantlocationsduring periods of

limited visi-bility.

(Z) Personal
contact with

subordinates ia thesquad leader's chief mens of controlling
hisaquad however, his control is often limitedby thedistance his oral commands

MD be heard or hievisual signals
can be seen. The

squad leader for.sees the difficulties
of control during the conduttai defense and he plans

ex edients to misthimin
Penning these

difficulties. Passing inform-tion and orders from foxhole to foxhole is onemethod. Field
expedients should be developed tomeet epecific

situations, such
as stringing wire orstring along the line of

foxholea and
establishing aset of pull

signals for
transmission of specific 'mesages, Arm.aedhand
ggnals,

pyrotechniee, orsmall.arms fire
may also he used,

Communication_trenches-should be deg between
foxholes as timepermits:

(5) Team leaders are normally
located in anautomatic

weapon or
grenade launcher

positiornwhichever covers the
more likely

avenue ofenemyapproach, They tre a sector
corresponding to thefire team's

area of
responsibility and assistin thecontrol of their fireteam,

(6) Each firing poition, to
include supple-mentary positions,

menthe
camouflagedand unnecessary noise and

movement held to a minimum.The squadleader
requirea his men tee

(a) Stay within
shadowed areaa wheneverpossible.

(b) the
branches, leaves, or other naturalmaterial tobreak up the outline

of men, weapons,equipment,and
emplacements,

(e) Conceal
mess gear,

range cards,
nation,and ammunition

containers, and all other light.colored or glittering
obieeta,

eet.,I. kw*
*
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c, Duties of the rifle
squad leader in the forward

defense arm.

Each rifle squad is made up of fire
teams. The

rifle squad leader is in charge of
these toarns. He

is responsible for their Rant, positions and fire,
Men he gets die platoon order, the squad

leader moves his men into their fighting
posiHons,

He takes charge
of these activities;

(1) Security,

(a) Sees that
sentzien man the local sec$

rity pots.

(b) Posts at least one sentry in the squad
gea,

(2) Fire,

(a) Checks the
observation and sector, fire of

ch of the
men before they start to worit on

halve positions.

(b) Makes sure that the
veep.

(c) Makes sure that enough foe can be
turned to areas where the enemy is likely to
come from,

(d) Sets up a phut for foe when visibility
low,

(e) Makes sure that the fields of foe am
cleared.

of fire

(c ) Uses 3-man
foxhole when;

Less than half the squad must
be alert

Some men have duties which keep
them horn digging their own fox
holes.

(4) Assigns
men and weapons to positions.

(a) Pids each automatic weapon and FeDade launcher
so that its sector of

fire covers the
whole squad sector, If this

cannot be done, heputs them so that theh sectors of fire overlap to
cover the whole

squad ftont with
both automatic

and grenade
launcher fire.

(b) Puts the
.grenadiers so that their fire

wl cover the gaps in the fire of other
weaponsand will cover targets such as paps of enemy

soldiers and
weapons served by crews.

(c) Pets the
team leaders in positions heldby an ntomatic
weapon or a Fenade

launcherwhich coven the arta the enemy will probably
come from, The team leaders fire the same sector
LS their fire team

and help conhol the team,
(d) Takes a position where he on best

watch the
area assigned to him: From thi post,

he must also be able to
control his squad

mid to be in touch with the
platoon leader,

(3) Positions.

Picks the type and position of $e squad's
foxholes and any other positions.

(a) Uses lman foxhole to:

Lower chance of casnalties

Cover wide fronts

(b) Uses Ulan foxhole to:

Get continuous
observation

alert at au times)

Let the !nen help and ream
other

_Share the ammunition,

ne man

01:91.4 IVANTRY Cong

knoi DMECT F,UPESIVItOR

lsuliu 041-ImiK VIHNI TO DO

No, of WI, mArtow1 No, vionii 43.91511.72%

FORDST 1;p:kyl RIO t,o;t1 Svc S2

ech

(d) Makes
two copies

ot the sketch, lie

keeps one copy,
ma givg one

to the platoon

leader.

. Makes 013 tilt
CamoI)

all men, weapons,
and poi.(uflage,

hots
camonflaged, Ile sees

that his men:

(-a) ilreek tip
solid meg

of cover to blend

with theriatmal surroundings,

p Hide or get rid at
11011 avt from dig

(c) Move
in gid out ot their positVms

paths which
he setup,

0) Do not make unnecessarY
noise,

(e) StaY in
shadows 35

016 it they can,

(I) Break op ottes with branches,
leaves,

OT other natural materii.

(g) Ilide 11 oblects
that go

light in color or

(h) It his squad mot mo coss-countri,
that mightreUct

ve

a
tit squad leader hides

their tr,

(a) Sets up a
good way to ntate(5) Communications. codi-

with his men when oder 5re. Ways include;

set ot
4inals on

string

between the foxholes,

Signals with
trfl andhod.

Pyrotechnics,

Smalizna
fa.

(13) It he has firne, he has his men
c

munleation
trenches between

Wholes.

(5) Weapons

(a) Makes sum that all weapons
have thek

hattlestit setting and can fire.

(b) Makes WM ch weapon has eriouF,
ammunition.

(e) Coordinates with the crews and gunners
of all the weapons in his squad area,

(6) Range cards.

(a) Supervises the preparation of range
cards,

(h) Helps his men figure the range to land.
marks in their area.

(c) Makes a sketch of his squad's sector of
foe, The sketch

shows landmarks-and the ranger
to them,

81
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7, TOW, M151 (HAW)

a. Description, The TOW Weapon System (fig

2) is a vehicle mounted or crew-porUle, heavy

antitank assault weapon. It consists of a

launcher, which has tracking and control capahil-

dies, and the TOW (tube-launched, optically-

tracked, wire-command link) guided fillesile, The

launcher is equipped with self-contained, replace-

able components. The TOW system can be eifec,

lively employed in all weather conditions, pro-

vided the gunner can see his target through the

optical sight. The missile can be launched from a

ground emplacement or from a vehicle, and is ef

feetive against armored vehkles and targets such

as pillboxes, gun emplacements, and bunkers.

Two ingortant features of the TOW weapon sys-

tem are its mobility and simplicity of operation:

(1) Mobility, Since the entire ground-

mounted launcher can be hand carried by a four-

rnan squad, emplacement sites can be changed

quickly to minimize detection or to engage targets

that cannot be observed from a single emplace-

ment. The vehicle-mounted ,;cicher provides a

greater degree of mobilit) ,..d can be quickly

prepared far use. Assembly id disassembly of

he launcher is aceomplishcd quickly in the field

without the use of tools,

(2) Simplicity, The operational condition of

he assembled launcher can be checked anytime

y the use of built-in self-test circuits. The auto-

atic tracking and control capabilities of the

ODystem provides a high first-round hit prob.

bility. Once the missile is fired, deviations of the

issile from the line of sight to the target are de-

ected by the infrared sensor sithin the optical

141 to

figure 1. Rrinbreed
irtfuntry htla

sight. Plight
corrections iieveloped

in the missile
fi.

guidance
sot are sent per the command-link

t
wires to the

missile, If the genet
thkeee cross-

3)
hairs on the target, he

ps

will achieve
a rget hit.

tian
(See TC 23 ta23 for more infohutiolt)

TabuIar
Data andSpecification&

Weight

227 lbs with enecised

loaded

173 lb without encaaad

torch
ilteskairisais

range
maximum effective

Ammanition:

range
. , . . , .

..,.... 30N meters

High Explosive Agit,* (EAT)
XBGAI 7IA

.
. lbPractice

Ned ll'arbef,d)
.

XVIII 714
. . .

I....
64 s

&rile velocity
Classified

Crew .

Pour rnen

(stole

whiel

doSir,

wean(

min

mon.

ass'

to

ibe

elen,

MINI(

the lot

360 deo

when moo



7, TOW, M151 (HAW)

The TOW Weapon System is an antitank

assault weapon. It is made up of Me TOW

(tubelaunched, optically.tracked, wire.com

mand link) guided missile, and a launcher. The

missile can be fired from a ground emplace

ment or from a vehicle. The launcher tracks

and controls the missile after it is fired, The

missile can be fired effectively against armored

vehicles and targets such as pillboxes, gun

emplacements, and bunkers.

1.:

Tabula). Data and Specifications.

Weight 227 Ito with encased !Diode

loaded

173 HA withoa encased mil,

sile

Length . . 87 inches

5faximum range and ccoiaincn effective

range . 3585 meters

Ammunition',

High Endosive Antitank (HEAT)

Misde. X1051 71A .. .

Practice (Inert Warheud)

XIITM 7IA

Munle vdoeity Classified

Crew Fee then

54 Ibs

'31

The TOW system is easy to move and easy & Brattallpri::Andorm0 ;efelk;Pihn,:.

to use cv, Ttv battJ ti irmnr :1l04ap#

port

(1) Ease of moving: A squad of four men

can carry the TOW system by land and put it

together or take it apart without the use of

tools. This means that you can change launch

sites quickly to avoid being spotted by the

enemy or to get into a better position. You

can also mount the system on a vehicle for

quick moves over longer distances.

(2) Ease of use: The TOW system is easy to

check in the field and easy to fire. The assemn .

bled launcher his self.test circuits built into it.

These can be used at any time to check the

operation of the launcher, To fire the missile,

you just place the crosshairs of the siiht on

the target. Keep them there until the missile

hits the target, The tracking and guidance

system of the launcher keeps the missile on

course so you do not have to correct for wind,

lead or elevation, You can use the TOW system

in any kind of weather. As long as you can see

the target, you 'can hit it.

(Note: See TC 23.23 for more information on

the system.)

)
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(5) A pneumatic splint (fig 4=3) is inflatable arid made of

transparent plastic, You blow air into it by mouth to get the

necessary rigidity. Do not use any other means for inflation (such

as a tank Of compressed air), The splint requires no podding and

it can be inflated or deflated as desired, The splint should not be
lii ted and left on the patient more than 30 minutes at a time.
To do so will interfere with peripheral circulation, Reduction of

peripheral circulation for a long time causes tissue anoxia, which

in turn results in (Imaged or necrotic thine, Tisane damage is

proportional to the duration of diminished peripheral circulation

and the degree of tissue anoxia. Therefore, if the patient must

wear a pneumatic splint for an extended time, partially deflate it

evm-y 20 to 80 minutes for a few moments to reestablish peripheral

circulation if it appears that the blood supply to the uttemity has

beep impaired. Do not use these splints unless you have time to

cheek the patient every few minuteil;

Figure 44, Inflated pneumatic splio (OW oa a patienr$ arm,

90
181
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TYPES OF SPLINTS

(1) The pneumatic splint is blown up with air after being

put on the patient's limb. It is made of cleu plastic so you an

see the patient's limb at all times, You do not need any padding

when you use this splint. (See Figure U.) You should blow up

the splint only by mouth. Do not use any other means to blow

it up,

CAUTION: Do not leave thLs splint on the patient for

more than 30 minutes. it reduces the flow of blood to the limb,

This lack of blood can cause tissue damage in the limb. If you

must leave the splint on for more than 30 minutes, be sure to

check the patient evety 20 to 30 minutes. Let air out of the

splint it gets soft, Wait a few minutes for the blood to

return to the limb. Then blow up the splint again with you

mouth, Do not use this splint unless you have time to check the

patient often.

Fiore 4.3. Inflated pneumatic splint applied on a patient's arm,

MEDIC 'TECHNICAL
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I6. Blood

a. Flak, Blood functions primarily
as a way of transporting

stibstances from one port of the body to another. Blood carries
oxygen from the lungs

to the cells, carbon
diozkie from the cells

to the Ina t'ood from the digestive tract to the tells, mid wastes
from the dB to the kidneys, Blood

idso funetions in fighting
infection, maMtaining the body's

temperature, and maintaining
the body's chemical balance.

Compogesio. Mood is made of plasma
and cellular elements.

The ceils include red blood cells,
while blood eells, ;Ind platelets,

and comprise about
oubhalf the volume of blood Plaza, the lluid

part ef blood, forms
the other nneMalf,

Plasma is a clear, straw=
colored liquid containing many substances in solntion, Among
them are water,

gases, protein, fat, carbohydrates,
inorganic salts,

enzymes, hormones, and waste prodoct

11) Red blood cells
carry oxygeu from the longs to the t'essrue

cells, Red blood cells are formed in the hone marrow. In the aver.
age adult, they number about

5,0MM per culdc millimeter of
blood. Red cells contain a pigment called hemoglobin, a compound
of iron salt and protein, which

gives the cell its color, In the pro
ence of oxygen, hemoglobin

becomes a brighter red. Therefore,
blood in the left atria

,inst reinrning from the lungs will be much
lirighter red than blood in the veins just returning

from the thisne.
(2) The function of white blood cells is to light infection.

They are able to ingest and destroy bacteria. They are also capable
of ameboid movement and can pass throngh capillary walls into

surrounding tissues, An arca of infection, such as s boil, is charac-

terized by s great increase of white blood eells (leultocytest
, hwh

gather abont the site Lind try to destroy the bacteria. Pus in a boil

18 mostly white cells, `with bacteria
and dipolyed tissue. Diseases

involving bacterial infution art generally accompanied by an

increase hi circulating white blood cells, as in appendicitis. White

blood cells are formed in the bone marrow and number about

5.000 to NM per cubic millimeter of blood,

l3) The main function of blood platelet is to ;141 clotting, or

coagulation, of blood, Coagulation is the body's method of prevent.

ing excessive loss of blood when blood vessels are broken or cut

open, Undistnrbed blood circulates in its vascular system without

clotting. When the blood leaves its natural envirmiment,.certain

Physical and chemical factors are changed, and the platelets break

bone marrow: They number about 250,006 per wide millimeter of

are ain formed M theup to start the clotting proms. Platelets

blood.



14.6. Blood

Function, The blood's main function is to carry nutrients

and wastes from one part of your body to another, It carries;

a. oxygen from the lungs to the body cells;

b. carbon dioxide from the cells back to the lungs;

c; food from the digestive track to the cells; and

d, wastes from the cells to the kidneys,

Blood also helps fight infections, keeps your body temperature

stable; and keeps the chemicals in your body balanced.

Parts, Blood is made up of plasma Ind cells; About half

the volume of your blood is plasma, and half is cells,

a. Plasma. Plasma is the fluid part of your blood, It LS

a clear hquid the color of straw. It cries water, gases, protein,

and fat. It also males carbohydrates, salts, enzymes, hormones,

and wastes.

b, Cells. There are three kinds of cells in your blood:

red blood cells, white blood cells, and platelets, All three kinds

of cells ue made in the marrow of your bones.

(1) Bed blood cells ate small discs with a dent

on each side, They bring oxygen from your lunD to the cells of

your body; inside the cells is a compound called hemoglobin. It

is the put of the cell that holds the oxygen and gives the cell its

red color. There are usually 5,000,000 red blood cells in a cubic

millimeter of your Wood,

(2) White blood cells come in many shapes. They

fight infection in the body, They can move through the walls of

a blood vessel to the site of infection; There they kill any

bacteria that are present.

PAFOIL
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The pus you see in a boil is mostly white

blood cells and bacteria. Here the cells are concentrated ih one

area. If your whole body is infected with a disease, the number

of white blood cells increases all over your body; There are

usualy 5,000 to NM() white blood cells in a cubic millimeter

of your blood.

0) Platelets axe tihy discs, They help your blood

to clot when you are cut, They are inactive in your blood until

a blood vessel is broken or cut open, Then their entonment
-is

changed. They break up and begin to form clots, There are

usually 250,000 platelets in a cubic mL noter of your blood;
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Sedion III, UFSAVING MEASURES C: ADMINISTER SHOCK

CONTROL

;41"No

lest the casualty has an injury for which a special position is
prescribed (chap 8), gently place him on a blanket or another
suitable protective item (g below) in one of the following posi.

(1) If the casualty ia
conscious, place him on his back on a

level surface with his lower extremities elevated 6 to 8 inches to
incr e the flow of blood to his heart (a, fig 17). This may IA
accomplished by placing his pack or another suitable object wider
hio feet, Remember, however, do not move a casualty who has a
fracture until it ha3 been properly splinted,

(2) lf the casualty is
unconscious, place him on his side or on

his abdomen with bis head turned to one side to prevent his chok-
ing on vomitus, blood,or other hid (b, fig 17).

14. ShotIr Control Messuret

a. Maintain Ahquate Respiration
and fleartbeat. To maintain

adequate respiration and heartbeat, you may need to do nothing
more than clear tlm tasualty's

upper airway (para. 7), position him
to insure adequate drainage of any fluid obstrutting his airway (f
below), and observe him to insore that his

airway remains unob.
strutted. You may need to administer artificial respiration and
elosed.cheat heart massage (pare 8 and 6),

b. Control Bleeding,
Control bleeding application of pressure

dressing, by elevation of part, and by use of pressure points as
appropriate (pare Ile(2)),

Apply tourniquet if necessary (para
12),

c. Loosen Constrictivs Clothing,
Loosen clothing at the neck and

waist and at other
areas in which it tends to bind the casualty.

Loosen but do nutremove shoes.

Reasture the Casualty. Take eharge, Show tho casualty by
your talm self.confidence

and gentle yet firro actions that you
know what you are doing and that

you expect him to feel better
because you are helpinghim. Be attentive but initiate conversation
only to give instructions

or warnings or to obtain necessary infor-
mation, If the casualty asks questions regarding

the seriousness of
his injury, explain that a medical dicer will have to examine him
in order to detemine the extent of injury.

Remember, ill-thud or
erroneous information can increasethe casualty's gaiety.

e, Splint Fractures, If the casualty has a fracture, splint the
part as described in chapter 8,

I. Position the Casualty. The position in which the casualty
should be placed varies,

depending upon the tne of wound or
injury and whether the casualty is conscious

or unconscious. U11.

Conutiouo
5, Ogosiciout eatually,

Apra 17, Positianing at a coney to ontrul Auk.

g. Keep the Casualty Comfortably Warm. Do sot overheat the

casualty. If possible place a blanket, a poncho, a shelter half, or
another suitable material under him (f above), He may or may not
need a blanket over him, depending upon the weather: If the
weather permits, remove any wet clothing, except oboes, before

covering him.

h. Relieve pair, Proper dressing and bandaging of wound,

splinting of fracture, and positMniag of casualty are the hest first

aid measures for relieving pain.

190



Section III LIFESAVING MEASURES C: TREATMENT FOR SHOCK

14. Steps to Prevent or Control Shock

To help control or prevent shock in an injured man; follow the

steps below:

a, check breathing and heartbeat, You must be sure the casualty

can breathe and that his heart is beating. You may only have

to clear his mouth and throat, then be sure they do not get

clogged again. You may have to give him artificial respiration

or closeddest heart massage. To help him breathe, loosen

clothing at his neck and waist; and anywhere else it is tight.

Loosen but do not remove his shoes.

b. stop the bleeding. Apply a first aid dressing. 1_1$e pressure

points and pressure dressily to stop the bleeding. Rime the

injured part of the body if no bones in it are broken: Use a

tourniquet only if you cannot stop the bleeding any

other way:

c, splint broken bones. If the casualty has a broken bone, put a

splint on it. You must not move him until the bone has

been splinted,

d, position the casualty. Place the man on a blanket, poncho, or

shelter half. The position you place him in depends n the
type of wound he has, and whether or not he is conscious.

IU IF HE IS NSCIOUS:

Place him OP his back ot a level surface. Use his pack to

keep his feet 6 to 8 itches off the ground. This helps

blood get to his head.

IF THE MAN IS NOT CONSCIOUS:

Place him on his side or stomach so he will

not choke on blood or other fluids,

e. keep the man warm, You have put a blanket, poncho, or

shelikr half under him to keep him dry. You may have to

cover him with a blanket to keep him warm, Take off any

wet clothing hut his shoes before you cover him: Do not

him overheat,

I. make the casualty feel secure. Take charge, Your firm but

gentle actions and selkonfidence will show the man that you

know what you are doing. This will make hh trust you and

feel secure. If he asks you how badly he is hurt, tell him

only a medical officer can MenIff that, Do not worry or

scare the man.

g. relieve pain, when you have followed these seven steps, you

have dorm all you can to ease the casualty's pain.

[:1;
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3-4, CInttol di Hommhoge

Control of hemorrhage is primarily mechanical: The meehanies of

control consist mainly of dosing off the open blood vessels. This

may be done in several ways. The method most feasible in one

instance may not be best in another instance.

a. Direct Pressure, This is the best and usually the most

practical, method for the company aidman to use, In this method,

blood vessels are compressed against bone and flesh, usually by a

pressure dressing applied directly over the wound, Almost any

bleeding coil be controlled this way, A special typo of direct pres .

sure is to aMply a clamp directly to the bleeding vessel to close it

Caution must be exercised that only the bleeding vessel iS

clampCd!

P. Pressure Foists. ln this method, the artery is cordproosed

at a point proximal to the wound, stopping the how of blood:

This method is not recommended if pressure must be maintained

for a long period of time, but may be useful temporarily until a

pm sure dressing can be applied.

c. Tourniquet. A tourniquet will totally stop the tiow of blood

in the arm or leg beyond the tourniquet. Consequently, although

it will stop the bleeding by compressing all the vessels, it is

potentially dangerous because it deprives the uninjured tissues

of blood, As a general rule, if a touroiquet is necessary, place it as

close as possible to the wound between the heart and the wound

to stop the bleeding .Some arteries, however, pass between two

bones (as in the forearm) and cannot be compressed by It

tourniquet. This would necessitate placing the tourniquet on the

upper arm to stop the bleeding. Patients who have tourniquets

applied should be clearly identified with a '7 an their forehead:

Once applied, a tourniquet should never he loosened or removed,

except under the supervision of a medical officer,

d. Elevation: If bleeding from a wound is only venous or

capillary, elevation of the wound above the heart may slow the

flow of blood, However, elevation is of no value in control of

arterial bleeding, and may aggravate fractoros:

e: Combination of Methods, A combination of rneasores is

usually most effective. One combination in to use pressure points

until a pressure dressing can be applied,

Noe
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Figure 14. Pressure points for temporary control of arterial bleeding,
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3-4. CONTROL OF HEMORRHAGE

You can contgil a hemorrhage by closing off the open blood vessels

which cause it, Use one of the ways listed below, or use

them together,

a. Direet pressure. This is tl,e best method for the company

aidraan to use, Place a dressing over the wound and press firmly on

ii. This pushes the blood vessels against bone and flesh, and stops

bleeding long enough for a clot to form, You can control most kinds

of bleeding this way.

Putting a clamp on the bleeding vase' is a special type of

direct pressure. This must be done with caution so that ONLY the

vessel that is cut is closed off,

b. Pressure points, A pressure point, is the place where the main

artery to a wound lies close to the skin, and over a bone. Figure 14

shows you the main pressure points, To stop bleeding, pros hard

with your fingers on a pressure point betweeo the wound aod the

heat. This is not a good method to use for a long time. You may

want to use it just until you can get a direct pressure dressing ready,

a. Elevation: If no broken bones are involved, raise the wound

above the level of the heart, This will slow bleeding from Wins end

capillaries, but net from arteries,

Tourniquet. Use a tourniquet only if yon cannot stop the

bleeding any other way. It stops the flow of all blood to any part of

the arm or leg below it. This can be very dangerous.

Place the tourniquet very close to the wound, between the

wound arid the heart, A tourniquet will not work in piace8 like the

forearm, where the artery is between two hones. In such cases; place

the tourniquet on the upper arm. Mark A "T" on the patient's

foidead so that ether medics will be able to quicldy tell that a

tourniquet has been put OD the patient. After the tourniquet is on do

not loosen or remove it unless a medical officer tells you to,

. leciA
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32, Care of the Feet

Eden and wars are still being fought by the foot

soldier, Proper care of the feet in essential to the

maintenance of physical fitness, Serious foot trou .

ble usually can be prevented by observance of the

following simple rules;

a. Foot Hygiene. The feet should be washed

daily and dried thoroughly,
especially between the

toes. Persons whose feet perspire freely should

apply foot powder lightly
and evenly twice a day,

b. Properly Fitted Sheet In the field only foot .

gear issued by the combat service support units

should be worn, Expert fitting-at
the time of issue

iS absolutely essential,
There should be no binding

or pressure spots; neither should the footgear be

80 large that it will permit the foot to slide for.

ward and backward when walking,

c, Clean, Properly Fitted Socks. Socks should be

changed and washed daily. They should be large

enougli to allow the toes to move freely but not so

loose that they wrinideloolen
socks should be at

237

least One Sin larger than cotton socks to allow for

shrinkage, Socks with holes or poorly darned

socks may caus2 blisters, Different types of socks

are provided for various footgear; their proper

uses should be learned at the time they are issued,

d. Common Foot Troubles, Blisters, corns, bun-

ions, ingrown toenails, SW fungus infections are

the moot common causes of foot trouble,

(1) Blisters can usually be prevented by

wearing properly fitted shoes and socks. Shoes

should be broken in slowly and socks should be

clean and hole-free. If a blister does develop, it

should be treated an prescribed in Fbf 21-11/AFP

P45,

(2) Ingrown toenails develop when nails are

improperly cut, A person should trim his tocnails

straight across rather than following lc contour

of hie toes, If tenderness develops in the nailbed or

along the edge of the nail, he should report to the

medical officer,

(3) Athletes foot (dermatophytosis) is the

most common infection of the feet, It can usually

be prevented by proper care of the feet (a above)

and by taking certain precautions (pars 166),

s, Immersion Font. Immersion or constant wet .

ness of the feet for a period exceeding 48 hours

usually results in immersion foot and disabiliV

even though the erposure has been to warm water,

In this condition the soles of the feet become wrin,

kled and white, and standing or walking becomes

extremely painful. The feet return to normal in

about 24 hours if exposure is terminated, This

condition can be prevented by avoiding prolonged

immersion of the feet and by drying the feet dur

ing rest periods,
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22. CARE OF THE FEET

If you take cue of your feet, you Carl prevent

serious foot troubles. Follow these rules:

a, CLEAN FEET. Wash your feet every day.

Dry them thoroughly, especially between the

toes, If your feet sweat much, put a light even

coat of foot powder on them twice a day;

b. SHOES THAT EH'. When your boots are

issued to you, be sure they fit You will have to

wear them all the time when you are ill the field.

They should not bind your feet or press too hard

on them. They should not be so large that your

foot slides forward and backward in them when

you walk.

o, CLEAN SOCKS THAT FIT, Change and

wash your socks each day. There are different

ldnds of socks for different kinds of footgear.

%en they are issued to you, learn when to wear

each kind. Socks should be large enough so you

can move your toes freely, but not so large 'that

they wrinIde, Wool socks shirnk so they should

he at least one size larger than your cotton socks.

Socks with holes or bad darns may cause blisters;

do not wear them.

Sore feet. The most common causes of sore feet

are blisters, corns, bunions, ingrown toenails and

fungus infections, You can prevent them all if

you take good care of your feet.

a. BLISTERS. You can prevent blisters if you

wear shoes and socks diat fit. Break in your

shoes slowly. Wear only clean socks with no holes

in them. If you do get a blister, see

FM 21111/AF8 50.55 for details on how to

treat it.

b. INGROWN TOENAILS, These may develop

if you cut your toenails incorrectly. Be sure to

trim the nails straight across, not curved like your

toes. If the nallbed or the edge of the nail

becomes tender, see a medical officer.

c, ATHLETE'S FOOT, This is the most coin=

mon fungus foot infection. You ean prevent it if

you keep your feet clean arld dry. You can catch

athlete's foot from other people, so always wear

sandals in wet areas like the shower.

d, IMMERSION FOOT. YOU may get hoour .

sion foot if your feet ue wet ix more than

48 hours. The soles of your feet wrill turn white

and be very wrinkled, and it will hurt you to

walk or stAnd on them. Your feet will return to

normal 24 hours after you start to keep them

dry. To prevent immersion foot, keep your feet

out oi water when you can, and dry them during

rest peliods,
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Redo Radar offeo an accurate, efficient

ies for determining the slice& of vehicles at

I post In addition to the visual read-

ffitained by the oimmtoc, radar devices may

tamped to mne graphic recordings of the

I. of ;id, .!1.2 vehicles, Insti actions for opt

ng tors Itie typo of radar sandmenr are pro-

i by she manufacumers, and when properly

amid and eatiltrattid, :my tolerance may be

mod htward sera nab ivr hags. The pried.

of met gum t MIA The rioter tinier is

afly immtr radio tratimitter and re.

er, The =Ignitor sends out continuous.
militated radio wasats at a fretquency of 10,523

acycles, tthe two travel at the speed of

t) and on meeting the metal surface of the

being timed, are reflected. A moving car

lges the length of the wave rind, therefore.

los the frequency. The chano in frequency

roportional to the speed of the car and this

age is about 31.4 times the speed of the car.

Is. In rMles an hour gives a frequency change

1 14 cycles per second. These
changes in fres

ncy are cont-erted by the radar timer into

es per hour ;ffld shown on a direct reading

er scak.
(1.t Since the radar is a fairly complicated

I
technical device, the operator must be tkell-

Med and properly versed M its functions and

itations, The operator must be trained in the

toWing areas:

bob Good sitt selenttiOn.

(h) Proper positioning and handling of

antenna.
le) Judging effective operating ranges at

ferent locations and r clagniting the various

irris of radar thterfercnCe.

) Identifying speeding vehicles.

PI Satisfying legal requirements.

121 The radar is a fragile piece of equip-

and must be properly maintained.

Mb The device must be calibrated every

months by a licensed technician and a record

the calibration must be maintained. Periodic

spections of equipment must be made to keep

e radar in operating order.

ih) Patrol vehicles msigned to speed sur-

Illance duties using radar must be modified

provirle an mitii daub, filtered and fused power

collection. Also, in some cases this connection

must be shielded to prevent interference from

the ignition. Depending on the amount of radar

operation expected in the 'tarot vehicle, a per-

manent or temporary detmhable electrical con-

nector Cial be joined Mtn the vehicle's electrical

system. Filially, the titieril should be mounted

in an eyestethel position whereby the operator

can observe meter readings with minimum diffi-

culty.
te) The radar cabinet, containnig the ca-

libration and adjusting controls, must be

mounted securely in a stable, well-ventilated po.

lin Tho radar antenna is mooted on lin

adjustable figture within the patrol vehicle.

Stinte the antenna bausnig contains a very egs

pensive high frequency transmitter tube, it must

he handled with care.

bOb Rohr oprilairrg procedure$,

il The rmlar i to be used in areas of

k own speed violation Generally, the radar ()It-

erating unit should attempt to work on singles

lane roads, or multi-lane streets which have light

!Intik When this condition ia met, more accurate

reading,a are insured. The radar unit should not

he positioned lieu Chutes in speed limits or

areas of high acceleration or deceleration.
(10 The radar unit can be used during all

degrees of darkness and is not affected by wart-

ther. However, the unit should not be used pri-

maMly in one location, but should be moved fre-

(ineptly.

fr) When the i aotuir unit is positioned

and remlied for operation, the operator must log

the time and location of transmitter operation
(to meet FCC regulations). Then, teat rum by

patrol units with eidibrated speedometers are

made in all directiom which traffic will be monk

tored. These test runs must be recorded, with
the results, vthicles, location, and time noted.

10 To instlre aCCUllte readings during

radar operation, the user mnst
I. Choose an operating location which

is not bothered by outside interference, (Inter-
ference eonsists of other radio signals, large
metal objects, or fluorescent and neon lighting.)

2. Position the antenna as near as pos-

sible to the line of travel of the monitored traffic

to reduce errors in the readings from traffic not

miralleled to the radar units. (This error usually

gives a slower reading than the actual speed.)
The radar antenna is aimed at a point in the
center of the lane of traffic being checked. (IA-

ually tbis distance is 400 ft from the antenna.)

2. Disregard the readings if

one vehatlit is in the radar zone, Siltf.'2..it

fICtibt to determine which vehicle is tieing flak

toted.

(4) Sperd rlicrl, ama Grim rally, :tingle vehi-

cles within the num of the rodar present few
problems. However, if several vehicles are in

range, gOOd jlIdOlelll is required. The following

tiresome factors hi be C011$idered:

WI The radar speed meter indicates the
instantaneotni speed of the fastest vehicles ill

range, provided it preSents IL reasonably large

to act an a relleetOr [a the Fmk

beam.

fli) It is onsible for it faster, overtaking
vehicle to be strosaml by a larger, slowmoving
vehicle through the radartbeam area. In this CilSe

th0 Ped of the slower vithiele is reprountitt on

the speed m eter.

(c) The iT4nge of the radar depends large-

ly on the reflective ern of the vehicle being
eherked. A motorcycle at I 50 feet may be mit of

range, Aire a large semitinder or bus at urn
root would thus Mve a steady reading. In this
situation it is concluded that the reading ob-
tained i4 from the semitridler or bus, due to the

fact that after the motorcycle passed through the

area being checked, a steady reading continues
on the speed meter, Mdicating that the target is
still in the radar beam.

(d) Lowsslung vehicles with large glims
area and small vehicles make airlling of the
radar born more critical to obtain satisfactory
readings.

(c) Do hot apei ate the tatlio transmitter
while observing speed readings since this action

may cause an erroneous high radar reading. Any

mobile transnntter operating within approxi-

mately 50 feet may cause an erroneous readnig on

the high side.

in Whet) the radar is ri operation, 1111-

teIlllaN stlutlill never be left pointed at stationary

metallic objects within a distance of 4 feet fiorri

the end of the antennas. To do so may damage
the mixer crystal in the radar head, causing the
radar to suffer a boss or range or t.ermanent

(11) Before leaving an operating location,

calibration of the radar should be checked with
the tuning fork and the results logged. If at it
single location for a long period of time, addi-

tional calibration checks may be made. All oh-
bratim checks should be logged fal future refer-

Vint.

(31 During the operation of radar, molly
two 111011 s aro used. One patIbl vehicle is respon-

Oble for the radar operation. The seond is the
apprehending otalhl. Full of the:se units have
specified dittiesi for which successful prosecution

depends.

(0) The military police in the car operat-

ing the radar device are responsible for the or-
i.ect procedures for setting up the radar wilt.
These Rocedures oonlmite

1. Voltage tots, accuracy (tuning fork),

and test I'm by the apprehending car through
the radar am, both before and lifter the arrest.

J. Operating the equipment according
to schooling and that is apnciired to be function-

ing properly.

3. Reading of the radar dial.

2, Description of elm (as complete as
jul)ASible, including license, color, make, year, and

nude!).

5. Place and time of the violation and
the I ocidion of traffic siteed signs,

O. Relaying information to the military

imlicemen in the apprehenormg or. (Tbe Mrs
may not testify what they told the MI's in the
apprehending car, since that would he horsay
;nal inallmissilde They merely testifytas to tvhat

they observed and that they gave this informa
fion to the MI's in the pursuit carl

(h) Military policemen in the apprehen
Mg patrol obtmilii and testify to-

1. The receipt of information concern-
mg violator from the radar car. (In this situa-
tion, they may not testify to what the titular

operator told them, hut merely that they received

inforniation. Then, that upon the receipt of this

they stopped the violator.)

2. The speedometer reading of pursuit
: the violator WIN paced.

3. The accuracy of putafit patrol's

Npeedomder (factory certified or calibrated) and

result of tel num through tlidar net before and
lifter the violator's an'est.

4. The description of the violator, car
license, color, make, year, model, and 48 he ob-
serod them.

Identification of accused as the driver
of the vehicle.

o ColinaNation with the violator (the
IttPa may testify they told the accused that the
other MPs in the radar car radioed them that
the vehicledeseribed IN to license, color, make,

model, etc was operating at a certain speed in
violation of the law and to any further conver-
sation).

)1
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5.6, USING RADAR
TO CHECK VEHICLE

SPEEOS

a 110W RADAR alASURES SPEED

Radm is a quick ond
accurate way for you

memore the speeds
ping vehicles from a

fixed plARion,
You can read the speeds from a

meter, or you can set up the mho' to
make a

written record of taunt The
people who make

each typt of radar give instructions
for using it,

When it s properly MP
and tuned, it Ss a cur/

accomtesystem,

The way radar
works d simple. The radar

timer la a low power radio triffiMilitlut cod

NAV. It as 00 contin00% onmodutated

radio waves at A
(Nom of VIA megacycles

per pmend, The waves trovel at the speed of

light, The metal
body of the ear 'yew am taming

reflect& diern back to the meek',

A moving ear
will change the length

of the

waves, and thth,
their filuency. The

change in

Devaney depends on how fret the 1,7,0 is going.

Thu
dunge is about 31,4

times tile speKI of Ulu

car, Thia nos that for a ex going 10 Mlles an

hour, the change in
frequency is 314 cycles per

second The radar timer
notes !Mg change and

converts it to miles per hour for you. You read it

directly as a speed from the meter,

h, PREPARING
FOR USE

Rade is fraOle and
complex: ft must be

calibrated every si% months
by a technician, and

checked often while you ose it, The log book

should show all
calibrations and repairs. Patrol

cars wing radar have to be
npocially prefixed ond

fitted, The radtu is mounted
carefully and

aoeurely in the ear,

NOTE: The antenna
hewing holds a

very expensive
tube. Handle it

with care,

Two patrol ears work
together to ton

rado sped check: nne
to run the radsr, and one

to slop violators,
An a paUolnian in the radar

operating cur you will
hovc the ph of setting op

and using the radar,
Yeu must know how to:

(I) Chow a .site for the radar You ran

use a radm unit
day or night, M any kind of

weather, Use it on roads
which hove light traffic,

in areas where you
knew the speed limit ig often

broken, Do not plaee the
radrm near a change in

the sped bruit, at
the top or bottom of a hitt, or

near oo intersection,
Choose a site where your

radar will not get
interference fro radio signals,

large metal objects, or neon
or fluorescent ltghtu

losie the unit from one place to mother often.

(2) Place your antenna
Place the union

m ethic as yon can
to the fine at traffic First

plue the tar near one end of
the lone of traffic

you plan to check. Aim the antenna in the car

about 400 feet down
the road, at the center at

the lane of traffic,
Aiffl it LS .,1f-flOt down tht

line of traffic as you cap or the radar will give

readings lower than the real speed.

NU1 L
While the radar is an, never

Icave the antenna pointed
at

any fixed metal object within

4 feet of your cm,

131 Test the nidar. When 0.1

place and rcady to run,
log the lime tod place

you are worlUng
from flue a patrol or pursuit

car with an accurate
speedometer make test runs

through your radar, le sure to orn tests loom all

the directions you plan
to check. Lag the time,

vehicles used, molts and
site of the test runs.

Before you leave the site, cheek your

radar calibration with a
toning fork: If you wark

from one site for a long
time, check the radar a

few times while you are
there, Log all calibration

checks.

(4) Pred the radar. At times two or more

vehicles may be in yout radar 0000 at onee. It

may not be easy to tell which one the radar is

liming, Usually the radar speed meter sbows the

011 of (ha fastest moving vehicle in your range,

A large slaw vehicle may screen a mull that one

from the radar beam. In this ease, the meter will

show the opecd of the vehicle, Line common sense

to kriosy which vehiclo the speed reading

lielong.s to,

The range at the rodor depends on

the innveticni ilien of the eehiele that is in the

radar hem. A motor cycle moy Moor aol of

range at 150 feat, and a bus at 1.,500 feet, Smell

vehicles arid lowslung vehicles with loth of glass

havo chart ranges. You must girn the radar beam

thasitUlly to measure their speeds cooectly,

NOTE: Never uso your radio trans-

mitten while you are reading

spuds from the radar. It will

make the radar give high

readings,

c. OUTILI DURING USE

The radat and pursuit patrolman work

together as a von in identify a speeder and

rollect all the information they will need to

present hi court, The recording and reporting

duties uf each art listed below,

(I) Patrolman in radar ear When your

odu indicates that a vehicle is speeding you will;

!al Mort tho !Os in the pursuit ear.

(b) Tell them the indicated speed,

color, make, model, year, and license number of

the speeding vehicle,

THH
!'JIL !Ain' Llri THHNIGAI.

s'diA I IF II 4ilAT Dcf

Wthe the car description MAO in

your log hook.

(d) Also write down in the log die

plate and tinie of the violation and the location

of traffic and speed signs in the arm

(0) Testify only to what you $aw, what

you did, mad your record of b in your log

hook. In testifying you tan not descdhe what

yon told the hiPs in the pursuit ear or what they

told you,

12) Patrolman in plot( CO As a 04'0l

op in (he pursuit car you will:

ial Be ready to pursue a violator when

you ate alerted by the Her cu.

(b) Pace thu violator if yoo cart and

wile your speedometer reading don in your

fog. Pie prepared to testify in court on the

accuracy of the speedometer lam th0 pumuit car

(frietoty coddled or calibrated),

lc) Inform the violator that hit not was

the one described to you Li speeding hy the radar

car, Eta prepgad Ig testify a court oo maolta ol

test rOns made through (he radar rn't befOre and

after Ile violators arrest,

(d) Mt down in your log book the

description and name of the driver, your cower

tattoo with the driver end a full description of his

car (limo number, color, make, year, and

model): Be prepared to identify in court the

driver and the al he was driving.

(e) Testify only to what you new, what

you did, your conversation with the trioletor and

your record of this in your logbook, Iri tatifying

you cannot describe what the ItIPs in the radar

air told you; You con only testify that NIPs in

the radar car gave yoo information and that alter

gutting thth information you stopped the violator,
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J. Foot Peek

3filitary
police foot

patrols cover
limited aress

frequented
by militaty

personnel,
such as busi .

ness
districts or

amusement areas,
short patrol

routes may
be used so

that you
can give special

attention to
known orpotential

trouble spots,
The

Mowing
techniques

will assist
you in"perfoln.

'.ing patrol
duty:

a. Know your
patrol area

thoroughly,
includ=

ing its streets, buildings,
and other physiol

fea,

tures,

b. Become
acquainted

with neh
persons as

storekeepers
who live or

work in your area. They

may be
good sources

of information
or assistance

to you.
Be courteous

toward them
but do not ac-

cept favors
orgratMties,

c, Be
able to give

simple,accurate
directions as

to the
location of certain facilities,

such as tranP

portation
terminais,

hospitals,
tISO's

and tilt.,

eters, in or
adjacent to your area,

Know emer-

gency
routes in and from

your area.

& Wolk
at a distance

from
buildings or struc-

tures so that you eon
better observe the area, be

less susceptible to
surprise, and be readily seen

and contacted
by your supervisors or by persons

who seek your assistance,

e, Enter public establishments in an ineonspig,

anus manner,
Pause to observe the activitio and

then move through the establishment to view

conditions without
loitering or disturbing the oc

cupants. When
entering dark areas, such AS un-

lighted alleys or interiors, let your eyes become

adjusted to the darkness before you proceed fur-

then When using a
flashlight, hold the light in

the left or non-weapon
hand and at a distance to

the side of the body. This will prevent the light

from making a target in front of your body.

f. Be curious, take the initiative, check or in,

quire into anything within the scope of your dit.

ties and authority
concerning military personnel

that is suggestive of improper conduct or disor-

der, and take appropriate action,

200
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c. wek a few feet out from buildings or struck

tures on your route. You ye less apt to be

caught by surprise th way. You aan see the

steet around you, and he seen by your super-

or and by those who need your help.

ping:

:Y.PR rtmwrt .,462

5-3 FOOT PATROLS

MiDtary police foot patrols cover places iike busi-

ness diattcts and amusement arm where military

personnel are often found, They keep a close

watch on known trouble spots and spots where

trouble may start,

Here are some rules to use as guides when you

are on paint:

8, Know the stzeets, buildings and lay-out of

your patrol ma. Be able to give good directions

to Vain and bus depots, hospitsis, DSO's and

theaters in or near the area, 1(now emergency

routei t.4rand tram the area.

b. Gat to lolow the people who live or work

on your route, They may be able to help you or

give you information. Be polite to them, but do

not take favors, money or gifts from them.

d. Go into public areas quietly so you do not

attant attention, Pause to see what is going on,

then move On, Do not hang around or bother the

people it the area.

e, Before you go into dark rooms or alleys,

stop to let your eyes get used to the dark, When

you use a flashlight, hold it in your left or

nonmeapon hand, and out from your body. Do

not let the light make a target of your body,

1. Be curious, Check up on anything that

might lead to disorder or improper conduct by

militazi personnel. Take action, but be sure to

stay within the bonds of your own duties and

authority,

:.Atitimrutia
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nto Nototioo huu boo rito(Yrd, th,

colitury poke ideritify hi( v Aide he

Nog the Roma umber, make dolor, or Other

emily aleatirfabIe IM1 Thlh wiii MAUF? thj

ihooto the tool low bohi of yrhitly dui(

heavy mom, the militAry poke @ill lair( P. nb!.

IA idAnfl, thy (dila Tho ideutibeitieu aluo

!outdo umdenue for Autioluorq admitotativa

dimahrory mum Mead apprulimatc he

rahithaRder,

h Tbc ideetMeglice of ColllorY vPhiCiPu

oemly Chu wni 41 Ihe idehl.Prgi ran a privately

FWflAI vehidea The mibtery milmerimu wadi

thu folloveine:

III Tag type uf v@hiele.

I21 The biorApyr inithinp (4 Olio Vow

tikta

lut MR. nul raforrai&co n InelA IrA

nitrate road itiv5Re0 ticei@r fif Oen Wilde

tlyarthini tohyt pf gn or iiihrt

Orrrityn !mum

r Uput idelintek the telik tin Mtge

pelieerogr ehold ,luek lu Mit lohoUu bat It

the 'Arlo O Alton, ;hi,

--her 'ne to plgo abut ucla ill hu 11(VArY

IA mind iNtidntr VIn Anpping ht flokint.

74 ih il he Vhololor

Thu moll imputho l'OimiJogh nf thy purtilii
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hdu, hceitie ROW, nutur nt tostriantu and

9

104 hm

di& gee, cod kgtioct mat La itecetta Id the

rtiel F rd A Itturtil, Din IP(OFAIlliut tit

yttiti pOids hi apprehentlint the v

71 Wapiog tht 7;effk Violgter

VettIon lho ke where the *Wet in IA he

&loved in Imply hood on nifitp HAtiderntiaan I

the pl0tc Ow tic authriratly large th Allan an,

AlultA I poft i dm dad halo*, 4011lina the

,bElm l Opp nen v,c,Itentilli La Igeffihlialvd

hy fnefirete up of lighti nod bort althonah IP

ow aid it t ay be DRIMITY tO 62 ri
flee `.o 11111 gloonde the editor nod 04 tell

dirk.emn CAN ktld La tAlito whet igieg ihe

on how mole tletell heconie gaud ihd

ffrtjunt Smuhi drieerb mut thexpettedly end

without due egutigo ahI io torn, Onto

nther driviiih, to INN& hi( Atililtity Mitt pe,

III Whon the viola!' hin hen gepred. thu

meitgte tolice ,Thicle in pgrked Approgiolgtely

too to toclee fleet LI cgr Oath) to The no, end

!eke i a fryt lb the loft a Ihr gee* viehi:

toflc vehicle t het, With the pattal ethitIC

iA thir Nfin4, thy hilifitry pAliffiriU IF pru .

telyd to g deuce two otornMg tgeMe when

ah»mmide the Yir/enrit arhIcle; vo4

,ceglec iviteraptg Ii NM thu utrul ar; tVtt,tp

Aftid on to Oen to Avoid Wee AKA: Whvo

Irony the colt, tummy FON AN Ira ma

((hut ton ticivep of iimamdinu dopier When

b@rithn rocebaury to Op A vorIclur

Nubwo ou (noway, bid veNclea Arn IwIled or

the downy Antrum id nalu IN INAPT al the

rtool la lar 141@thilin t0 avoid king gruck by

mama trek

74 Appleath IL .he Ito& Tioldieel

vehicle

141 hit ilrnyfr,t NI?. TIP diniti md

adAr iiit,rinb thp riolglorin Vehicle flora the left

nal Fighl teuptatively into, Tul md lut The

roilltary oolirctono on the Nobelium' Ole stool Al

ail right Ng rif 0.10 thilalorl0 vehicle, From Oil

pryiliyy hr eh ebnerve the utcuminev at the

cubicle And 04 Art at A Rotating mtnr fon tho

military pollee Itivyy, Thu rollithry lay driver

nroeeedA Fr thy front edge of thedriver's (Mului

wee) done Red opon eheelling the rain kit tnt

loot, knot the vinintot in night at fill Ian&

tthItn gooktey hi thq

puliru driyet club appronimatyly 2 tot from

he vehicle alid in line with the front Edge of

thy drineen tviotatorni door, facing thocialaloh

Thia Notion prenent4 him from king Arad, by

the dor if it iu satiably cooed aod erablea hr

Ng,

tu obverat the vinlutrirla momenta und norm

itig !Rik

h, Pod &it Burk so otiumett Thu driver

and rider approach thc triolalofa vehicle front the

left nud right ryairtittly lin it : oloy. The

dim jalice Myer pnkeed4 to the front edge

of the driver'a rirhtudaI diat, thrhIuy thu

hot Fed royl nom. He Holt railing himbelf at

A ligation approgitoitely tenter of the violator's

vehinly, FIVI hie pueition he Etfl &elle en7

gticon of the occeegolg of both do Not neld

reac ti,tt 4,7=4

!with ,40000e0 nu 0 butt Patrolman,

10-12 FEET NSTANCE

eWeleeRtgeft_

A=Li,
Wimp

0 DRIVER NILITARy poucEmAN

PAS5EN6ER MILITARY POLICEMAN

VEHICLE OCCUPANT$

titan Dom Itijittt DI* TIP inlur A f+10,H a It! rItia6

ItipoNt a ft, it,ttar'o.,10,

1012 EEETDISTANC

LEGEND

0 DRIVER MILITARY POLICEMAN

PA55ENGER MILITARY POLICEMAN

et
$ I

VEHICLE OCCUPANTS

[Ogt I RüaO

lamaeaL Ommlivatomoinearl

Firtht@t, (Mew wreath lmlhninInlun 00 nod foulium of plitOR

yy,14(04 Woe hat iho /NW g.e.gge.4,grgo.plige,

The method of nymeach to the violetnt't yohido

will chop when military poky aro nottelog

limy, Who Aim uput nialipIlig thu titiiur,

the patrolman oils bin vehicle, toullOUg uyi 14

the vehicle, Awing long enOugh to Otero the

bad nyet mud Igor, Ile thyn prottude to the ftont

ydgi ti thy viol:Morn door: Whoo thus At@ firi

tufty in thy mu' eravt, the onteelrant Moody at

a lotto' approximately ea of the violan

vehicle; thin Will Allan en ueubutratled doe of

both thefroninnd tug man.

d. Viaterura nil rem Vili(efe, 14 nituntioni

whey it 1$ tRiguty tu tate the vlolitx tilu

mot, the edlitery policemen gm the dtikee

telelitufol doce, if Volk rdfidilimit allyw, MAY,

int burbaurdu with the analtp Of the &a The-

ttolniur iF no-mired IA MOW Annan(' the front of

his n.Yrle, with the railltdry pcilkemeo P11101+,-

14; and in dirtttal to niand on the orb inn niden

t@ylk at lhe right front of hit vehicle. If thi truth

tohditionn nte tech, nod thy vehicien ety nnelitri

In I martyr whieh would Indenter both tht

militaty tulitFuihil end the thIliik both exit

thcir oyhtelya trim the right aide, away from the =

Din rt !ride, Whrther ituin the telt Or

left, rtulian A planya med whoa appoakchhi

thu Holator to Imre lb@ toddy of the tallIta7

Nice,
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74, GOING UP TO THt VIOLATOR'S II EN IELE

NAM 7

ppOCEDLIRE$ IN STOPPING VIOLAKIIS OF TRAFFIC LAWS

4, Piot Infra Nato*

1002 FEET DISTANCE

&dm I. I Nil dTtdN, PURSUIT ANO APPROACH OF VIOLATORS

IDONTIFICATION

len you tee invert brie) i refit lig;

a. if d ia ipdpdte flIo wiiip

III Dixie dna*, thitt Ind MR of It

yelloth

othothr of polio in itra tahInlo, and

their la

13) 0O 01ht0 OA on the which' that

world help ideotifym

h, D it w a military NO wpm down:

ii pumbor tm bumper muLtho of Ai

mithry toulat Alt

(21 ttiao and olgdodno of to thide

tit usit ioi okl ckpo nnthbna

km* at pecilli in the idiot, end

ihnr

15) aby Othot mit that tolud halo idOO

Sly the ittet.

n. ceek to pt if th4 vohtrh u an the. wolto

ohiele IA If At othiolo u union yth w int

plot 04o4 to loOtOgd It out ynt pitthdt you,

If Or you do atop it:

11 GOING AMR THE VIOLATOR

Rarthenthr lour lay and that of

the pubbo moo tho marl nt.norfruf

NV 10 hitok Ob0111 at 111 kit

1 Emir do NI of thine in OIt01 putitht,

litio loot 41001 10 lot them know you

pufrolt. Quo thin you locator mid all

Aforinaboo you bath to identify thE vehicle you

IR purpling. Thla wal htlp oditra IIInd the

it gate away from you,

r. (Awake the violirea whide,

d, Anthot At arolidn when you haat oioo

the 4ieIn. Re too to Ott Mt new !mutton.

71, STOPPING THE VIOLATOR

a. Dag your I4u, horn, or oAt lv elynal the

pintlinf In oil] oyet lod hop, th4 your 0411

only it you eintol atop hilt my other way.

NOTE: TEo moo mil ionin Ind COI.

1100 Ito 00Ion 1011110V hitoth tout

thddenly th awry dangentoa to yo0

end othet trdrio,

b. Direct the Holator to the daht dit of RIO

rdnil Ovum a oleo lugo enough ao both your

ou kid Ma ogi poll Ell thn way off the rood,

c. Pork your Olt Id to LC feet to the reu of

the vinlentIa coo ofig 3 font Id tho loft Of IL In

Oth porition your war proueu yoo bum on,

000dog baffle, You oluo Mow room to moue out

or the rely If the oigtator trim Pa faht yrut sit

d, Low your kwilng keit, tt m other

Nun Will lout your ow ta itopyrd,

DRIVER MILITARY POLICEMAN

Seep wolgoe to to it 01 umea,

Aggroloth from frft aidt,

Stop ot aria windJW,

Mkt MO int arid Dor.

*
Edoil hid

ePasoan MILITARY POLICEMAN

Approach bom dght

Stoy al right Rat of volden.

Wad, At rnpth in do dick:

th lowly to pie proloettor rater it dOutt

nthdo

NOM

LI go twiner, Moor not tw puticolialy

ooddtoAioth0000h.

tee to hoot 4 df onyer o oon

Shod 400t b foil born whith, bi brie with

front odge of door, !left violator,

Watch both tiotatur and onrorting

b, pole mkt pool ood rfaf

10=12 FEET DISTANCE

BETWEEN VEHICLES

w=.weoww.

0 DRIVER MILITARY POLICEMAN

kap violatuth 14111L all tinut

ApprEdth bin Ion 6.

Stop at rthr windtha.

Cbeek thnt and ithni.

Ny 01 RO111

(1 PASSENGER MILITARY POLICEMAN

Appind froth fp hdd.

Slop 41 nt-cht 1411 0! totiele.

Womh the Nagle au the othiole:

Lk. reedy 10 pg proinetive covet if driver,

paella It,

ft oo perfror, Moor mut bo put:duly

thre that Ma cheek le thorough

1.10 to front Age of driver'i door,

Oneik front Hot Ed Poor.

Og too pcdpt near RAU of aubirlo,

Witgh Ar thinple In both front End bank,
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A. HAVING THE VIOLATOR LEAVE HIS

VEHICLE

Wthon yoo need to hale thi violator got gut of

hia

a, CheoL for oocoming

b, 004 Ott dfriere door and fumy hiekloarda

with thadoth,

NOTE', When hAt mikes ii amok,

for the tioletor pa tyt oot of At

drioteli aide of Kt oebielo, rycn tha,

praaariger Odo door fur him,

e, ToO tho driven, to tom u01114:110 104 hunt

of hit twiddle. You ithy behind Ark following

hien th the mit or kidowilk to the riatht of hio

105
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64. liologkol Agents Defined

Biological agents are nncroorganisros (gems)

which cause disease in man, plants, or animals or

cause deterioration of materiel. Only those bio-

logical agents that can be used to cause disease

; in man are covered in this manual. If you are

interested in learning more about types of hie-

logical agents, consult TM 3-216.

How Biologkol Agenls Con Enter Your Body

Biological agents can enter your body through

your nose, mouth, and skin, depending on the

method of agent release.

a. Biological agents in aerosol form normally

will enter your body through your nose or mouth

and will be taken into the lungs.

b. Biological agents can also enter your body

through your mouth if you use contaminated food

or water, and they will be taken into your digeo .

tive system. If your hands are contaminated, the

,ams may be spread to your mouth when you

eat, drink, or smoke. Any contaminated object

placed in your mouth can allow the germs to enter,

and they will be taken into your digestive system.

Germs can also enter the akin through cuts and

scratches.

o. Biological agents delivered by living vectors

can enter your body by the bites of the vectors or
through your broken skin. The agent then enters

the bloodstream resulting in infection.

Remember that although biological agents

can enter your body through contaminated
food,

water, and objects and by vector bites, the main
danger in a biological agent attack is breathing
the agent aerosols. Your protective mask, if
properly fitted and worn, will prevent agents in

aerosol form from entering your body by inhala-
tion.



60. Throttle

The .throttle vivo 's the MOst iMportint Con001 in the carburetor: It can change the amount of

fuellir mixture that enters the intake manifold. ThLs disk or coin shaped valve is set on a shaft in the

throat of the carburetor, As the shaft is turned the throttle valve tilts to open or close the throat,

When you step on the accelerator pedal the Ville opens and lets a large amount of fakir mixture

flow through the carburetor tkrost, The engine then produces lots of power: When you take your foot

off the pedal the erOne gets less fuel.sir mixture and produces leo power. Figure 75 tows you how the

valve works:

IR FLOW

GAS FLOW RAS FLOW

MROTTLE VALVE THROULE VALVE

a, More power h Less power

Rush down on accelerator. Let up on accelerator.

Throttle valve opens; Throttle valve elms,

More fueTair mixture flows through, Lees twilit mixture flows through,

Engine provides more power. Engine provides 102 power,

Figure 75. How the Throttle Valve Viorks in the Carburetor
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HOIN BIOLOGICAL
AGENTS ENTER

%UR BODY

Biological agents are sal organisms most

people call gems,
These germs can enter you!

body through your nos: ,
mouth, or skin. You

will, breathe into
your lungs any germ that have

bceOprayed tnto the air, If you eat or drink

ftitd or water which contain germs,
they will

enter your digestive tract.
Germs can alao enter

your body through cuts or
breaks in your akin,

and through insect bites.

The main danger in a biologicaI attack is

from germs that have bees sprayed into the ail.

If you wear your protective mask
properly, you

will not breathe in these germs.

If you are
interested in learning more about

the different kinds of biological agents see

TM 3.216,

66, c

and

C
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(2) Residual nuclear radiation,

(a) Reaidnal nuclear radiation is that ra-

diation which remains On or falls back

to the surface of the earth after the

explosion of a nuclear weapon. Not all

nuclear explosiona time militarily sig.

nikant amounts of residual radiation.

The amount depends upon the kind of

weapon, its yield, and the height at

whith it explode The major source

of residual nuclear radiation 1$ fall.

out. M the dreball from a near aur .

face, surface, or subsurface nuclear

burst rises into the atmosphere, great

quantities of materials, such es dirt,

stone, water, and dust particle, ere

sucked up from the ground or body of

water into the cloud that forms fol

lowing the explosion. Radioactive par-

tides are trapped in or attach them-

selves to these materials, The tesaiest

particles fall back to earth around

ground zero; and as the cloud drifts

downwind, the lighter particles fail
back to earth, Thus,

ground zero and
large areas downwind

of the target
area are contaminated

by this fallout.

Fallout is further discussed in pars-
graph 91,

(6) Certain air bnrsts result in what is
referred to On neutron4duced radio.
activity. This radioactivity results
when free neutrons

escaping from the
explosion combine with nonradioactive

materials, such as bomb fragments
and soil, and make them radioactive,

Neutron-indoced
radioactivity will be

in the immediate
area of groand zero

and may remain a hazard for a con-

siderable period of time, Because these
'hot" (contaminated) areas could

exist after any nuclear
explosion, you

should not move into or across an area

that has been hit by a nuclear weapon

until you are told to do so. Your enit

will have equipment that will detect
and measure

even small amounts of

nuclear radiadon
originating from

fallout or from
neutron-induced radio.

activity, You will be warned when

such nuclear radiation is present Or

expected.

110



Residual Nuclear Radiation

Radiation that is found in an area after a nuclear

explosion is called residual radiation. This radiation

may come from fallout, or it may be caused by what

is called neutwa,induced radioactivity.

Most residual radiation comes from fatiout A

nuclear blast that ts set off dole to the aurface of the

round will suck up large amounts of dirt, water, and

otho materials into the cloud that forms after the

blast. Radioactive particles from the burst become

attached to this dirt and other loose materials. This

makes them radioactive. These mateals been to fall

back to earth, landing neal ground zero. They cont

tinue to fail out of the air as the cloud drifts away

from ground zero, and ate spread over a large area

of land.

Certain air bursts cause what is called neutron

induced radioactivity. This type of radioactiviy may

he found dose to ground zero Ind may be dangerous

for a long time after the blast.

Not all nuclear blasts cause the same amount of

residual radiation, The kind of weapon, its yield and

the height at which it explodes determines the amount

of radiation it leaves behind. Your unit will have

equipment that will detect and measure even smaR

amounts of radiation from fallout as well as from

neufron4nduced radioactivity. You should Dever go

into an area that was hit by a nuclear bloat until you

am told th do so.
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I, Spontaneous
Heating Heating

of a combusti.

ble material, or combination
of materials,

is de,

scribed as
spontaneous if inherent characteristics

of the
materials cause a heat.producing

chemical

action without
exposure to

external sources
of

heat. The process
is spontaneous

combustion if

ignition occurs.
The CURS of spontaneous

heat.

Mg are few, but the
conditions under

which they

operae are many and varied. MOre
than one

factor may be operative
in some cases,

and one

may be,conducive to another, Technical informa-

tion as to the exact
details is limited, Laboratory

tests are often inconclusive
because of the dd.

culty ofduplicating
operating

conditions, It is lin .

safe to
conclude that a material will not heat

spontaneously
because it

has not done so under

given set of circumstances,
The process usually p

starts with a slow chemical
reaction, OrslOw cxi-

dtion, which
generates some

heat, The process

fr accelerates as
heal builds up

until rapidoxidation

takes place.
Ignition may occur

after days or

4 weeks, during
which the temperature

has been

alowly increasing.
The process

can and does pro-

Red in various materials
without

dangerous et.-

A feets if the heat generated
can be

dissipated, If

dissipated 45
fast as generated,

ignition cannot

Incur, Ventilation
is therefore

an important

qor. On theother hand,
complete lack

of venti. ;s:

an is apositivedeterrent, Complete
absence of

,tilation wouid
not prevent spontaneous

heat-

ag and
ignition if a chemical source

of oxygen

were present. Themost common
instance of 2pom

taneous heating
is that which takes

place in oil. or

paint-soaked
waste or rag particularly

those

soaked with
linsegd oil

and paint
driers, Oily ;?i:

waste and rags
should not be left in

lockers or

supply
cupboards; they

should be
collected in ail,

tight metal
containers for safekeeping

until dig.

posed of.

gi=ri

pr.?
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One more
way

f, SpanteneNs
Meting.

that

a fire can start
is M

oily Waste
and rap

are
which

not stored in closed met4 col)tain
11 oilyars.

tap

ate left piled
in a heap

they will aometinies
begin

to build up heat inside.
This heat

ean eontino
to

build up
over days

and weeks
until the rags catch

on fire, Oily waste
and rgs

should not
be left in

lociters or
supply

eimboods,
To

prevent a rue

you

put them
in ait.tight

metal continua
until

dispose
of diem.
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Dpj-Bulb and WauM Thermometers,
The

dry- end wet-buth thennometers
(fig, 4) are

used to measure
the temperature

and humidity
of

the fermentation room
and the proofbox,

The

thermometers,
two identical

glass tubes, are

mounted a few inches
apart on A common

base.

The wet
bulb has one

end of a cloth wick tied

around the bulb with the other end extending

don where it is
immersed in a tube of distilled

water, The
principle on which this thermometer

oPerates to show the relative
humidity of the at-

mosOhere is
based on the fact that when water

or any other liquid evaporates
it has a cooling

effect, and the faster
evaporation takes

place, the

greater the cooling effect,
This point may be

illustrated by
wetting the

hand with
alcohol. Al-

cohol evaporates
quickly, thereby

producing a

cooling effect orsensation.
Because of the cooling

effect of the
evaporation of the water, the wet-

bulb thermometer
will ordinarily

read lower than

the diy-bulb thermometer.
The difference

in the

readings of the two
thermometers at

any one time

depends upon
the rate of theevaporation of the

water
surrounding the

wick of the webbulb ther.

Aimee Weer evaporates
foster in dry air

than it does in humid air, Therefore, the drier

the atmosphere,
the faster the water

will evapo .

rate from the wick of the webbulb thermometer

causing a greater
cooling effect,

This cooling

effect causes
the difference

betwee7 the readings

on the thy bulb and the wet
bulb, However,

if

the atmosphere
is my humid, evaporation

will

take place slower,
causing a lower cooling

effect

and allowing
for the slight difference

between

the twothermometer
readings, !f theair is setup

Med with
moisture, the two thermometers

will

read the some
and the relative

humidity will be

100 percent,
(For method

of reading the percent

of relative
humidity, referto paragraph

00d)



d, Dry4)tilb and
werbalb thermometer.

You use the dry- and wetbulb
thermometer

to measure the
temperature and humidity of the

fermentation room and the proofbox,
Dough fee.

ments best when the temperature in BT 1' and the
humidity is 15%, Dough is proofed beat when the
temperature ia between 90 srid 100F and the
humidity 80 to 85

percent, To bake good bread,
you must be sure that you have the right con.
ditions in the fermentation room and in the
proolbox,

The thermometers
are identical glass tubeswhich re set a few inches apart

OD the same
hese, (See figure 48,) The wetsbulb

thermometer
has one end of a cloth wick tied round its bnlb,
The other ead of the wick sits in a tube of
distilled water. As the water

evaporates from the
vdck, it coot the bulb, Now the temperature
reading on the wetbulb thermometer is less than
the reading on the dry.bulb

thermometer: In dryair the water
evaporates fast to cool the bulb alot, This makes a large difference in the two

readings. In wet air the wate
evaporates slowly

arid there will be a smiler difference
in the two

readiogs, The difference in the readino tells you
how much water is in the air, The percent of
water in the air or relative humidity is found
with Table 5, page 85.

Figure 48, Dry.hulti and IINRulb
thermometer,

1
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or his ass'istants.
Requests for nenespeodsble

items are generally made on the fonr-part DA

Form 27654, The first copy ef the form in a

hard copy, which is retained by the supply sup-

port activity a0 a voucher for items issued; the

second copy to a tinntle MY, whiCh t$ returned to

the requesting Organization
00 01 duesin doeu.

Tient for requested items
that are net immediate-

ly available; the third copy in AO a tissue copy

and is used nt the discretion
of the supply sup-

port activity; and the
fourth copy is a hard copy,

which iA
returned to the requesting organization

with the requested ROMS.
When requests for

the smne items are received
from more than one

ISIS, the property book
officer coneohidates the

requests no me request document, The,property

book officer piepnres the form by making the

entries as indicated In table ,1-1. Figtire 4-1 il-

lUstrates no orrectiy pregared DA Form 27654

EA Wass

Unice en Lb4 Pois rsH
10f letheCentimthi

Rhei Dim

I9 P tt the eptey II Tog
357G, 31 Mar 99, pnge

The Federal gook number or pert

number ef the ilea. Tlaa infammation

Mop be Amid in the ft, gull* ooLil
or the GSA a Wog, eg'

A two-lector shboevmas inatonung the

unit of mason In Whith Oho itffa
is Imued.

la AD Ft lor roeMitOf Or So N far non.

reetieanit held ordered ler the lint
thee would be eeraldered non.

rocaMng1 e reationenent tOo hermIt.

oiclored warring

The lest five Waite al the unit identith

Wien cede.

The bautpriority delignator rode

nwber. Premiums for dateananIng

!hie dftightto norther non expLIMM
In paragraph 1-2e.

man
nut kea. Eetrho

CI

'apply-Lipp

nd addreas ef the ma wing

orrintLitiort.

The document nunitem eonsitte of the

dutiful date and tho do.ounienk stela!

ntootter. The &vainest ntoohnr ig
teken frixn onluelno 1 ond 2 of iho

document resider (Fsse idetraPon
in coltunno a and b of loNe 0-1

fon explanation on doienniept

Poe connipin, tke thxdotent monher

for the hog ropply innenetion, 10
Somber 1906, youid tie 022-991.

The coot detoil aevouot =Aber. Thie

umbel' in Wiped W the opplization
by the finance officer,

The quantity requeuund. `Dia nastany

meet be elmeishmt Alth tho unit

of -woe.

yhn dnorrintion of ihe Sent T1114 hi-

formation may he found in type IL

copply outalogri.

The puldieolion ootheriziony igne of

tb, iv* ine104:14; tie typ., oarnIsq,

year, And pee aaoer. For tramp,

VTR

Conooltdated 'roan ty Accoentable Dint

Fort WW1, Plreni4

Ath FA,Un.

Fbrt Wool Mir tete

Izitotatill3

AI

4. hquat for Nonexpendable Herm

All noneopendoble request documents ore pre-

Pored hy the organigntion property book officer

2020.1546
_

Truck, utilfoy, 1/4.yon,

raz 6.357e 31 Mat te, e

Figlor 4- .A Forinli554 prrorAl
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NOW TO FILL OUT A REQUEST FOR NONEXPENOABLE ITEMS PA him 21011

a. Who pit out ifig request:

It Is (illed ad by the organisation ptopetty

hook officer or his assistants,

b, Iihat form 10 use?

Use DA Form 2166.1. Keep all four copies

al the fortis together, AU four will he sent with

the Ripest.

e, How io fill oat (hr revert

(1) Use a new request Ior etch dittercid

12t Check to SH

the same item flom more th

(21 If so, Combine al

orce Item en one request

(41 Have at hand

(DA Form 2064) which

requests for nonexpendah

(5) Fib M the

Figure II shows a [ORD

Riled out.

there are two tor

LI one unit.

I the requests tor tile

ann.

the Doeument liegUter

keeps a record of the

kitdaS,

blocks listed below.

which has been correctly

.haOlidated Property itaatIbLauLa 0

ott Scba.01, Virglatif

1Eth En,

tor t School , lgint a

a

Trunk, uttistty, LA-ton,

TUE 4-351c, 31 Kac 66. pkie 17

Bloc

A, Send To:

Request tO Fnonv.

Tv LItcouift: QUARTERMASTER = ADMINISTRATIVE

jorgy INORXER

;hi onmilak DU, TO D

No, 01 5'01.
s'401!:i1101:kil.Ni),,,k.t;t1,,,.

32415094K

FURCASI
Seine, 10,4

Name of the supply potht
which issues you the item

Name end address of your organza:son,

CI, Org Uoc Number.
The Julian date and the three numiher dot script

4.6, Stock Number

1, Unit of Issue.

13, Demand,

NOTE: To get the Julian
date, you can use the Julian

date conversion
table on page 442. The

first number is the last number of the calendar
year, The last three numbers

show the day ot the yeu, 001 to 265.To get the document
serial numbet, enter the serial number fromcolumn h of the Document
Register (DA Foffe 2(M). The first enty foreach day on the Document
Register is 001, the second is 002, and soon,

For example, the
document number for the first supply transaction,

16 November 1056, would be 6320401.

The Federal stoek
or part number of the item.

Find this number in the ILsupply catalogs or the GSA
catalog.

The tnit in which the
item La iroued. Use the

twoIeder abbreviation given inthe simply caMiug,

Either ft (fur lemming) or N (for nonrecurring).

NOTE; If you order the item for the FIRST TIME, it is Nonrecurring.
TI you order a REPLACEMENT

Item, it is Recurring.

15, Unit (dent Code.
The last five numbers

of the unit identification cc
identification code. Know yours.

20, P6ority,
The NW priorhy code (91 to 21)

Each unit has its awls

NOTE: Te Tied the issue priimity code, you must first know the force;activity code given to your unit (1 to VI and the
urgency.of greed code forthe item (A to 0). if yea do not know the issue

priority ode, cheekAR TWO,

1, Cost Detail
Each organization has a cost detail number, which has

been amigned by theMount Number,
finance officer. Know yours,

L, Qty Rett. The quantity requested;
how much You an Iectueiting.

NOTE: Make sore that your request hit
the ratite units es tie unitof issue,

M, Item Dmcription.
A description of the item.

You can find this in the IL supply catalog,

0, Publication Data. A record of the publication
which authorises the isee of the item. Give the

type, ntimber, year, and page number,

i$1,1! 11(01014404.M DE05§01011114111 A4

Pip 44. DA Fon 1765,1 moored at rem! fat laut

14050.

CiO
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Section III. REPORTS OF SURVEY

7-12. Introduction

When Goverment property is lost, damaged, or

destroyed and no other eredit method is appm

pride, relief from responsibility for the loss may

be obtained by explaining the circurnstanees sur-

rounding the loss, damage, or destruction to the

satisfaction of the Secretary of the Army or hie

designated representative. This explanation or.

dinarily takes the form of a report of survey,

which constitutes the most important credit in-

strurnent in the Army supply system. The report

of survey system insures that appropriate investi.

gation is made and that each report of survey is

reviewed objeetively at a suitable level. The front

of a Report of Survey, (DD Form 209), is illus.

trated in figure 7-5,

7-13. Purpose

The report of survey is an instrument to explain

and record the circumstances surrounding the

loss, damage or destruction of property so that

responsibility can be determined and to serve as a

credit document to justify dropping property

from the property book officer's account. The.

oretically, the explanation on the report is made

to the Secretary of the Army. However, authority

for final approval has been delegated to lower

levels, usually the installation commander or the

reviewing authority. The report is particularly

useful because it provides for detailed investiga .

tion, collection of all information regarding the

case in a single report, and review of findings

and recommendations. Installation commanders,

reviewing authorities, and the Chief of Finance

and Accounting (Office of the Comptroller of

the Army) represent the levels authorized to take

final action on reports of survey: The level at

which final action is taken varies with different

reports, depending on the nature of the loss,

damage or destruction, persons involved, and

dollar amount involved.

7-14. InDiation

A report of survey must be initiated when an in.

dividual declines te admit liability, when cost

charged to one individual exceeds Me, when

weapons are lost, when circumstances are not

clear, or whenever directed by higher headquar-

ters. There is no monetary limitation on submit-

ting a report of survey except for vehicular darn .

age resulting from a collision or accident: Vehic,

ular dimage resulting from a collision or accident

may not be adjusted by report of survey if the

damage is less than $59. Generally, a report of

survey may be initiated by anyone who has howl.

edge of the particular loss, damage, or destrut.

tion of an item. However, the responsibility for

insuring that a report is initiated lies with the

unit commander or with the individual responsi .

ble for the property bank upon which the item is

recorded, The above rules apply regardless of

whether the property is carried on hand receipts

or on individual clothing and equipment records.

The repert of survey should be initiated prefer-

ably within 5 working days and must be corn-

pletecl no later than 30 Working days after the

loss, damage, or destruction requiring the report.

Prompt action in initiating and proeessing the re .

port contributes to maxhnum, accuracy and antis.

faction because it permits necessary actions to be

taken while the facts are still fresh in the minds

of those concerned. When a delay of rnore than

39 days occurs in initiating the report, a certifi .

cate by the responsible individual explaining the

circumstances that caused the delay must be in.

eluded in the survey or attached as an exhibit.



REPORTS OF SURVEY

712. WHAT A REPORT OF SURVEY DOES

The report of survey (DE) Form 200) is the most

important credit method in the Army supply

system, When Government property is lost,

damaged, or destroyed, the report of survey is

used to explAn and record what happened and

can be used as a credit document. This lots the

property book officer take the item off his

property aceount.

a. What is a report of survey used for?

(1) To Neord the details of the investigation

of the loss,

(2) To collect all the information about the

case in a single report

(3) To review Endings and recommendations.

(4) To take a lost item off the property book,

b, Who takes final action on the report?

Final action may be taken by any of these levels:

(1) The installalion commarider

(2) The reviewing authonties

(3) The Chief of Finance and Accounting

(Office of the Comptroller of the Army)

The level depends on:

(1) The nature of the loss.

(2) The persons involved,

(3) The amount of rnona; involved.

1.13, FILING THE REPORT OF SURVEY

4, Who should file the report?

(1) Anyone who knows an item is lost,

d&maged or datroyed,

(2) The unit commander or person whose

property book carries the item must be

sure the report is filed. This is he even if

property is cried on hand receipts or

individual clothing and equipment records,

b, When should you file a report of survey?

(1) Someone will not adnUt he is at fault for

something that happened,

(2) One person is dlittged costs of over $100.

(3) A weapon is lost,

(4) More than $50 dam is dore to a vehicle

in a collision or accident,

(5) %at really happened is not clear.

(6) Headquarters says to do it,

c. How soon shouk you file it?

(1) As soon as possible, out mast be corn.

pleted within 30 working days after loss.

(2) If there is a delay of more then 30 working

days the Property Book Officer must submit

a written explanation of the delay slang

with the report,
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8-5. Cash Maintenance Allowance

In areas in which the clothing allowance system

is in effect, enlisted persons are required to keep

on hand and in serviceable condition the same

quantities of specific clothing iterna that were

originally provided at Government expense. A

monthly ad uniform maintenance allowance is

paid to enlisted persons under this system in

addition to their regular pay. This allowance is

basically intended to cover the costs of repairing,

altering, and replacing items of the original

issue, However, it may be used to parchase addi-

tional quaatities of clothing by the individual.

The allowance is tot intended to cover the usual

costs of drycleaning, %unclog, and presaing.

There are two types of cash uniform maintenance

allowances-4min and standard,

a. Basic Maintenance Allowance. Each enlisted

person is enticed to the basic maintenance allow.

ance beginning with the day following the corn .

pletion of 5 months of active duty, without re .

wd to time lost. The konth period begirt; on

the date of the last author'ization to the initial

clothing allowance for individuals having prior

active service. The basic maintenance allowance is

paid monthly during the remainder of the first 3

years of continuous active duty, Usually, the al-

lowance is paid along with the regular monthly

pay,

1M 10-255 _

b. Standord MaNSVIce Alloicance, Each en.

listed person in a pay and allowance status is en,

titled to the standard maintenance allowance be.

ginning the day following completion of 36

months of active duty without regard to time

lost, auch IISIillnes3 or an authorized leave, This

36,month period begins on the day of last au.

thorization to the initial clothing allowance, For

the purpose of entitlement, an enlisted person

who reenlists within 3 months of the date of ter.

mination of a previous enbstment is not con.

sidered to have a break in service. An individual

who has been receiving the regular maintenance.

allowance at the time of discharge and reenlists

within 3 months would be reinstated in the cloth.

ing allowance system and would continue to re-

ceive the regular allowances, However, this is

not to mean that he would be paid the allowance

for the time between discharge and reenlistment.

Individuals reenlisting-after 3 months from the

discharge date are regarded the same as those en.

listing for the first time, Once the individual be.

gins receiving the regular allowance, he con-

tinues to receive it for the remainder of his con .

thous active duty or until he Is transferred to a

command that is not under the clothing allow-

ance syatem. The regular monthly maintenance

allowance is increased over the basic maintenance

allowance by between $2.65 and 53.60.
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85, CASH MAINTENANCE ALLOWANCE

Enlisted persons are given an initial issue of

clothing at Government expense. Under the

clothing allowance system, they must keep on

hand and in good condition the same amount and

kind of clothing as that initial issue. To cover the

costs of fitting, repairing and replacing worn out

clothes, they are given a special monthly cash

allowance,- This _ allowance is added to their

regular paycheck. There are two types of

allowancesbasic and standard. The standard is

from $2,00 to $3.06 more per month than

the basic.

a. What the allowance is for

The main use is to pay to repair, alter or replace

items of the original issue. It can also be used to

buy extra clothes. The allowance is not meant to

cover the costs of dry cleaning, laundefing,

or pressing.

b. Schedule for getting the allowance.

The date of the most recent issue of clothing is

the starting point in setting the schedule for

getlIng a monthly clothing allowance, A soldier

on continuous active duty (illness or authorized

leave counts as active duty) draws the allowance

on this basis:

(1) Less than 6 montlis from date of most

recent initial issue: Re gets no allowance,

(2) More than 6 months from data of most

recent initial issue but less than 3 years; He gets

the basic allowance.

(3) More than 3 years from date of most

recent initial issue; He gets ihe standard allow

slice, he continues to get It until he goes off

active duty or until he is transferred to a corn

maM that does not use the clothing allow .

ance system.

c. Break in service,

A break in service does not affect the allowance

schedule; since the schedule is based on the date

of the most recent issue of clothing,

(1) If a soldier gets a new initial issue of

clothing when he realists, that issue becomes the

"most recent issue." The date of that issue marks

the beginning of the first 6 month period.

(2) If a soldier does not get a new initial

issue of clothing when be reenlists, his "most

recent issue" is the last one he drew before his

discharge. The date of that Woe marks the

starting point in determining which allowance he

will get.
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a. Field telephone sets are portable, self.con .

tained equipments designed for field use. These

aeta combine durable construction with portabil.

ity. The selection of a specific field telephone de.

pends on length and type of circuit and the type

of switchboard used,

b. There are two prinripal typca of field t4

phones; sound,powered and battermovered.

(1) In a eou4powtred telephom, the

&miter unit is the generator of the electrical

energy. The song Sind created by the voice of

the speaker strike/he-transmitter unit and are

converted directly into electrical energy. The re-

coiyer unit of the distant telephone reconyerts

this electrical energy hack again to the original

sound waves, Sound.powered telephones, which

have a ahorter yoke range than hattery-powered

telephones, can be used with or in place of local-

battery telephones. However, aound-powered trel

phones cannot be used in common-battery vs=

terna,

(2) In a buttervlowered telephone, mall

dry-cell batteriese contained inside the telephone

Bre used as & source of transmission power. When

a lonttery-powered telephone is used in a common .

battery system, drNell batteries inaide the tie.
phone may tot (depending on the equipment) be

necessary. Field telephones contain hand.oper.

ated magnetos or ringing generatora kr nignal-

ing, The incoming ringing aignals are indicated

audibly by a bell or buner, or viaually by a light

or noiseless signal device,

c. The talking ranges of the principal field

-hones are summarized in tab e 3.



SECTION II: FIE'D
TELEPHONES:

142. Types oi Field Telephones

Field telephone sets ere specially made for use in the
field. They can be oily moved from

place to place and are
built to stand up under the rough conffitions

of tield use.

There are two main types of field telephones:
sound-powered and battery-powered.

(1) Sound.powered
telephones do not use batteries.

These telephones have a trensniitter
which changes the

sound waves of your voice into electqical energy. The
receiver in the distant

telephone turns the electrical energy
back into sound waver so that the person at that end hears
your voice:

Sound-powered telephones cannot Innsmit your
voice es far es battery-powered

telephones can. Sound.
powered telephones can be iised when there is less then 6
to 10 miles of field wire between telephones.

(2) Battery-powered telephones use the electrical energy
from battedes to transmit your voice to other telephones,
The batteries may be inside the telephone

or they may be
at a central office

which supplier the power for all of the
telephones on the circuit. When the batteries are inside_
each telephone:. the -.circuit- tar called-a local.batterrsistai,
A circuit that uses batteries at a central office is called a
common-battery system,

Battery.powered telephones van be used when there
is up to 40 miles or so of field wire between

telephones.
The local-battery type can be used with sound.powered
telephones but the

common.battery type cannot,
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CHAPTER 8

FIELD WIRE LINE
CONSTRUCTI N

Seslion I, INTRODUCTI _

65, General

The construction
of field wire lines requires

planning prior to the actual
installation, When

planning, consideration
should be given to the

following:

a. The availability of material.

b. The number and type of circuits required.

e. The length of the line.

d. Time permitted
for the installation,

66. Types of Construction

When the circuit
requirements have been deter-

mined, consideration
must be given to the type of

construction required.
This can be aerial, surface,

or buried
construction, or a

combination of all of

these.

a. Aerial Condlructin An aerial line generally

provides the most
satisfactory type of service.

Aerial construction
is easiest to maintain, and

provides better quality circuits
than surface con

struction. However, aerial construction has 50111c

disadvantages; it requites more time for insthlla-

Lion, is vulnerable to enemy action, and is subject

to the effects of storms and weather.

11, Surface Conduton. Wire lines laid on the

ground require a minimum of time and material

for installation, However, they are extremely vol.

nerabie to foot troops and vehicles, Surface lines

laid tepidly, and not properly installed, usually

require immediate and continuous maintenance,

Carefully installed surface wire lines provide re-

liable circuits that are suitable for mug combat

operations,

e, Buried Cowtruction: Buried construction is

rarely used in forward areas, However, it may be

necessary at times to bury wire jines to protect

the lines from troops and vehicles, ill addition,

buried wire linea ate inure stable electrically than

aerial or surface lines, and are rarely affected by

weather and temperature, They are less affected

by nuclear detonations and are the preferred type

of construction when the situation permits. Bur=

led wire lino have the following disadvantages:

(1) More time is required for installation.

(21.Thef

recover,

(3) The wire is generally damaged during

recovery and is not reusable,



CHAPTER B

FIELD WIRE
CONSTRUCTION

Section I. INT
RODUCT ION

E5, WAYS TO LAY LINES

There are three ways to lay held wile
lines: in the ait, onthe ground,

or buried under the ground. You must choosewhich way to 450. Be sure to think
about the number andtype of circuits

you will need, the
length of the line, andhow much time you have to lay it,

(a) Lines in Ihe air: The type
you use most often atlines in the air. They are easy to service,

and give good
circuits. However,

you need time, rnen and supporta tostring them. They
can easily be damaged

by.the enemy and_by_bad wealher,-----

(b) Lines on the ground: hes
laid on the ground aresimple and quick to put down, If you lay them carefully,

they will gjve circuits good enout for most
combat opera.tions. If you are not careful,

you \vill need to 5x themten. They
CU be, damaged easily

and often by vehiclesand foot troops.
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(c) Lines
buried in

the ground:
Buried

lines are the
best type

to use when
you have the

time to lay them.
They

axe protected
from vehicles, foot hops,

and the
enemy,

buried lines
give better

circuits
than lines in the air or on

the ?Mind,
even during

bad weather
and nuclear

attack.
However, they are hard

to service
and to

recover, Youwill
probably

not be able
to reuse

lines that
have been

buried,
Buried linCs

are not used
very often

in forward
areas,
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CHAPTER 11

MAINTAINING FIELD WIRE LINES

133, General

Maintenance of Add wire lines includes both

the prevention and the correction of circuit fail-

ores, Prevention of troubles on wire hes and

eqoipment begins with the careful planning aid

selection of wire WO, and continues with the

installation of a system that uses approved meth,

ads of construction. Troubles will occur, however,

regardless of the care with which the circuits are

installed. To efhciently diagnose and correct cir-

cuit failures, maintenance personnel should knew

the various troubles common to iiehl wire linen

and, their effect on circuit quality and ma

transmission:

Coninion Tr6oble -of Field WIN tines

Trouble ran taut either in the wire line or in

the terminal equipment
connected to the line.

\Vire circuit failures include open circuits, short

circuits, grounded circuits, crossed circuits, or

combinations of these defects at one or mare

points in the circuit, These common
troubles are

shown in dare 112 and are defined as follows:

4 AooRt Ogifit,TWO MR() Of A OMR OH OWROT WOH OP ONO

OffN tiRculT. O+ ONO On BOTH vt110 Or A PpR.

torm

a. 11 short

wo
circuit,

or shore;
occurs

when
the

t
conductors

of a pafr
come

in electrical
con-

tact with
each

other:
Shorts

are
nit

usually
the re.

s
of bruised

or stripped
insulation,

b. iln
open circuit,

or open,
is

or
a break

cut in

one 0
both

conductors

of a
pair, It

occur'
most

frequently
on loopspan

aerial
construction

or

other points
subject

to strain,

c, A grouud
at

ed circuit;
ot groto,

occurs
when

one
or both

conductors

of a eirenit
come in electt

leo]
d

contont
with

the ground
or a grounded

obs

ject,
Grounds

ere the
result

61 brostl
insulation

or poortv
Thadc

splice,s,
They

occur
most

ire.

quently
during

rainy
weather

or when
the line

is

installed
in wet

or clomp
arena,

d, 4 crossed
circuit,

or NSW,
eXign

when
two

conductors

each of a different
circuit,

are in

electrical
nontact

with
each

other,
It occurs

most

frequently
in

slid wire
csbles

supPorted

on aerial

spots
or at points

where
moltipair

tvire
lineso

con.

verge
or a.re installed

alng
the same

route,7.,,,,,,,

- , ,-'
q,-
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CHAPTER 11

MAINTAINING FIELD WIRE LINES

133. Common Trouble of Fiol ire Lines

Field wire hnes should be laid down well, according to a

good route plat, Yet even such lines may have a circuit

failure. To be able to find and fix telephone circuit failures

quickly, you should know the troubles that are the most

common to field wire lines.

A. Short, or short circuit.

What it is: Two bare wies of a pair touch each

. other,

Main cause: Worn insulation OD the wire.

B. Open, or open circuit.

What it is: A break or cut in one or both of the bare

wires of a pair,

Main cause; Strain on the wire, such as on lonopen

aerial construction,

C. Oround, or pounded circuit:

What it is: One or both of the hue wires of a pair

touch the ground or an object that is grounded,

Main cause; Worn insulation or had splices. A gound

usually happens when the line get$ wet,

D. Cross, or crossed ch.cuit:

What It is: Two bare wires which are n t from the

same pair touch each other:

Main cause: Occurs most often Oa aelial spans or at

points where several lines meet or where wire lines

are laid on the sante route:
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142, lnstollution

a, Anttmes, A radio antenna must he correctly sited for maxi=

mum efficiency. However, military considerations may require

the use of other than the best antenna sites, The following rules

afe useful guides when siting radio antennas and for improeleg

radio communication in the jungle:

(I) Antennas should he located on hills overlooking the sur

roonding terrain and jungle growth,

(2) Antennas shoeld be located in clearings on the edge

farthest from the distant station. The clearing should

extend at least Hu yards fromAe antenna in the dim--

Hon of the distant station,

(3 ) Directional antennas should be oriented in straight.line

paths. When intervening jungle growth or terrain masks

the straightdine transmission path, the antenna can be

oriented slightly oftcourse, particularly when the oft.set

course path isunobstructed;

Antennas should be located as high as possible when the

antenna site is located directly behind art intervening

terrain mask. If feasible, tie the radio set to the top of a

tree and operate it from that lootion by remote eon.

trol, Slight tilting of an antenna away from the diree

lion of the distant station ainu Will help to breach an

obstacle,

(5) Antennas should not be located in narrow valleys or

between ridgesor stretches of high jungle growth,

HD Antenna cables and connectors should be kept off the

ground to lessen the effects of moisture, fungi, and M.

setts, This also appPes to all power and tdephone cables,

In Complete ante= systems, SUch as ground planes and

dipoles, are more effective than fractional wavedength

whip atenna8,

(8) Vegetation, particularly when wet, will act much like

vertkally polarrad antennas and absorb much of a ver,

tieally polarized radio signal. Therefore, horizontally

polarized antennas most be used in preference to vera

tically polarized aritennas,

Sit(% Jungle growth must he cleind from antenna sites. If

an antenna touches foliage, the signal will he grounded, especially

during the rainy season.

c. Shelter: When mobile shelters are not available ents or
shacks should be erected to house radio stations, Floors should

be boilt in these shelters to hold equipment off the damp ground

and my from moisture, fungi, and insects. These shelters
should be so constructed that air will cireulate about the installed

equ i pent.

r1;f: j),NiP
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142. PLACING ANTENNAS

For a radio antenna to
work well, it must be put in the right

place. Bela, are some
rules for yon to use as Odes when you

choose p site for an antenna. Be sure to consider your tactical

situation, too,

a. Type of antenna. Use complete antenna
systems which are

polarized horizontally
ouch as dipoles and some ground

planes. These work better than antennas polarized yen

Wily like fractional wavelength whip antennas, A

horizontally polafized antenna
works best in the jungle

because less of its radio signal is absorbed by the

jungle growth,

b. Height of antenna, If you can, place antennas on hills or

other high spots, The signal will then pass through less

jungle gowth and have a
geater range. Never place your

antenna in deep narrow
valleys. When the growth or ter .

rain is very close,
place the antenna as high up as you can,

Tie= thuadio set to the top of a tree if possible, and run it

by remote contra

c. Clearance for antenna. H your antenna must be placed in

jungle growth, put it in a cleating. ft should be placed on

the edge of the clearing that is farthest from your distant

station, The clearing should extend 100 yards from the

antenna site toward the
far station, Keep all jungle growth

cleared from your antenna sith, especially in the rainy

1;'212131211M41114Mir=iiiiiiitfteitiot

season. Cables and connectors should be kept off the

gound to lessen the effects of moisture, fungi, and insects,

d, AImIng of antenna, Place your directional antenna so that

the wire is at right angles with the fax station. If growth or

torain cuts off this straight line path, angle the mitenna

little bit to one side,

c. Shelter, Use mobile shelters, tents, or shacks to house your

radio station. Build floom in the shelters to keep all equip.

'tent and cdbleg oft the damp ground, This helps protect

them from water, fungi and insects. Be sure that air can

get between pieces of equipment in the shelter,
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h. Sturtiag the Maier( 411se, Alter ileterminiq that the

'engine is free of hydrostatic lock, the 1,perator may start the

engine following the procedure outlined below;

(1 ) Insure that the transmissn is neutral and the hand

brake is applied,

(2) Push the engine stop leVer all the way hi,

(3) Turn the accessory switch to the "on" position,

(4) Depress the clutch whilu operating the starter,

(5) Depress the starter button with a hard firm push,

(By not firmly closing the starter switch, damage to the Starting

motor and switch may result) The starter button Should be re.

leased as soon as the engine Ores, Under no circumstances should

the Starter switch be depressed for longer than 30 seconds at one

time; usually 10 seconds are sufficient. If the engine does not start,

Wait at least two minutes and try again. If the multifuel engine

does not start in three trys the condition should be reported to

your supervisor, (Multifuel engines should not be started by

towing or pushing)

(6) After the engine has started It should be allowed to

idle for 3 to 5 minutes; or until engine heat reaches 120 degrees.

Engine speed should be above 800 RPM ly,it under 1000 RPM. Too

SlOW an idle creates vibrations that will loosen some parts and may

break others, The warmup benefitS the entire engine, but it is

especially important for the tilrboStinercnurgen, EXiinest gas

turns the turbosupercharger St approximately 30,000 RPM at

idle speed and up to 60,000 RPM at operating speed. Idling at a

low speed allows time for the oil to circulate. (Figure 3=6).

171 The oil pressure gage should be kept under close

observation during the Orst 20 seconds of idling, If it does not

reach 15 P81 at NO to. 1000 RPM, the engine should be stopped

immOintely and the condition reported to the supervisor.

130
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(2)

reach
120 degrees

before
the vow,

driven
at rtiatleratt

speed
until it reaches

(figure
W72),

(5) Reavy
WO;

smolte,
engine

ntiOng,
and

poor
loss

may
dicate a

dirtY
air cleaner,

When
the

red Ilait
in the air

cleaner
indigator

is up over
halfway,

cleaning
is required'

Figure 3-7, Thometer, Temperature age, and

Oil Pressure Cage,



Starting the Mu Itifuet

Engine

(1) CHECK FOR HYDRO.

STATIC LOCK,

1. Put gearshift in neu.

tall and the handbrake on.

3. Release the stater but.

n as soon as the engine fires.

2. Check to make sure

that the engine stop handle

(fuel cutoff) is pulled ell the

way out, (Fuel ofL)

3, Tim the scummy

switch to the "on' poson.

4, Push the clutch pedal to

near.

4. Keep the engine speed

above 800 RPM but undir

5. Press down starter

button with a hard, firm push

for 2 or 3 seconds.

6. Listen for a thud or

1000 RPM,

igns of hydrostatk lock are:

thunk.

7. If you find any sign

Engine toms over with a hard

thud,

Engine turns over and then

quits with a thunk,

Engine won't tarn over.

5, Watch the oil pressure

gage closely during the first

20 seconds ofldlissg

Oil pressure gage

should reach 15 PSL

of hydrostatic lock, have

your mechanic check it out.
6, Let the engine idle

until engine heat reaches 120

(2) START THE ENGINE. degrees,

1, Push the engine ,stop Be sure that: 7. Drive at moderate

handle all the my in, (Fuel L The transmission is neu. speed until it reaches 170 to

2. The handbrake is on.

200 degrees,

3. The accessory switch is at

the "an" position.

4, The clutch is pushed to

the floor.

2, Pres& down the stsxter

--button- with uhud,-firm push .

Never press the starter switch

for -more -than-. 30 seconds

at one time. Usually 10

seconds aro ono

6J'4
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If the engine does not sktrt,

wait at least two minutes

and try again,.

If the engine does not stet in

three tries, report that tact

to your supervisor.

Never by to start 3 tnultilue)

engine by towing or push.

ing

The idle must be slow enough

to allow time for the oil to

circulate but not so slow

that it causes vibratons

that will loosen some puts

and may break othert

iS it does:not reath 15 PSI at

600 to 1000 RPM, stop

the engine immediately arid

report that fact to the

supervlsor,

avy black smoke, engine

missing, and power loss

may Mdicate a dirty du

cleaner, nen the red tag

in die air cleaner indicator

is up over halfway, the air

cleaner needs to be

cleaned,
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CHAPTER 3

IN.FLIGHT STABILITY OF SLING LOADS

3.1. Theory of Milling Sling loads

o. The atireilynornk ph000mena of MO to side

movement and ferward.oft oscillation of cargo

Impended beneath a heheepter show that tho pe

lt Le flyiOg two different bodies; Ofle 6 the

helicopter, whRh is aerodynamically stable; the

other is the sling load, which seldom iA Ott).

dynentically stable. Therefore, most of the

problems encountered to helicopter external lifts

concern the instability of loads in flight,

h. Lood instabiRty will occur whenever the

weight of a sospended load is not sufficient to

hold it down ogidest the drag of the air through

which it mom. It is commonly experienced with

elongated loads that are symmetrical about their

CG's. Such lomia will always turn broadside to

the direction of flight, thus exposing maximum

drag surface. The lighter tho load in proportion

ta tht exposed dreg surface, the lower is the air-

speed et which instability will rut% Stabiliao.

lion of sue:11mile mily be mired by Ono nr more

of the following maw

(II Reducing the airspeed of the helicopter.

(2) lnereasiog the weight of the load.

(3) Reducing the drag surface by altering

the relationship between the CO and the center

of pressure of the suspended hid in such a wily

AM to ware that the narrowest surface paints

In the direction of flight.

r, Normally the drog=surfaeeleductien means

is the preferred solution. This effect is achieved

either by adding solace to the rear of the load

or by adding weight to the front, The general

rule is that stability will be assured at practical

helicopter speeds when the load's COo kited

at the front third of the surface area,

ri. While it ia true that a load may he stabi6

ised by reducing the oirspeed, this means should

be need oni7 ne Inet rout. Any airspeed bet

low approximately GO kaota will severely degrade

the pilofe opportunity to leftism the load and

perform ea autorotational lending in the event

orpowerfailore.- For thicreason, tbd rigging

prodedoees for all tacticid loads should be boded

on the requirement to fly the loads itt oped in

,sxcees of 60 knots When this rigging criterion

TM 55.450-12

olinflat be met, appropriate cautionary steps

ibnoulil 1)V token during flight of the load. Tor

example a small CONEX container may be flown

et 60 knots when ito total weight exceeds 2,no11

peak When the tontRiner it flown empty,

however, severe instability will occur et about

30 to 40 knots of airspeed.

Eximplos of WO Stabilintioo

u. There ore two expedient means of atabilic .

tog sling idatk One is by Wing surface 10 the

rear of the load. In this concept, the added sur-

face enosists of related equiptuint ol light dm

sity such os connecting a trailer le the vehicle

to be lifted. Since the amount of additional sot.

fore it uat of proportion tO the welght that has

been added, the relationship between the CO

Ltind router of preseud of the hdal lead tut

Wen altered mid the load touts to stabilize in

flight. The addition of related equipment is o

more practical technique than Ihat of lostalhog

rigid fins or order irtoil spoilers mto the

Nor of the load,

IL Acether means of stabilising a sling loud

is by adding weight tu the front of the Imah

this concept, eopplies of high density are co,

cued to the (root end of the load. SInce the

artioeut of additional weight ia oat of proportMa

to the amount of surface that has been added,

the relationship between tht CC and center of

prwurn of the total load hes been altered end

the load tends to stabilize in flight. While this

hosR concept is simple, its mathentatical opplo

cation under field coaditionic is complex because

the amount of weight to he added must be cal-

culated in nottents rothir than row weight. The

desired below location Ci point at which not

more thao one-third of the total surface will be

looted fortrd of the CO. Weight must be

added so }IR to cauFe the moment of the forward

ondthird to ma the moment of the tear two.

thirds of the load, lit value no be meth.

emetically alculated by the some methmis used

lOdeletraine thd bobanpf f loaded aircraft, A

suitable system that will usually be more matis.

fairly under fiehl contions can be employed by

usiag figure DI a guide,
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littlItol Of WM
l0111110 .

oil Kul 01 we low ran

ill att poi lot
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ivi V- -11,`,41, 1,4 lli!
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01 iPthihr eii41i0 y,
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BIN Moil 01 fief

plOICII011 01 fO6R1
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I Itk 141tti
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ritt Vik 4., flit 4,,k

Wilt 13 441,ll,
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014014
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direction of fbyht



Chapter 3

IN.FLIGHT
STABILITY OF

SLING LOADS

31, STABILIZING
SLING LOADS

A load
which is

carried by sling
under a hell.

motet must
be r4ed so

that it wdl
be stable M

t will

Right. If the
load is tot

rigged properly,
i

sway
rd

and Rom
side to side

at the

forwa
and aft

agne time,
This movement

happens ot
speeds of

it

20 to 40
both or more

and then
makes

diffi.

edt for the
helicopter to fly,

A sling
load is

unstable whenever
it does not

welei enough
to hold 'a down

efenst the force

of the air
through which

it moo.
You make

such a load
stable when you

do one nr
more of

the following
things:

(a) Slow the helicopter

(b) Mame
Me weight

of the load

(e) Keep
the narrowest

port of the load

pointiag
foriourd:

not a good

Slowing a
helicopter down

is
way

the hel

to make 3
load thbles. If

icopter Ilys
tro

slower than
60 knots,

it is hard to
lond M coe

the er4ne
stops, There

ore two convenient

naelhods you use
to %Re a

load stable,
Each of

these increases
the wight

of the load
and keeps

e

the narrow
part of IN load pointing

forme,

One method
you ctri Use

to make o
load more

stable is to add surface
to the mar

of the load,

This is done
when a trailer

added to a vehicle

which is the
rattlil 103d,

Ille trailer
adds more

surface than
weight arid

acth like the tail of a

ststo tro

. The whole
load tends

vel 6gh

kite

t for

word and so is stable.

us

Another
method you to

e to
[hake a load

more stable
is to add

weight to the
front of the

load and adgist
the slings so

that the front
slings

me
r than the rear

slingn, The
weight you

shorte
ore

odd co be
supplies which

heavy for their

or

sthe: This
change makes

the point of balance

center of
gavity nt

the load MON
forward and

-.will
moko_the_load more

stable:11th Figure
3,1 as

a guide
to help

yoUise this
method i3 the Ie._

The center of gra$ity or CO of a suspended

load always folIJ directly beneath the point of
suspension. The load in improperly

rigged in this

MO with sling legs of the
same length: If flown

like this, the load would fly
broadside to the line

of flight.

Silli if Am

Zinn,
wee

030N

else filin

FiPre3.1 The Problem:

Rigfihi a sling limit

a, First decide where in the front third of the

load you wont the CO to foli. Then extend an

imaginary line up at right
angles to the load from

this point, Locate your sling
apex on the line ot

the desired height above the lood: Figure oot how

long each sling leg needs to he to reed) the apex
from the suspension points

on the load, Rig the

load viith sling legs of the new length,

b: Now use a hoist to lift the load, It will tilt

ion aM the actual CO will fall directly
beneath the point of

suspension:1f the load were

Room rigged like this, it
would still fly broadside

to the difeetion of fileit,

c. Now secure enough small arid
heavy ctrgo

to the front end to Tooke the load level off, The

actual CO of the load is now moved to the new

point you chose, The load will be stable in flight

betanse it will stay level and keep its narrowest

part pointed (mud.

Rea j.1

Miring a lypitel sling

ca en WNW

gm Nall or me Imo tosel

RUM

WOO

°king thp holm

ad to fare its in.flight stsbility;

Vie

hoe 01 Litodiore: TRANSPORTATION TECHNICAL

Piimay Uw: WORKER

infoi talon Objectivf.A: HOW IT DOES IT - WHAT TO DO

No, ot 1 SO. mithillloi No, mi..1s. 42155910%

ForicAsi YiIhI I Lc,vd sow: 11.0

som
oillEopah or FLIGHT

MIND

Mon of mon
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01 mar
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SECTION CBLACHOUT DRIVING

I Nolernbe 19ES Aym

TM 21405

Aym Tf-.2

rA 21406
I NoeeMr 190

ON WHEN

8RAXES ARE

APPUEO

MORE THAN 60 FEET

MORE THAN 180_FEET

Blackodt Marker WM& To provide s means of knowing the

locatmo of vehicles during blackout conditions, military vehiclaa ere

epped with font blackout meeker lights, Two of thet lights art

on the rear rornm of the vehicles and the other two are on the front,

Day do not illumines the road hut indicate the peeition of 11 vehicle

rrtuch o '261 yards ahead, depemkg on the weather, They cannot

he ven kw an airplane if is Ilying higher thin 460 feet

f4of Teillio44. Each rest lamp has two pain of 'cat's eye

which show rod when on, Each appears as one red light when you are

IR to 61 feet (60 to d0 yards); and se two pairs of 'est's eyea" in aich

light Al less than 60 feet (Fig, 601, Decembr, one point of hght

informs you that yod ire too for behind the vehicle ahead; two lights

ours you that you am following at pmper distam; end four lights

warn that you era getting tco close. The blackout stoplight is part

of the right refir tkillight. It flashes a white light when brakes are

applied,

heal Light.f. Each front light his one pair of "rat's epee;

they show white when on. Etzh appears Ls one light when you are

61 feet or room away, Met the diatance cleoothoo70 feet, yoa ran

te ono (Air of ``rat's eyee.in each light, This wams pod that the

vehicle is !Tor (Re Fiz el ),

$-7, Blackout Drieing Light, The blackout dining light is

mooted to tho left of the left headlight. It fernishNs diffood ligld

beta to perok hrnited illumination when driving ander blackout

ounditiou,

, ;144 21,1,ep

kr)

ON WHEN

MARES ARE

APPLIED

LESS THAN 60 FEET

FigoothL Nat Blackout DaWhIg Ugh41.

ON WHEN

BRAKES ARE

APPLIED-4

LESS THAN 60 FEET

Figure S& Rear Blurho& Drivher 1,1014

t

134 %)

. pod'A-A.

7



BLACKOUT DRIVING

Tyli,:' (if Lilkmute: TRANSPDO TATION , TECHNICAL

Pmod v 1,1(0y , WORIaR

Inior(cil 010ivev MAT (1 (8 VYHAT TO 00

tb. 01 I Fe, v,TmlilioN NP, ';,'00,: 1 7W223g7h

FUlit:M Neuding Cilia, tai4 o:o: 8.1

(3) four penile of

254, BLACKOUT MARKER
LIGHTS. When you drive in

blickad, you need to know where other vehicles Ere, Blackout

marker OA let you do so,
Bach nitlitary vehicle hks two

merket lighta on the front
and two an the back. You Oh gt

them An much as 250 yorda away
in cleel weather. They do hot

light the road and cannot be reen
from an aiepldne if it 4 flying

higher then 400 feeL

67, LIGHTS ON VEHICLES YOU ARE FOLLOWING;

a. Rear Harker 1,04, The rev marker hOts show mil when

they ore on: You can NU how
close you am to a vehicle by the

number of pointa of light you on see in each lump:

(I) One point of QV

Left

Tkillight

Right

'Might

You are following too lee
hehind the vehicle in front

ot you. (You are more
then 180 feet behind)

(2) No points of light,

Left

TailTitt

You are following at a proper distance.

(You are between 180 and 60 feet behind.)

Rielt

Taillight

Left
Right

Telight
TnBlglct

You ge following Ion el .- to the vehicle in Borg

of you. (You are ley than 60 feet behind,)

h, Blackout &plight. The
blackout stoplight la pul, of the

Hght rear taillighL It shown
white when the brekee are on,

251 LIGHTS ON VEHICLES
COMING TOWARD YR

4, FMN Market
LOA. The front marker lighte show white

when they are on. You an tel
how ter away a vehicle is by the

number of poin4 of light you can tee in each lamp.

(1) One point of l4hV

Heedlight

on your left

Headlight

on your right

The vehicle in more khan 60 feet my:

points of li;ght:

1 Headlight
Headlight

ern yow left
on your dght

The vehicle is leei than 60 feet away.

b,Btackout priuitif Light. ne blackout driving light B

mounted to the left of the
lett headlight. Thin means that you

Re it on the dent when a
vehicle 4 corning toward you, It given

&bed beam of whito,light to. help
the driver see the rout _

Rendligiut

on your lett

Blackout

Driving

fleadli0 UOt

on your right



WHY SHOULD YOU USE ILLUSTRATIONS?

REASON #1 To Reduce Detail Burden in the Text

HOW?

Inteirate T With Visuals

B. Use Visuals to Expand or Extend Information in Text

REASON #2 To Em ize Poin

HOW?

in the Text

A, Visually Confirm Information in the Text'

REASON #3 To Motivate Users to Read the M

HOW?

erial

A. Use Cartoons, Oraylhglan!!!!91.,,___.,.,..

CHAPTER

USING ILLUSTRATIONS

WHEN? Pa

Describing Assembly or Disassembly 139

Describing Operation or Functioning . .... . . 140

.Desctibing Coordinated Team Activity ............ . . ... 141

Describing Conditions Under,Which a Certain Type of Equipment Should Be Used .. 142

Describing Conditions Under Which.a Certain Technique Should Be Used

Describing the Various'Members of a Class of Equipment a .Ii 1

Describing a Technique Requiring Use of Specializd Terms ..

1 1

. . 143

144

14

Describing How to Align or Position Something , , . . 146

Describing a General Plan or Procedure , . _ 147

Describing an Overview of a Complex Plan , .a.a.ala ...... * .. . a 148

DrawiRgs to Help the Reader Visualize Information Presented ....... , ..... 161

CartRons jo,Attract Attentionst Yogg Adults of Lowil Reading Levels ,
Color to.Draw,Attention toInformation You Wish to EMphasize , , 167

137



USING ILLUSTRATIONS; REASON #1-TO REDUCE DETAIL BURDEN IN THE TEXT

How? (a) Integrate Text With Visuals (SelfContained Illus rations)

When? (1) You are writing a description of how to do something; for

example, put something together or take it apart. You

want to convey action by words but parts and location by

visua1 aids,

For Additional Examples

See Chapter 5, pages:

79

133

1. Place the first blanket lenawise across litter with

the blanket edge dose to or just beyond the head

end of litter.

2, Fold second blanket in thirds, lengthwise, and place

over the first the upper edge of thin folded blanket

being about If inchen below the upper edge of the

first blanket The exact position of the second

blanket depends upon the height of the patient.

t Place lower on litter for taller rfleitll Open folds

of nerond blanket fee about 2 feet at the foot end.

1 To wrap patient; place him in position on the second

hlankot, ,Bring bottom of blanket Up over the

patielien feet; with a small told between the feet

Tuck the two upen foldn closely over land around

the feet and,nnkles.

4; Finally, wrap first one, then the opposite, side of the

first blanket over patient

Figure 84. Dressing the Mtn. (wiM two hlonkrf 1).



USING ILLUSTRATIONS: REASON #1TO REDUCE DETAIL BURDEN IN THE TEXT ((oed)

How? (a) Integrate Text With Visuals (Self Contained II los rations)

When?

(Cord)

(2) You are writing a description of how something works.

You are identifying its component parts, what happens at

each stage and the purpose of each part,

For Additional Examples

See Chapter 5, pages:

7 3

77

79

85

01.11
4 I a

140

47. Point Detonating Fuze, M524E2

a, General. This is a dual purpose fuze used

with the 81-mm high-explosive round or with the

smoke YR round, The PD faze M524E2 is de .

signed for superquiek impact action with greater

susitivity AM speed than fuzs previously used

with 81.mni rounds. The fuze PD 21524E2 con=

tains a delayed arming feature which beacon that

the fuze.will remain unarmed krid the detonator

safe for a minimum of 1,25 seconds of flight from

the muzzle of the mortar hut will arm within a

maxima of 2,25 seconds from the muzzle of the

mortal% An-integral booster is in the Wen of

the fuze (fig, 19),

b, Pmparation far Firing.

(1) Turn the slot in the striker (at t,. var of

the fuze) to aline with the, SQ indek or

tho D index on the fuze body, depending

upon which action of the itIN is desired,

(2) Remove the safety pull wire just prior to

insertion of the round into the mortar,

k AO. Philsh(00 ORM,

hop', ilKhw .B14.10r Ii A16.4x RIN

A WAIT ms rut, cua

/MARK,. TPNNNE ORR
IHI FCVONTF 1f1 MIK la
0ffo1ITE tND Or thohtl

hhIty PIN NMI Mg PI NVII
ACAIN$1 ACT MX Cr ii $01100

h hOvEh To ilph vrigh

NODhl Of in vog
vo,,tb AbiTAA BAAAOL

NIL ilLITSILIINE4R-i!:-67:1°

h. MINNO firi OVOID Mg

MOIR Llai IN NAL

h(h 511L951y51 lIES iLihro

01 ACTION ON IMPACT.

A STPIITT: ANT FIRINO PIN ARE

man IN AGAINST AenoN oF

voe sesiNG,

N. FANG PIN GROWS orTONATON:

C. DETONATOR more,
0, DOWER LEAD EXPLODER

C. GoasTEG CHARM mom

TNT FILLER OF eAFrrRIGGF

OrToNATEs.

Figure It. Funcliahino of 10E2



USING ILLUSTRATIONS: REASON #1-TO REDUCE DETAIL BURDEN IN THE TEXT ((onrd)

How? (a) Integrate Text With Visuals (Self-Contained Illustrations) (Coned)

3) You are writing a description of what each member of a

team does when performing a task requiring close coopera-

tion and coordination.

No. I rod No. 2, with No, 2 Arid No. 4 usistiog, then

lift litter over banister to record ffight of stain:

Pigirrc pt Ceinias wier amain, mhos iondi.00r

are small (gep Ores),



USING ILLUSTRATION REASON #1 TO REDUCE DETAIL BURDEN IN THE TEXT icoard)

Haw?

142

(b) Use Visuals to Extend or Expand on Information in Text

(Complementary Use)

when? (1) You aru writ,Mg to tell the user when or how he should

use certain equipment or techniques, YOU also want to

give some details about the equipment or techMques

without loading this deiad into the text,

For Additional Ex: ..les

See Chapter 5 pa .

51

81

85

136

74. Field Expedient Dkediorial Antennas

The vertical half.rhornhic antenna (fig, 47) and the wave an-

tenna (fig. 48) are the two neld,expedient directional antennas

that can be used with the FM radio sets, These antennas are di-

rectional and will transmit and receive in the direction of the

terraMated end. If the transmitter loads poorly, add to or sub-

tract from the length of the antenna. These antennas will nor-

mally increase the rated operating range of the FM sets,

iNY rvur
LOC=

111(, Ti

Oa MANNA

Too 04

tilmitA161AWAN

autrION ca NA4I01 NCI kill

!In ME, LlstIrt iht011 AftfiS

iucl 0101
ACM OINK)

PAP11111et

CM*.

M MOLE DI 41'400 OHt HI
ir TRAOITTER POWER

NTNT

Figure a Nue anima.

f11/11.1.41



USING ILLUSTRATIONS: REASON #140 REDUCE DETAIL BURDEN IN THE TEXT (conrd)

How? (b) Use Visuals to Extend or Expand on Information in Text

(Complementary Use)

When?

(Conted)

(2) You want the text to carry the information about when

he will use a technique and need only a brief example or

description of hole the technique is performd

For Additional Examples

SN Chapter 5, pages:

83

97

(.1111,(Awiliq ,111948, lVlian hIstroonos

/101 wasure :tigley. hal fir

romers held it tria 's leogth from the eye, Dem,

mike l6 ughe subienikd by elleh brfoin yoo go

into the Iblil TheR Ang6 ploy vary Hill the

migh,s shim io ligore 43,

4%

FOLIC . licaurenot of Hob by log yyd ifrocrt,

2 4 143



USING ILLUSTRATIONS: REASON #1-TO REDUCE DETAIL BURDEN IN THE TEXT Konl

How?

144

(b) Use Visuals to Extend or Expand on Information in Text

IComplementary Use)

nen?

(Coned)

(3) You are trying to help the user ident'lfi the different

types of a general class of equipment he will use.

b. $everal types of transmitting antennas are showm in fig-

ure 33,

(1) A is a lung-wire nonresonant antenna that is used in

large fined-station installations.

(2) B is a half4ave Hertz antenna that is fed by a resonant

(tuned) feeder line from the transmitter,

(3) C is an end=fed, vertical, modified Marconi antenna,

also called a whip antenna.

(4) D is a loop antenna that radiates a strong signal in some

directions and almost no signal in other directions.,

(5) E is a Marconi antenna,

(6) F is a half-wave Hertz antenna that is fed by a non

resonant (untitled) feeder line from the transmitter,

(7) G is a fixed4tation radiator that may be hundreds of

feet high,
roaro 33: Typos of franoinitting onion=



USING ILLUSTRATION. REA ON #1TO REDUCE DETAIL BURDEN IN THE TEXT (c

How? (b) Use Visuals to Extend or Expand on In ormation in Text

(Complementary Use)

When?

(Cont'd)

You are writing to tell the user how lo perform some

activity that requires use of special terms, You want to

keep the text focused on how but also give the reader a

definition of the terms,

For Mditional xamples

See Chapter 5, page:

40

118. Adjustment of Sheaf

It niay N necessary for the observer to adjust

Ihe dal:d of a section to owed for any errors made

in laying the section paralkl or to obtain it special

slat Thu front t'overed by any sheaf is de width

of the slwaf plus the wait of a thirst. The typo

of sheaves ivilkh Dilly require djustinent Rre

and special. A special sheaf inay be P.on .

verged, open, or closed (lig. 45).

PARALLEL SHEAF

SPECIAL SHEAVES

1. Converged Shoalo
2, Open Sheaf

3, Closed Sheaf

Fign re 45. Typv vf wen



USING ILLUSTRATIONS: REASON #2-10 EMPHASIZE POINTS IN THE TEXT

How?

146

(a) Visually Confirm (donation in the Text

When? (1) You ale niting a description of how the user should

cony out some activity. You want to kw him how it

should look if he has done it correctly.

For Additional Examples

ee Chapter 5, pages:

59

71

95

117

d. Select an Aiming point beywd he range to

any likely target With the eye held reed inches

behind the Ineedi, aline the ilia of the lan'e on the

aiming pohn by devoting And traversing the rifle;

e. Look through the ieleseope And insure that

the horegight ems of the sight reticle is alined on

the Fume 'dining pith, If Ole homight ens is

imt alined, bring it to the ahning 'mint by rotating

the elevation and ezirnuth correction serews with

the screwdriver end of (he coinhiinniOu wreneh.

Reeheek the alinement through the bore And

through the night. When the sight mid the ;MN

up properly dhled on the Ainting point, the DOmni

rigo boresighted lig. 42).

Ms IS WHET YOU SE

THEM THE SIGHT

pe5 tO WHEY YOU SE

THROUGH THE BORE

Pim it. SiM eteture Iii torenghtinst.



USING ILLUSTRATI N

How?

REASON #2TO EMPHASIZE POINTS IN THE TEXT Icont.d)

(a) Visually Confirm Information in the Text

When?

(Cont'd)

(2) You me writing a description of equipment, or a general

plan or procedure for doing something. You want to help

the user visualize the equipment, plan or scheme you have

described,

For Additional Examples

See Chapter 5, pages:

57

67

91

105

115

127

A9, Norwood Truck

To upright an overturned truck using the wreck-

er truck, a sling method of attachment must be

used on the overturned truck, hcrauac a pulling

force applied to only one point of the frame will

usually result in a bent frame The aling attaeh-

merit iu mode of two utility chains or 1 inch fiber

rope: The sling ends are attached to the front

and rear lifting shackle on the high side of the

overturned truck, and then the viineh cable la at=

tachod to the center of the sling. A holding effirt

will be required tu prevail; the vehicle from

crashing onto its wheels. The holding force could

be another vehicle or a rope block and tackle with

manpower, the Attachment for the holding force

would be through another sling attached to the

same points on the overturned truck so the pull.

ing sling. If a bolding vehicle is not available,

rig a 4 to 1 mechanical advantage tackle from

the equipment on the wrecker truck, attach it be.

tween the holding sling and an anchor, and wrap'

its fall line around a tree as illustrated in figura

99, Apply power gradually to the wrecker truch

winch until the overturned truck is past the ver .

tical position, and then lower the truck to ita

wheels with the holding tackle. Caution must be

exercised to preant smoking or open flames near

the overturned truck, because of the danger of

igniting spilled fuel and oil, If neither holding

vehicle nor holding tackle con be used, the wreck,

er boom may be used to hold the load, Whenever

the wrecker boom la used in thin manner, maxi

rnum use of the boom jacks shouldbe made: When

lowering the overturned truck to its wheels, ah

ways lower it using the hoist winch, rather than

booming out with the crane.

Piste 99 ROMerW &bid trvA,



USING ILLUSTRATIONS: 'REASON # TO EMPHASIZE POINTS IN THE TEXT (confd)

How? lb) Highlight or Summarize Main Point$ in Text

When?

148

You are describing a plan or a procedure which involves

several steps, and each step has supporting dete. You want to

emphasize the purpose of the procedure or the main point of

some or all of the steps.

For Additional Examples

See Chapter 5, pages:

L67
131

,
ki 0

179, Categories of Maintenance

There are four broad categories of maintenance (fig. 59) that

have been defined by the Department of Defense for all services,

They facilitate the assignment of maintenance misiolls and re .

sponsibilities within the Department of Defense,

L
ANIZORG AT KINAL

mAINTENANCE

1

SUPPORT

mMNIENANCE

SUPPORT

MAINTENANCE

DEPOT

MAINTENANCE

OPERATOR OF

USING UNIT

UNIT MECHANIC

OF USING UNIT '

MOBILEVIER
REPAIR

SHOP

SEMIFIXED REPAIR SHOP

FIXED REPAIR SHOP_-
FM24.181=57

Fiore 59, erdoorirs minienaim



USING ILLUSTRATIONS: REASON #3TO MOTIVATE USERS TO READ THE MATERIAL

Flom Use Cartoons, Drawings and Color

When? Generally, use of colored cartoons would he considered when

you have a special problem or procedure you wish to call

attention to and your users are young adults or usera at the

lower reading sll levels.

Color itself is considered useful in drawing readers attention

to information you wish to emphasize,

The pages which follow present some examples of recent

efforts withal the Army to attract readers attention arid to

present information in a more directly usable fashion.

149
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i2) The engine
comportment. The enne

surprise attacks
by tank.hunter

teams Internal

compartment is a particularly
vulnerable area, A fuel tanks

are generally
located M the

engine

tank on be
stopped by using

simple incendiary
compartment, but their exact

location will vary

devices, suchan a thermale
grenade or napalm. It

with the typeof tank,
is

onneregiary to destroy
the entiN

engine. $affi,
(5) The

imp syetem.s. Of all the valner.

tient damage to nnY critimi
engine cnnivnnent

able areas nn a tank, the
moat diMeultone to dea.

will prevent
the vehicle fma

running, A disabled
troy la a ton

system /more an at

tank bmin
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(I) Thr pact* nom,
The ausNasion
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The tank is susceptible in flame attacks -
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TAG ANINISTRATIVE

,NAtis

LL 11.4

Section IV, ME ND C9.

inhlern of the Convention

As a compliment to
Switzerland, the heraldic

emblem of thereaty PrOViiiM

red CM On a white ground
formed by musing the Federal

colours, is
retained as the emblem and distMctive

sign of the

Medial Service of armed fortes,

Nevertheless, in the ease of countries which
already use as

emblem, in place of the red cross, the red crescent or the red lion

and siii on a white ground, those emblems
are also recognized

by the terms of the present Convention.
(GIVS, art. 5g,)

Emblem Othrr
Than the Red Crop,

Turkey usea the Red Cres-

cent ; Iran, the Red Lion and Snn, Ind signed
(III'S subleet to the

reservation that it \\ill Oe a Red Shield of David as its distinctive

e. Nimble
Emblem SeeArtirle, f), RR (pay. 52), Seesign.

also pertinent
United States statutes,

239. U. of the Emblem

Under the direction
of the competent military authority, the

emblem shall he
displayed Oa the Bags,

armlets arid on all equip-

ment employed
in the Medical

Service. (an, cut, 39 ,)

MIN

55.
itInctive Emblem of Genova ConvacitieaThe ust of the emblem of the Red Cross and other equivalent in-signia must be

limited to the indication or protection of
medical unitsand establishments,

the penonnel
and niaterial

protected by Onend other singer
conventions, The following

are ezamplee of the
improper IA of the emblem:

Ueing a hospital or other bikingaccoriled CA protection sa an observation
post or military dee ordepot; Uing from a building

or tent displaying
the emblem of theRed Cross; using a hospital

trail or airplane
to facilitate the escapeof combatants;

displaying the emblem on vehicles containing
am-munition or other nonmedical

gores; and 41 general usilg it forcloaking acts of hostility.



TVOo ot LA,Jcature: TJAGICATB ADMINISTRATIVE

Primary UOf WORKER
lotoiroatiors OIsiectivev, WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE

WHAT IT'S FOR

No, ot Syll, worclOTotal e. words: 1221196.62%
FORCAST Rrizaiiiocl Grade Level Score: 10.7

DON'T SHOOT AT THE RED CROSS

Do not fire at any medicalpersonnel, vehicles (air orground),
buildings, tents, or oth-er facilities

used for the care ofwounded, sick and disabled per-sons.

DON'T HIDE BEHIND THEMEDICAL
SERVICE

SYMBOLS

Medical
personnel and facilities

are usually
marked with the Red Cross

on a white
background. However, some

countries use different
distinctive em-

blems to
designate their medical

service
personnel and facilities. Turkey and
most other

Moslem countries use the
Red Crescent; however, Iran uses the
Red Lion and Sun. Israel uses the Red
Shield of David.

The
medical service em-

blems which have been men-tioned (The Red Cross, Red Cres-cent, Red Lion andSun, and RedShield of David) are symbols ofprotection for the
wounded, sick

and disabled. In combat, thepurpose of these
emblems is toprotect those who have becomecasualties and those

personnel
who are caring

for them. I t is a
serious breach of the rules of warwhen soldiers

use,.these signs toprotect or
hidewmilitary activi-ties. Do not
mark-your positionor yourself with a medical serviceemblem unless you have

beendesignated to perform
only medi-cal duties.

Your Life May Depend ontbePROPER USE of the RED
CROSS Symbol

157



..ETRIEVAL AIDS

Information retrieval aids help the user of the manual to locate

the specific information he is seeldng. The two most common infor.

!nation retrieval aids are: the Table of Contents, and the Index, The

extent to which these two, and other retrieval aids, are helpful to the

user depends on how much the needs of the user were considered

when the retrieval aid was written.

*HE USER AND HIS NEEDS

Your job, Oen developing any information retrieval aid is to

determine how the user of the manual would ask for information

when performing the job. Then develop and organize the information

aid around these questions. The closer you can come th the user's

question, the more useful le retrieval aid will be to the man perform-

ing the job.

Gimp -7

INFORMATI N RETRIEVAL AIDS FOR YOUR USEI

2



TM 9-100511610

OPERATOR'S MANUAL

RN, ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY

TOWEL). 20 MM, XMI67

1105.99439II

WARNINC

You eau be Idled or

seriously injured by

improperly using your

equipment

See warning page

inside this onver.

OPERATING

. INSTRUCTIONS

PERIODIC

MAINTENAhkE..

NBA IcATION ,

INSTRUCTIONS

TROUB.LESHOOTINV

PM6cEDLICEs

PRocEouRas....
. :

40'

CONDENSED

INFORmATioN

C1

HEADOWARTERS, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

December 1973

EXAMPLE 1: THE USE OF BLEEDING EDGES AS AN

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL AID

OPIRA10111,111010AL

TM 94605.28610

NIRIMUIT IrRIM

Win 11117

THE FRONT COVER INCLUDES A PARTIAL TABLE OF CONTENTS.

THE ENTRIES INCLUDE ONLY THOSE THAT THE OPERATOR WILL

USE MOST OFTEN.

Malin VAMP I Ili ill!

NEW

THE ITEMS ARE "KEYED" TO THE EDGE

OF THE MANUAL FOR EASY LOCATION.



This manual gives information on "operating instructions" in both the Table

of Contents and the Index, How useful are these "topic" listings for the mem

on the job?

!PERRON'S MANUAL

HOWITZER, LIGHT, SELF.PROPELLED:

105.MM, M108 (2350440.8810),

HOWITZER, MEDIUM, SELF.PROPELLED:

155MM, M109 (2350.440!8811),

AND

HOWITZER, MEDIUM, SELF.PROPELLED:

155.MM, M100A1 (2350 485.9662)
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EXAMPLE 2: ORGANIZING BY TA5K5 THE USER PERFORM
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Operatiom

kr ventlator blower . , . , 2-45 243

Atottiary power receptacle . , . 2.47 2-80

Bilge pump . . , , , , . , . 2.4s 2-89

Cat mounted rammer . . . .1,.111441411.1.4114 44.4 4 2-30 2.43

Cab IkOo rina , ... . . .. , . . . .. , , 2.23 243

Cab traverse lock , . . . ... , . 2-26 2-43

Collimator h12... , . . 242 2-27

Commander's cupola .. , , .. , 2-17 2-27

. . , . , , 2-26 2-25

Direct fire telescge 61118/M116C trid mount 14140 , 240 2-27

2-17

2-22

Doty or Egody oroos . , , , . .... 2=53 2.105

Elevating and traversing mechanism . ..... . 2.24 243

Elevation quadrant M15. . . . ... , 2-19 247

Egreme cold . . .. . . 2-51 2401

Egrenle heat, Wald or salty conditions . , . 2-52 2.1134

f igd fire extiguisher 243 243

Don travel lock (1469) . . . .. , , , , . 2.26 2-43

10551M howitzer cannon 94103 . . ....... 2-35 2.41

155MM howitor cannon 94126/5112671 ... , . , 2-30 2.41

lknorarelc telescope 94117 and moot M145 . , , 2-18 2.27

Personnel heater .... , . 2-46 243

249

2-45

2-20

2.40

2-17

Driver's seat 414:1411.441114141 .111. .. .. .....ee, . . 2-7

Portable fire extinguisher 44144/1411141/114 4,444 2.12

Tow Odle ... , . .. , . , .. ..
Traversing systern (61103) , , ...... 2.27

Vehicle . . , 2.8

Vehicle arriphiMous ... . . ... , ,

weapon mounted rammer , , , , . , . . 2-30

Vfinterliallon kit 141:41111.1144114411114 4414 4144 414444 44 2-51

243

2-161

Cr)



IATHER THAN BY TOPIC

TABLE OF CONTENTS

CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

Section 1. General

Para Page

General ...... ....... , ... , , 1.1 1.1

Section II. Description and Dala

Description 12 Id

Tabulated Data 1.3 I/
Differences Pietween MI09 and M109A1 Howitzers , 1-3

MI99 Howitzer . Right Rear View . .. .. . 14

MI09 Howitzer Left Front View 1.5

CHAPTER 2. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Section I. Operating Pro4arcs

Know Your Controls and Instiuments 11 2.1

Driver's Compartment Controls and Instruments 21

Crew Compartment Controls and Instruments , . , 2.2

Preventiveilainteciance Checks and Serrices (PCMS) 22 24

Operating Vehicle Under Normal Conditions , 2.3 2.23

Pre.Starting Instructions Starting EnOne .......... . , 2.26

Instrument Panel Checkout Procedure 2.28

Driving Vehicle 2.29

Stopping Vheicle 2-31

Towing Vehkle 2.32

Towing Vehicle to Start Engine . .. .. 2.33

Crew Operations Under Normal Conditions 24 2.34

Operating Hull and Cab Doors. 2.34

Operating Engine Ait Cleaner System 235

Operating Commander's Seat 136

Operating Commander's Cupola 137

Traversing and Elerating h1199 2.38

Operation of Fite Control Equipment Under

Normal Conditions 242

Wing Telmcop NUII7 . . 242

ORGAMZE AND LABEL TO

IDENTIFY TASKS THE USER PERFORMS

This is a Table of Contents for a revision of the same manual.

Notice the use of action verbs This information retrieval aid was

writtea for the user aild his job, It is not simply a listing of the

topics contained M the manual.

3 0 163



THE TANK GUNNER'S GUIDE

(Tank, 90-noth Gun, M48A1)

Introduction,. ,

Unlocking the gun uavel ..... ,

Removing tht blait defectot and hurt evacuator

Maintaining the gun tube; bleat deflector; and bore evacuator, weekly_
7

!coral* the bore evacuator and hlut deflator

Diki,.truh1ing the botch
13

Maintaioing the breetb ndbooeohnnuuhaoiur weekly__ = == S_S . 21

kflnhliog the ..... , . ....... . , 23

Mainttnning the gun tr...el lock, weeklt
29

Locking the guu travel trek
31

Reading the gunnera quadrant
31

ItEnding the elevation miadont
39

Reading the aginauth indicator 43

Rending the computer . .. . . . 47

Raking the gunnen quadrant for accuracy 51

Adjwiing the elevation quadrant. . . .
57

putt iag the turret into power... . .......... 61

Ctecintig the azimuth indicator for accuracy and ulippage.... 83

Changing ammunition canna in the computer_ 85

Checking the manual and elettrkal operation of the computer 89

Reviving the nefiteopt..... ......... 73

btalling the *opt_ 75

Cleauing and inapecting the periatope..... ..... ... 71

Rrnioving the teltacope

Owing nod inipectini the teleaeope=
= . ..

leztalling the ....... .. .

Illiotaining and inatalling the head act and thest eet..,... . _ . = . ....
laintaioing the guri tube before Ding

gointaining the blant dehator and bore evacuator before hring_

Maintaining all io the main gon recoil eyetern

Ad1ating the clearance of the Aring linkage

Chetking the lighta .

Checking the Sting triggera for the main gun and for the coaxial machine gun

t)ing the Met hresighta

Borenighting the main gun

Zeroing the main gun., ,....,.. ....

------------------------.5earchitig for

R6pondifig tO Sit

Adluting hue-

FirMg end adjusdng 6re, coaxialmuchine gun _

Taking inimdiate Min when the main gun fade to frt._

Trouhltobooting mallanctiona of tht maM gun

Lking immediate action when the oogiol machine gun WI to ire

['noting and hring from a range card

NI:ontaining the hIlvt deflector and bore evacuator after .................
Ming the gun tube after firing,. ..... , . . , . , . .... .

Maintuinhig the breech after hring

,And wing tht bottk dght

Firing and hfijuging ricochet hre .. =

Pik0

3

81

EXAMPLE 3: FORMATTING TO AID VISUAL SCANNING

This Table of Contents and the one on the facing page were both

written for the same mlnual, Which one is more useful for the

man on the job?

83

87

89

93

07

09

103

105

115

119

137

148

149

151

157

159

163

165

169

........ _ .. 117741

177

179

Caknlatin4 mitirourn duatiori

Firing from dehlude

Checking the gallet otnuougu.

164

ist

115

189

ila

. 197



TAM OF CONTENIS

Pages

I. Maintainhig the MoM

Gun, Weekly 1-32

A. Unlocking the Gun Travel

Lack . . .........._ 1

B. Removing Me Blast De-

flector and Bore Evacuator

C. Maintaining the Gun Tube,

Blest Deflector, and Bore

Evacuator, Weekly 7

D. Installing the Bore Evac-

uator and Blast Deflector. 11

E. Disassembling the Breech. 13

F. MaintaNng the Breech and

Breech Mechanisms, Weekly 21

G. Assembling the Breech .. 23

H. Maintng the Gun Travel

Lock, Weekly 29

I. Locking the Gun Travel

Lock 31

II, Reading the Tank Instruments. 33-50

A, Reading the Gunner's

Quadrant

8; Reading the Elevation

Quadrant

C. Reading the Azimuth

Indicatar 43

D. Read Mg the Computer 47

Ilk Checking the Tank Instruments 51-72

A. Checking the Gunner's

Quadrant fur Atairoty 51

B. Adjuoing the Elevation

Quedrant 57

C. PutHng the Turret into

Power 61

D. Checking the Azimuth Indi-

cow for Accuracy and

Slippage z 63

E. Changing Ammunihon Corns

in the Computer 65

F. Checking the Manual ond

Electrical Operation of the

Computer 69

IV, Maintaining the Direct Firs

Sights z 73.88

A. Removing the Periscope 73

B. Cleaning and Inspecting the

Periscope . 75

C. Installing the Periscope 79

D. Removing the Telescope _ 81

E. Cleaning and Inspecting

the Telescope .. 83

F. Installing ;he Telescope 87

V. Mom-Firing Procedural 8941$

A. Maintaining od Meaning

the Head Set and Cheri Set 89

Pages

B. MaMinining the Main Gun

Before Firing .., . 93-104

1, Mdintaining the Gun

Tube Before firing --
2. Maintaining the Breech

Mite Firing 95

3. Maintaining the Oleg

Deflector and lore

Evacuator iefare Firing 97

4, Maintoining Oil in the

Main Gun Recoil System 99

5. Adjusting the Clearance

of the Firing Linkage 103

C. Checking the Lights ,.. 105

D. Checking the firing Triggers

for the Main Gun and for

the Coaxial Machine Gun , 115

VI. Firing Procedures 119.170

A. (fling the Direct Fire Sights 119

B. Baresighting the Main Gun 137

C. Zeroing the Main Gun ... 143

D. Searching for Targets ...z 149

E. ResporidMg ta Fire

Commands 151

F, Adjusting Fite . .. 157

G. Firing and Adjusting Fire,

Coaxial Machine Gun 159

H. Taking Immediate Action

When the Main Gun Fails

Mire .......
I. Trouble-Shooting Mel:

fnntien f the Main Gun. 165

J. Taking Immediate Action

when the Coaxial Machine

Gun Faik to Fire . ,...... 169

VII Preparing and Fidog from a

Range Card 171474

VIII. AftoFiring Procedures __ 175410

A. Maintoining the Main Gun

After firing

1. Maintaining the Blast

Deflector and Bore

Evacuator After Firing 175

2, Maintaining the Gun

'rube After Firing 177

3. Moirdoining the Breech

After firing . . 179

IX: Procedures in Special Situations 181496

A. Setting and thing the

Bottle Sight 181

B. Firing and Adjusting

Ricochet Fire 185

C. Colculming Minimum

Elevation _ 189

D. Firing ttom Defilade 193

X. Checking the Danowi

Stowage ... ... 197498
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FORMAT AND LABEL TO AID QUICK VISUAL S ANNING

This Table of Contents was written for the user, Notice that the

entries are grouped by tasks the operator must perform. This makes

the "searching" task much easier,



This chapter presents a sampler" of

several effective methods of presenting

information to the user of the manual

in other than the standard "textbook"

manner.

The purpose of the chapter is to show

you several new methods developed by

miters to present information in a

unique and useful way* If any method

seems useful to yougive it a try! If

you would like more information

about any method, send for the refer

enced material,

These examples all contain two fea .

tures which make VA appropriate

for writers of Army training material*

These important features are:

1) The amount of written (prose)

material is greatly reduced com-

pared to the standard "text .

hook" method of presentation.

2) The selections have been

designed for ease of use by the

user of the material,

CHAPTER 8

INFORMATION PRESENTATION TECHNI UES: A SAMPLER

APPLICATION

SELECTION OF SAMPLES

The examples presented have applica

tion for:

INITIAL LEARNING: They present

the user with all the information

necessary to initially learn

the tasks,

REVIEW: The user can review specific

previous material quickly without

having to review the entire

lesson or chapter.

REFERENCE; They serve as excellent

and easy to use reference sources

for future use by the user,

The samples contained in this chapter

were selected on the basis of:

1) Their proven effectiveness within

a tested training progam, tor]

2) The application of principles of

information processing and ths .

play as determined from psycho .

loOcal and educational ranch.



LOGIC TREES

PRIMARY FEATURES

APPLICATIONS

A logic tree is a schematic repre .

sentation of a decision making

process. It makes explicit, the

logical structure and decision

points that me otherwise buried,

mid often not completely devel .

oped in standard narrative text.

Procedures andlor decisions are pre-

sented as discrete steps.

All decision points me clearly

indicated,

Minimal training required for use.

Lo Oc trees are particularly effective

when used for:

Task knalysis

Task Inventories

Test Design

Lesson Planning

Determining Sequence of Instruction

Job Aids

Supplemental Training Material

LOGIC TREES

EXAMPLES NARRATIVE TEXT VERSUS LOGIC TREE PRESENTATION

REFERENCES

&araple"1 Tetionnel Adrainisatieti ' ,pages 170471

Ex- ple 2 pon Safety 1}rocedurei page 172; !I

Adams, Eimer E, The Use of Job Aids as a Method of Inetruction, Fort

Benjamin Harrison, Indiana: US, Army Adjutant General School,

1968, 14 pp, (Printed),

Ganc, C.P., I.S. Horabin, and RN. Lewis, 'Algorithms for Decision

Mal-dng," Aspects of Educational Technology, London: Methuen

and Company, Limited, 1966. pp, umk,

Sampson, Jon L., MAJ, AGC, An Analysis of the Use of a Job Aid

(Logic Tree) to Obtain Effective Performance of a Tash Phthout

Forn. 4 Instruction, Research Report Number 8, Department of the

Army, U.S, Army Adjutot General School, Fort Beni..iiin

Harrison, Incline, September 1971,

Systems Engineering of Training, U.S. Continental Army Command

Regulation 350,100.1, Fort Monroe, Vginia, 1968. 108 pp,

Design and Use of Logic Trees, U.S. Army Adjutant General School

Pamphlet 350.1004. Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana, 1969, 9 pp,
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EXAMPLE I - LOGIC TREE APPLIED T

BEFORE THE APPLICATION OF LOGIC TREE ANALYSIS

"c. School assignment. Enlisted personnel selected for training at service schools will be

assigned Oa attached as follows;

(1) Navy and Air Force personnel, in accordance with separate Air Force and Navy

directives, Air Fome and Navy enlisted personnel, when selected for training at

Army service schools, will be attached to schools on temporary duty until

returned to their respective Departments upon completion of the course. School

commandants are authorized to drop from attachment and report to 13ector of

Military Personnel, United States Air Force or Chief of Navel Operations,

Military Personnel Office, United States Navy, personnel who are attached to

Army schools contrary to these instructions.

kmy personnel.

(a) Army personnel stationed in CONUS ordered to an Army, Nairy, or Air

Force service school for a course of iristruction of less than 20 weeks will

be placed on temporary duty at school, proded they rre to be returned

to their assigned organization whether they do or do not complete school

course. They will be returned to their assigned organization upon comple .

tion of the course, or earlier if they are relieved prior to completioo of

the course.

(hi Army personnel stationed io CONUS, ordered to an Army, Navy, or Ail

Force service school for a course of instruction of less than 20 weeks, and

who are not to be returned to their parent installation will be assigned on

Temporary Duty Pending Further Orders (TD110), as appropriate. EDCSA

to be established in orders will be the same as the reporting date to school.

Personnel will be signed to a student detachment as follows:

1. Army service school: Personnel reporting to an Army service school will

be assigned dn.ect to student detachment of school. Upon completion

of course, or when relieved prior to completion of a course, personnel

will be reassigned in accordance with instructions received from the

ChM1 of Personnel Operations, Department of the Army,

2. Navy or Air Force service schools, Personnel reporting to a Navy Of Air

Foree service schot, ill be assigned to student detachment of head.

quarters of major command in which the school is located, with station

at the school. Personnel attending a Navy or Air Force service school

will be reported by appropriate major headquarters upon completion of

course, or when relieved prior to completion of a come, to Chief of

Personnel Operations, for reassignment under AR 614.1Q5, These indi

viduals will also be reassigned as prescribed by Chief of Personnel

Operations (exempt report pan 39a, AR 335.16),

(c) Army personnel stationed in an overseas command ordered to an Army,

Navy, or Air Force service school for a Wane of instruction of less than

10 weeks will be assigned direct to the new gaining CONUS unit with TOY

en route to school designated: EDCSA will be established as prescribed by

paragaph 20, AR 33E1,

(d) Army personnel ordered to an Army service school for course of instrue.

tion of 20 weeks or longer will be relieved from their unit of assignMent

and will be assigoed on a permanent change of station direct to the student

detachment of Army service school, E.DCSA to be established in orders for

personnel stationed within CONUS will be same date as reporting date to

the school, EDCSA to be established in orders for all personnel stationed

overseas will be computed as prescribed by puagraph 20, AR 330.12. Upon

completion of course, or if relieved prior to completion of course, these

individuals will be resigned in accordance with instructions from the

Chief of Personnel Operations.

(e) Army personnel ordered to a Navy or an Air Force service school for a

coin of instruction of 20 weeks or longer will he relieved from their unit

of ssignment. They will be assigned, on a permanent change of station

status, direct to the student detachment of headquarters of major

command in which school is located, with station at the school. EDCSA to

be established in ordus for personnel stationed in CONUS will be the same

date as reporting date of irideo to the school, EDCSA to be established

in orders for sil personnel statMned overseas will be computed as pre.

scribed by p- -graph 20, AR 330,12, Upon completion of course, or if

relieved prior to completion of course, appropriate major headquarters will

report individuals to Chief of Personnel Operatioos, for reassignment under

AR 614.105. Individuals will be reassigned as prescribed by Chief of

Personnel Operations (exempt report, pare 39a, AR $55.15).

(f) Army personnel ordered to a course conducted at a cidian school will be

reassigned to, or placed on temporary duty with, student detachment of

headquarters of the major command in which the school is located, with

station at the school. The major commander will be responsible for anorn

phshing actions directed in paragraph 44c when personnel are relieved

from, or complete, the course of instructions. EDCSA to be established in

orders for personnel stationed overseu will be computed as prescribed by

paragraph 20, AR 3301.2,

1. R- ssignment will be on a permanent change of station when course i

20 weeks OT longer.

2. When course is of less than 20 weeks' duration, individual will be

reassigned on a temporary duty basis, OT on temporary duty pending

further orders (TDPFO), when indicated, except that Army personnel

stationed overseas will be :igned in accordance with (c) above."



PER ONNEL ADMINISTRATION

THE SAME INFORMATION AFTER APPLICATION OF LOGIC TREE ANALYSIS

Is school less

than 20 weeks

NO

Is school an

kmy sohool

YES

YES

Is EM to return

to his unit

NO

Is schOol an

Army school

YES

pr-

NO

YES

Is EM

Place EM

on TOY

Meas NO

YES

Is EM As ign EM

overseas YES TDY to school

enroute to

NO new assignment

Assign EM to

student detach .

ment of 'chord

on MHO

Assign EM on PCS

to student detach

ment of school

NO

Assign EM on PCS

o student detach.

went Of major

command with du y

tion at school

Adam, 1951 pp. 443,

Assign to

student detach .

ment of major

command in which

school is located

with duty station

at school

v Li 171



04, Exp losivo Rounds In Hot Tam

,Fxplosive projectiles in heated tubes present AA ex-

timely hazirdous situation: High rates of fire for

,extentkd period with high charges neeMitute the Elk

lowing precautiom It observed;

a Do out chamber the round in a vapor' until

itrunediately prior to firing:

k A round that has been chambered in a weapon

:should be Rred or removed from the weapon within

5 minutes:

a If the round in a heated tube cannot be Md or

1,eni_oved within the 5-minute period, the following

actionsshould be taken:

(I) Mere a miske is not involved and in the

event the round cannot be fired or removed within

minutes, the primer and propelling diary shoold

he removed immediately, then elevate the cannon

tithe approximately TO' and evacuate all personnel

to safe distance. Allow the projeetile and weapon to

cool for 2 hours.

(2) After a 2-hoor waiting period proceed as

follows, Move the weapon carefully or relocate to a

-remote position, If releeating is necessary the moon

tube should he lowered and loched in the traveling

posifion Waste will be placed in tho clamber to cush-

ion the projectile and to protect the face of the hreech

block while the weapon is being Moved: Request AP

&once from EOD personnel OF nqueg Direct Sop-

pot Maintenance personnel with technical advice of

EOD personnel regarding recognition of possible

exuded explosive or other hazards to carefully re-

mote the cannon tube (with stuck projectile) at a

remote location away from buildings aml occupied

ans: The cannot tuhe containing the stock projec-

tile shonld tin be released to EOD petionneL

(3) For separate loading ammunition involved

ill a Illi8011;

(a) Wait for 2 minutes from the last attempt

to fire before removing the primer: If the primer has

Ared, personnel shonid he evacuated to a ail fe distance

for a 21our waiting period without removing the

propelling charge. After tho 2-honr waiting period

remove.tha propelling charge and follow the guid,

!AT ned i4 (2) above:

(6) If the primer has not tired after the 2-

minute waiting period a new primer will be tried or

tilt faulty ririg meelninism corrected: Then should

the weapon not fire within a total chipod time of

B minutes; the propelling charge will be removed mid

personnel should be evonated to a safe distance for

a Mont waiting period: The guidance outlined hi

(2) above abould then lat followed,

72
ti

EXAMPLE 2 LOGIC TREE APPLIED TO WEAPON SAFETY PROCEDURES

NARRATIVE METHOD

Decision points and instructions arc

bided in text. Difficult for user,

LOGIC TREE METHOD

Decidon points, instructions, and

warnings are clearly displayed for

the user,

HOT IRE MISFIRE PROCEDURES

FAILURE

TO FIRE

TE-
W5*, WS*

CHECKFIRE

UNLOAD WPN

WITHIN 5 MINS

NO

INSERT NEW

PRIME AND

ATTEMPT TO

REFIRE W2*

MISFIRE

ATTEMPT TO REFIRE

2 ADDITIONAL TIMES

L-1AiYES- FIRES

NO

WAIT 2 MINUTES

REMOVE PRIMER

W2*, 1130,

-T
PRIMER YES

FIRED? WITH sTICKER

NO --
l, OPEN CHAMBER W3

2, BEER WITH CHO 4

Og ABOVE WITHIN

5 MIN '0

YES

NO STICKER -
REPAIR/REPLACE

FAULTY PRIMER OR

FIRING MECHANISM

COMPONENT AND

FIRE WPN WITHIN

FIVE MINUTES

AFTER (HAMBERING

NO

NO YB

NACLIATE ALL ERSONNEL FROM WEAPON AND NOTIFY E, 0,D, OR ORD

FOR REMOVAL OF PROJECTILE, IF CHAMBERED ROUND IS NOT REMOVED

OR FIRED WITHIN FIVE (5) MINUTES,

*WARNINGS:

I, USE CHO I IN COMBAT EMO ONLY

HANGFIRE

3, STAND CLEAR OF RECOILING PARTS

4, STICKER

3, COOK-OFF TIM APPLY

6, 5 MINUTE TIME LIMIT OCT TUBES

7, 50 FOOT Li.,NYARD USED

2-68

LEGEND: WEAPON CLEARED

*NOTE: NO LOSS OF RANGE IS

EXPECTED AFTER A STICKER

IS FIRED WITH NEW CHARGE

OC:1



JOB PERFORMANCE AIDS

SAMPLE A: JOB AIDS APPLIED TO TROUBLESHOOTING AND MAINTENANCE OF AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT

PURPOSE

RESULTS OF USE

PRINCIPLES EMPLOYED

IN THE DESIGN OF

JOB PERFORMANCE AIDS

Job aids developed for the Kr Force for roth

ranee and troubleshootMg tasIts.

When job performance ids were tested by the Air

Force they found;

Apprentices using job performance guides outper .

formed specialists using TOs as guides.

The troubleshootkig ids resulted in a reduction of

both performance time and mthntenance errors.

The technicians had highly positive attitudes toward

the job guides,

The number Of separate but related steps to be

presented in any task WM specified,

A fixed syntax and prefened verb list was used to

help overcome reading and interpretation problems,

EXAMPLES

REFERENCE

I

Project PIMO Final Report: Summery, Volume 1 (TR49.155), Norton

kir Force Base, California: Space and Missile Systems Organisation,

Air Force Systems Command. May 1969,

John D. Polley, Jr., et al. Fully PrOceduralized Job Performance Aids:

Volume IDraft Specification For Organizational Maintenance (TR

4FHRI,TR.71.53, Volume I). Wright.Patterson Air Force Base,

Ohio: Air Force HuMan flesmuces Laboratory, Kir Force Systems

Command. December 1971.

Andrew P. Chenzoff, et i. Guidance and Specification for the Prepara-

tion of Fully Proceduralized Job Aids for Organizational and

Intermediate Maintenance of Electronic Subsystems, (TR AFHRL.

TR-71.23), Brooks Air Force Base, Texas; Air Force Human

Resources Laboratory, Air Force Systems Command. June 1971.
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EXAMPLE I

JOB AID FOR TROUBLESHOOTING

TACILIeLESKOT 1Paili4lSO AND

TAR UR P0191 WAIN
Canoe eleCtrIal

conoctor Pp! (41,

911tywIl topegior,

Cut ond moue teivyuln

fr eledtrIal Woeator
Pil 111, Ohmic'
qOanadt0f,

2, PIK,' end hold ± probe 11

to pH A en 61407101

caoregtor Pi I 141, Pim
probe 181 to

yTo C olootrldl

poinootor,

et kt
rOpelr or (Voce u(ra

Dioqo al .requIrod,

ICkltittItItrfl)
riot tO 211

pr050 .

174

Polley, et al,, 1971, p. 51.

EXAMPLE 2

JOB AID FOR MAINTENANCE

INSTALL TAIL UR

Flo gq

Win
bOlt (1)

na.

FM NM

Oho a t

Onus el on While
Ioor Newt 41 ald
Osedrririt ( Gop ehould

be 0,Q113

'tht

Y.1.4.3; Rion 0g1t iy remIng

nut old masher. hte,o

quedrvt

4; Ilvoio tnroe PoIts (3) by

roeoulag ro.it val moor.

Parovo INor Report 141,

Rena shin 151,

4
NON

Shim leolhitIve IN 2402 Ind

ly thlokalle,

14AkZaI Or edd IsInnyIane

tO Shim 151 tO Ohio

tiquIrld ono ot 0410 lera,

Foley, et 4, 1971, p, 28,

.tr.L

seFi=m.

3148



PURPOSE

TYPES OF TASKS

FOR WHICH JOB AIDS

WERE CONSTRUCTED,

RESULTS

JOB PERFORMANCE AIDS

SAMPLE B: JOB AIDS FOR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

Job aids developed for the Army

for electronic equipment malfunc

lion and maintenance,

Maintenance tasks.

Troubleshooting taslo.

Removal and replacement tasks.

Final test and alignment tasks.

When Job Aid materials glIch As these have

been tested it has been found:

Using lhis type of Job Aid, training time can

be cut as much as 50%; and,

students perform es well or better than corv

ventionally trained students.

EXAMPLE The four job aids resented

direct the IA in the process

of setthig Up the equipment

to the fin of fault. pages 176.177

REFERENCES Gebhard, Richan: K r;:ueloptnent of a Training Program and Job Aids for

Maintenance of .,'?ct7onic Communication Equipment, Alexandria,

Virginia: Human '2ources Research Organization, December 1970.

Shrive', Edger L, Fink, C. Dennis! and Trecier, Robert C. Implementation

and Checkout of the FORECAST Concept of Electronic System

Repair at the US. Army Ordnance Guided Missile School,

Alexandria, Virginia: Human Resources Research Organization,

August 1963,

Shiiver, Edgar L, Fink, C, Dehnis, and Trexler, Robert C. FORECAST

Systems Analysta and Training Methods for Electronics Maintenance

Training. Alexandria, Virginia: Human ResourceS Research Organize.

ton, May 1964.

Shriver, Edgar L. and Trexler, Robert C. A Description and Analytic

Discussion of Ten Neal Concepts for EleciTonics Maintenance,

Alexandria, Virginia: Human Resources Research Or ization,

December 1966,
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SIGNAL CONVERTER IS SET UP-.

TART TROUBLESHOOTING WITH THE

MAIN TESTS AND THEN GO AS DIRECTED

Prelary &dins

1. Pot the WIG switch in the TP position.

2. Put the 2\1-01 switch in the AV position:

3. Put the SENSITIVITY 5witch in Ihe HI posiiion.

Strop El to E3 and E2 to E4.

5, Connect the auxiliary power cord to El and E8i

4w

CAUTION
UNE

11,411 OFTAATM

I TY 11.101

nein tITIO I

!WOW!

Trlearsoh.ttlephoo,Sienar Coverlet 1821 U, cot& panel.

MAIN TESTS

Test TO V Obtained Results
Next Test or

oucce of Dot&

It4,1 Measure resistance acioss

El and ES WM S1 in

4W, then across 55 and

56 with S1 in 21Y,

LeSs than 1600 ohms, 51

in 4W.

Less than 1600 ohms, 51

in 2,W,

Go to I-1A.

Go to l.

More than 1600 ohms, S1

in 2W and 4W, Go to li,1=2,

M.2 Ping in auxihary power

cord and TA.1821L1

power cord,

1(1 clicks when auxiliary

power cord is connected,

other relays not click,

tubes do not light. Go to RA.

Some tubes do not light. Go to S.2B.

K1 does not click when

the auxihmy power cord

is connected, other relays

do not ciick when

11.1$2111 warms up,

E10 does not ring, tubes

light, Go to 1.2F,

Ki clicks when the aux.

diary power cord is eon.

nected, other relays do

not click when the

TA,152/U Me up,

E10 does not ring,

tubes light Go to 1,1G.



TROUBLE HOOTING ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

SUB TESTS

TN Procedure Obtained RNA

_
Heet Tett or

Source of Trouble

S.2A Unplug the power cord

and check the fuse. If

the fuse is not blown

go to RA, if it is

blown replace arid

remove V7 and V8.

Plug power cord back

into the AC source and

replace V7 and V8

one at a time.

Pune blown with V7

and Vg removed,

Fuse blows when V7

is replaced.

Fuse blows when V8

i$ replaced.

Fuse doesn't blow

when V7 and Vg are

replaced.

Go to MB.

Go to I.2C.

Go to I.

Return to 1-2,

S23 Replace tubes that

are not lighted.

Tube lighth.

Tube does riot light.

Return to M-2,

Go to I.2E.

hit headset (TS-19 )

across El and E2.

Go to 1M-8,

Go to 1211,

Tone is heard.

Tone is not heard,

A Apply 1600 cps at

+10 dbm to 05 and

pound.

E1O does not ring.

El0 rings,

Go to L-4A.

Go to MD,

$43 While El0 tinp with

1600 cps or 1225 cps

apply a short across

,,Ekand E6. ,,,------\

E9 does not light.

E9 lights.

Go to I-40.

,ii i

ISOLATION INFORMATI N

IIA

IF:

Kl, short.

Wiring (rota Si contacts to E7 and ES to K1 to El and

E2, shorted.

THEN:

The resistance will be less than 16(1) ohnt across El and E8.

1.10

IF:

El coistacts 12 o 4 end 11 to 2, open.

THEN:

The resistance will he less than 1600 ohms across E5 and E6.

I.2A

IF:

Winding 8-9, 1.2 of 16,

Power cord, open.

ue holder, open,

THEN:

Fen.

'robes will not lipbt nor will relays K2 or K3 click.

IF:

Any windings (5-7, 3.4, 8-9, 1-2) of 16, shorted.

Filament circuit, shorted,

THEN:

FiBe Fl vhil blow,

t



Appendix

THE FORCAST READING DIFFICULTY LEVEL FORMULA

The FORCAST* Reading Difficulty Level Formula should be

used as a quality control check on your writing. It will help you to

keep your writing at the level of the person who will be reading

the manual.

The reading difficulty level should be checked frequently

during the time you are writing the manual. Don't wait until you

have the draft copy completed; check while you are writing:

An important th ng to remember when using the FORCAST

formula for a quality control check is to not write to the formula.

Your writing should be directed to the user of the manual, not the

formula. The formula serves as a guide for the reading difficulty

level of material you have written and not the material you are

getting ready to write.

*lis formula was named the FORCAST (FORd; CAylor, Sneht)

formula, following the usual practice in readability research,

78

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

1) Select the 150 wor.d passage from connected discourse; Do not

use this formula to check unconnected statements; It's best to

start counting words at the beginning of a paragraph or section.

2) Counting the Words

Words include numbers, letters, symbols, and groups of

letters that are surrounded by white spaces. Hyphenated words

and contractions are counted as one word. As an example, each

of the following is counted as one word: "couldn't", "F,O,B.",

"i,e,", 132,008", "secondfade".

3) Counting the Syllables

_count syllables ,the_rway, the .word. iipronounced:_such.as_

"row" has one syllable, "mention" has two: With symbols

and figures the syllables are known by the way they are normally

read aloud, such as, one syllable for ("cents"), three for R.F.D.

("are-eff-dee"), and four for 1918 ("nineteen eighteenl, When

M doubt about syllables, consult a dictMnaq.



USING THE FORCAST READING DIFFICULTY LEVEL FORMULA

STEP 1

Count the number of one syllable

words in a 1 0 -word passage.

Number of one

syllable words

STEP 2

Divide the number of one syllable words

by 1

(Bracketed) Words Are One Syllable Words

Adequate protection [from] [the] elements land] environmental conditons

[must] [be] provided [by] [means] [of] proper storage facilities, preservation,

packaging, packing, [or] [a] combination [of] any [or] [all] [of] [these]

measures. [To] adquately protect [most] items [from] [the] damaging effects

[of] water [or] water.vapors, adequate preservation [must] [be] provided. [This]

[is] often [true] even [though] [the] item [is] [to] [be] [stored] [in] [a]

warehouse provided [with] mechanical [means] [of] controlling [the] tempera.

turn [and] humidity. Several methods [by] [which] humidity [is] controlled

[are] [in] [use] [by] [the] culinary services, [Use] [is] also [made] [of]

mechanically ventilating [and] dehumidifying selected sections [of] existing ware-

houseg, Appropriate consideration [will] [be] given [to] [the] preparation [and]

[can] [of] items [stored] under specific [types] [of] storage [such] [as]

controlled humidity, refrigerated, [and] heated. [The] amount [and] levels [of]

presentation, packaging, [and] packing [will] [be] governed [by] [the] specific

method [of] storage [plus] [the] antidpated [length] [of] storage,

STEP 3

Subtract the result from

to obtain the reading grade level,

179



This appendix lists the many reference aids available to Army

writers. The reference sources have been classified into the nine

categories shown in the "contents" block.

THE AR V

Appendix

Y WRITER'S REFERENCE SHELF

CONTENTS



I. MILITARY PUBLICATION INDEXES

I. DA Parn 3104

2. DA Pam 310-2

3, DA Parn 310.3

4, DA Pam 3104

5. DA Pam 310.6

(Specialized Indexes)

6, DA Pam 108.1

7, DA Pam 310.7

8.-DA Pam 3

9. DA Pam (C)310.9

10: DA Pam 310.12

11, DA Pam 310.14

12, DA Pam 310.35

13, TRADOC Pam 310.3

Index of administrative Publications (Regula.

tions, Circulus, Pamphlets, Postc, General

Orders, Joint Chief of Staff Publications, and

DoD Publications).

Index of Blank Forms

Index of Doctrinal, Training, and Organizational

Publications (Field Manuals, &sem Officer

Training Corp Manuals, Training Circulars, Army

Training Programs, Army Subject Schedules,

Army Training Tests, Firing Tables and Trajec,

tory Charts, Tables of Organization and Equip.

runt, Type Tables of Distribution, and Tables

of Allowances),

Military Publications: Index of Technical

Manuals, Technical Bulletins, Supply Manuals

(Types 7, 8, and 9), Supply Bulletins, and

Lubrication Orders,

Military Publications. Index of Supply Catalogs

and Supply Manuals (excluding Types 7, 8,

and 9).

Index of Army Motion Pictures and Related

Audio.Visual Aids.

Military Publications: U.S. Army Index of

Equipment Modification Work Orders,

-index- of -Army Personnel- Tests-- and Measures.

Index of Communications Security (COMSEC)

Publio:ions (U).

Index and Desmiption of Army Training Devices,

Index of Depot Mainterance Work Requirements,

Index of International Standardization

Agreements.

TRADOC Arrny.Wide Training Literature.

II, MOS STRUCTURE AND PROPONENT AGENCY

I. AR 611.101

2. AR 611.112

3. AR fin.201

Manual of Commissioned Officer Military Occupa.

tional Specialties.

Manual of Warrant Officer Military Occupational

Specialties.

Enlisted Military Occupational Specialties.

4. TRADOC Reg 351.5 Designation of MOS1ASI Responsibility;

IDENTIFICATION OF

UNIT PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT

1. "Duty Position in TOE, MOS Sequence OPO 99" (Note; provides information for

relating an MOS to each applicable TOE,)

2. TRADOC Pam 3104 Reference Digest of Tables of Organization and

Equipment (TOE). (ATCHE)

e specific TOE and TDA listings in DA Pam 310-3:



IV, INDIVIDUAL AND UNIT TRAINING

(CONTENT, TRAINING OBJECTIVES,

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS)

1, Sec DA Pam 310 3 or TRADOC Pam 310.3 for listings of specific Army Subject

Schedules, Maly Training Programs, and Army

Training Tots,

2. See DA Pain 350.10, U.S. Army Formal Schools Catalog.

V. ADVANCE NOTICE OF NEW AND

OBSOLETE PUBLICATIONS

(DISTRIBUTED WEEKLY)

I. Sce US Publications Center Bulletin notice in DA Pant 310.3, Sect.1.

1 Consolidated Equipment Publications Schedule, CG, US Army Materiel Command

(provided forecasted publication dates of new and

revised equipment publications).

VI. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL

LIBRARY RESOURCES

1. DA Pam 701

2. DA Pam 70.2

User's Guide to Technical Library Services,

Holdings and Services: Scientific and Technical

Information,

VII, WRITING AND LITERATURE

PRODUCTION GUIDELINES

1. AR 310.1

2. AR 310.2

3. AR 310.3

9. AR 310.25

5. AR 310.50

Publications, Blank Forms and Printing

Management,

Identification and Distribution of DA Publica-

tions and Issue of Agency and Command

Administrative Publications.

Preparation, Coordination, and Approval of

Department of the Army Publications, with

TRADOC Supplement 1.

Dictionary of United States Army Terms (Short

Title: AD),

Authorized Abbreviations and Brevity Codes.

6, TRADOC Reg 310-1 Preparation of Unit Training Publications (ATP,

ATT, NomMOS ASubjScd).

7, SB VI .20 Army Adopted and Other Items of Materiel

Selected for Authorization. (Note: contains

generic nomenclature to be used to describe items

of supply of equipment in place of specific model

or stock numbers whenever possible.)

VIII. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING OF TRAINING

1. 'CON Reg 350.1001

2. CON Pam 350.11

Systems Engineedng of Training (Course Design).

Systems Engineering of Unit Training (ATP, ATI,

NonMOS ASubjScd).
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Basic References.

IX BOOKS ON WRITING

THE FOLLOWING LIST INCLUDES ONLY A FEIN OF THE MANY
BOOKS ON WRITING.

THEY GIVE you A SAMPLE OF THE RANGE OF MATERIAL
AVAILABLE,

1. DA Pamphlet 1.10 (Jan, 1959) Improving Your Writing.

Helpful pamphlet briefly discussing stages of writing, suggestions for

effective writing, and writing formulas and yardsticks.

2, Perrin, Porter G. Writer's Guide and Index to English. Rev. ed. Chicago:

Scott, Foreman and Company, 1950,

A handbook of grammar, style, and composition.

General Writing

3. Flesch, Rudolf. The Art of Readable Writing, New York: Harper & Brothers

Publishers,1949,

Describes aspects of clear writing, Contains 4 "Reading Ease S re"

based on words per sentence and syllables per 100 words.

4, Gunning, Robert, The Technique of Clear Writing, Rev, ed. New York:

McGraw-Hill Book Company,1968.

Presents a Fog Index to measure, readability. Lists and describes at

length ten principles of clear writing. Describes "fog" in several types of

writing,

5. Strunk, William, Jr. Revised by White, E,B, The Elements of Style, New

York: The Macmillan Company,1959,

Clear and concise statement of elementary principles of usage, coin .

position, and style.

Technical Writing

6, Blicq, R.S, Technically 'Write! Communication for the Technical Man,

Englewood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice.Hall, Ine., 1972,

Presents examples of various types of technical writing and illustra.

tions plus a chapter on techniques of writing and one on mechanics

of writing.

7. Coleman, Peter and Brainbleby, Ken, The Technologist as Writer; An Intro

duction to Technical Writing, Ryerson PTV-ss, 1969 (distributed by

McGraw.Hill hok Co.).

Strong emphasis on types of writing and orderly development of'

information.

8. Hoover, Hardy, Essentials for the Technical Writer, New York: John Wiley

& Sons, Inc,, 1970,

Treats both effective writing (inc. organizing thoughts) and specifics

of writing reports and specifications. Has several checklists, Has examples

and exerclises covering sentence and pangraph structure, including correc .

tions and analysis of each exercise.

9. Mader, Daniel, The Craft of Technical Writing, New York: The Macmillan

Company, 1960,

Treats effective 'writing and organization of material. Main divisions

include techniques of. organization, structure AS a whole (techniques for

beginning, developing, and ending), and techniques of style.

10, Morris, Jackson E. Principles _f Scientific and Technical Writing, McGraw.

Hill Book Company, 1966.

Predomimantly treats effective 'writing and organization. Also treats

some specific types of technical writing.

11. Sherman, Theodore A. Modern Technical Writing, 2nd ad, Englewood Cliffs,

N,J,: Prentice.Hall, Inc,1966,

Treats both effective wiiting and organization and also details of

specific types of writing, Has exercises at the end of each chapter.

12. Zall, Paul N. Elements of Technical Report WritingNew York: Harper &

Brothers, Publishers, 1962.

Presents and discusses various stages of report writing: planning,

collecting information, designing (organizing), rough drafting, and revising,

?resents several checklists for revision and some basic rules of grammar.

Geared toward effective writing rather than production specifics,



ANSWERS TO EXERCISE I, CHAPTER 4:

HOW LARGE IS THE "READING SKILL" GAP

BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR USER?

Use the table on the left side of the test booklet to answer the questions

below, Write your answer on the blank space as directed in the question,

Are there any questions? You have minutes, Please answer all

the questions.

1. To properly inspect the voicemitter-outlet valve assembly, which of the following

should be checked? (Place an "X" in front of the items to he checked.)

X Crimping ring

Missimg temple pins

_ Distorhon

Valve disk

inlet valve caps

Movement of drinldng mouthpiece

Rust

. 2. Place the following items ill the correet sequence for inspection. Rut a "1" in

front of the item to he inspected fhat; a "2" in front of the second item; and

so on,

4 Check for loss of elasticity im head harness

6 Vistkly inspect filter elements

1 Inspect for missing temple pins

3 Inspect for discolored lenses

5 Check movement of drinldng mouthpiece

2 Inspect for er5tortion of nosecup

3, \Rat is the friterval for operator preventive maintenance during peace time

conditions?

6 months

Appendix C

ANSWER KEYS: ESTIMATING THE READING GAP

BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR USER

ANSWERS TO EXERCISE 2, CHAPTER 4:

HOW LARGE IS THE "LANGUAGE SKILL" GAP

BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR USER?

Readinglianguage Test

The purpose of padding a cast is provide more comfort for the pahent to lessen

4

the possibility of presure sores, and to make it easier and safer to remove the cast,M 6 1

Stockinet may be used next to the skin as a padding material for a closeltting andT 7 i-s

welkontoued cast. It should not be used alone for acute fractures, where there is
it 7 13

excessive silki, or immediately after an operation, since it tends to constrict and may
14

11 16
I

impair circulation. If stockinet is used without additional padding, the fact should be
7

noted with indelible pend on the east, so that when the cast is removed the electric

21 22

utter will be used with caution.

23

Sheet cotton or webril bandage can be wrapped over the stockinet in one to three
74. 26

layers, It should be roled on smoothly with the turns overlapping about onehalf the
27 18 , 29

width of the b2LkE

30'

Bony prominences are then padded with pieces of felt.


